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PREFACE
The first half of the eighteenth century has been called the neglected
period of Arcerican history, and no phase of it has been more neglected than
the work of the Board of Trade, In the folloirins pages the author has .at-
tempted to do two things; first, to find out what this administrative board
actually did, and in the second place, to determine its methods of procedure.
The study is not one of merely antiquarian interest; but is of vital importance
in the history of the evolution of American institutions, because it was the
work of the Board of Trade which accustomed the colonies to varioiis limitations
upon their legislative powers and to the constant subjection of their laws to
a form of constitutional test.
In working out the ocmplioated methods of procedure before the various
ininistrative bodies in England, it has been necessary to go somewhat far
afield and reconstruct the work of the Privy Council; but in the absence of
any detailed treatise on the history and functions of that body in the
eighteenth century, such a course was uriavoidable. A study of the Board's
field of activity and the policies which it attem.pted to execute has also re-
quired a consideration of the constitutional changes which were taking place
in the colonies, but an effort has been made to draw in no more of this
general constitutional history than seemed necessary for an intelligible treat-
ment of the subject.
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CHAPTER I.
HISTORY Am PERSONNEL OF THE BOARD OF TRADE,
Colonial Administration Prior to 1696.
It is not the function of this paper to discxiss oolonial administration
during the first half of the seventeenth century. Those years had been a
period of beginnings and of experinents. The advent of Cromwell introduced a
new spirit into colonial administration as into all other departments of the
British government. The new spirit of efficiency and aggressiveness was some-
what slow in developing machinery of central control over the colonies; but
in the very last years of the Protectorate, a plan for a Council for Foreign
Plantations ras drawn up, the authors of which were Martin Noel and Thomas
Povey, The scheme was worthy of Cromwell's administrative officers and con-
templated the creation of a board in England i^ith entire control of the
colonies and which should gradually weld the various isolated and independent
units into one government, which should look to the board in England as its
actual head.^
After the Restoration this whole plan was laid before the king's ad-
visers and probably had some influence in shaping their plans. ^ In July, 1660,
a committee of the Privy Comcil was appointed to consider all appeals,
memorials, representations, and other similar colonial matters. In connection
with this committee, another body was created with somewhat different ftmctions.
This was composed of certain members of the Privy Cotmcil and forty-two other
noblemen and merchants of the leading companies, and was known as the
1. Egerton, A Short History of British Colonial Policy, p, 74; Andrews,
Colonial Self Government, p.
2. Andrews, Colonial. Self Govenicient, p. 23,
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"Standing Coiincill of Trade**,^ but is usually referred to as the Council for
Foreign Plantations. Five members constitxited a quorum, and they were em-
powered to correspond with the governors, to consider all matters of government
and how the saire might be improved, and to have charge of the propogation of
the Gospel among the colonists.^ These duties were only advisory; and any de-
cisions which the council of trade might arrive at required the consent of the
Privy Cotanoil before they could be carried into execution. The council first
met December 10, 1660, and organized with Clarendon as president and Mr,
Philip Frowde as secretary.'
This dual arrangement of a comraittee of the Privy Cotancil and an advisory
body of other members of the Privy Coiincil together with various merchants,
continued until 1672, when the two were r.erged into a single ooTmcil with
power to consider all matters relating both to trade and foreign plantations.'
Two years later this Council for Foreign Plantations was dissolved, and early
in 1676 all colonial affairs were placed in the hands of a committee of the
Privy Coiincil. The new body was composed of the Lord Treasurer, Lord Privy
Seal, Duke of Lauderdale, Duke of Ormond and seventeen others. They were
directed to meet once a week and report, from tine to time, to the king in
Council.^ The members of this body were known as Lords of Trade, and that
was the usual designation for the men who were entrusted with plantation af-
1. Andrews, Colonial Self Government, p. Egerton, British Colonial
Policy, p. 75 and note; New York Colonial Documents, III., p. xHi; Cobbett,
History of Parliament, IV., p. 128.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. xiii.
3. Ibid.; Andrews, Colonial Self Government, p. 23.
4. The commission states that this body was to form a "standing council
in and for all the affayrs which doe conoerne the navigation, coirar.erce, or
trade, as well domestic as forraigne, of these our kingdoms and our forraigne
colonyes and plantations"; Quoted from the Shaftesbury Manuscript, by Andrews,
Colonial Self Government, p. 25.
6. N. Y, Col. Docs., III., p. xi^''.
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fairs until the Board of Trade was finally abolished in 1782.^ Colonial af-
fairs remained in the hands of a similar com.raittee of the Privy Coxmoil until
the accession of William III.
The Comnittee of the Privy Council for Trade and Foreign Plantations ap-
pears to have been an energetic body. It was so closely connected with the
executive officers that it was able to accomplish more than its predecessors,
and even more than the later Board of Trade could during a part of its history.
It was so active, in fact, that the whole administrative policy has acquired
an unsavory reputation in America. It was the period of attacks upon pro-
prietary and charter governments, the period of Andros and the Quo Warranto
proceedings. The policy of the period has been called tyrannical, but the
term does not appear to be justified.
The Revolution caused a modification of the plans for colonial govern-
ment, but the first administrative orders of William III. do not disclose any
new policy. A new committee of the Pri^y Council was appointed, consisting
of twelve members, any three of whom should constitute a quorum.^ There was
no further change, other than in membership of this oomm.ittee, till 1696. In
that year the hand of the king was forced, and the Board of Trade was
established.
,
II.
Organization of the Board of Trade.
The merchants had suffered severe losses during the great continental
war, and the opposition in the House of Commons took advantage of the dis-
1. N. Y. Col. Doos., nr., IV., v., VI., VII,, passim.
2. Andrews, Colonial Self Sovernment, pp. 26-40; Egerton, British
Colonial Policy, pp. 92-112.
3. N. Y. Col. Docs. , III.
,
p. xiv.
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cat isfaction caused by these losses to attack the administration. There »as
a bitter debate in the committee of the whole. The administration •tras charged
with open neglect of the needs of English merchants and with having openly
connived at the destruction of English trade, that the Dutch traders and mer-
chants might be the gainers.^ As a result of the debate in the committee? a.
series of forirteen resolutions were rexjorted to the house.
Those resolutions provided for the creation by act of Parliament of a
coxinoil of trade whose members should be nar-ed by that body and which should
have the power to control commerce, even to the extent of appointing convoys
for outgoing vessels. It was also to take charge of the plantation and other
trade of the kingdom, supervise the administration of poor relief, and could
enforce its authority by examining persons on oath.*^ Some of the resolutions
specifying an oath of allegiance for members of this committee, providing
that no member of Psurliament should be a member, and directing it to take
steps to improve the balance of trade were rejected. The others were ap-
proved, Januaiy 31, 1696, and a bill ordered brought in.^
TFilliam III. was opposed to any such body as the bill would establish
and ordered his ministers to oppose it. The objections to the m.easure are
obvious. It contemplated a serious encroachment upon the royal prerogative.
Many "apprehended that, if the P£u*liament named the persons, how low soever
their powers might be at first, they would be enlarged every session, and
from being a coimoil to look into matters of trade, they would next be em-
powered to appoint convoys and cruisers. This in tine might draw in the
1. Burnet, History of His Own Times (Edition of 1857), p. 621; Cobbett,
Pari. Hist., V., p. 977.
2. Journal of the House of Commons, XI., pp. 423-424; Burnet, History
of His Own Times, p. 621; Cobbett, Pari. History, V., p. 977.
3. Journal of the House of Comm.ons, XI., p. 424.
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whole Admiralty, and that part of the revenue or r,upply, which i^as appropriat-
ed to the navy"; and those isrho pushed the measure the most vigorously "did not
deny that they designed to ingraft many things upon it"."*"
Sunderland surprised many people by pushing the bill, and ¥illiam is said
to have oome near breaking with him because of this fact. In spite of the
king's opposition, the bill passed its seoond reading and was afterwards
dropped.'^ Burnet says the reason was the discovery of the plot against the
life of Fillian and the threatened invasion of England.^ Perhaps that was the
real reason but it should also be noted that the bill became unnecessary be-
cause of the prorpt issue of an Order in Council creating a board to exercise
almost the same functions ap the council of trade proposed by the bill.
The last action of the House of Commons on the Viill was March 3, 1696;^
and the commission under the privy seal which created the Board of Trade is
dated May 15, 1696.^ That the clamor in the House of Commons, had hastened
the measure seems evident; an examination of the terms of the commission only
tends to corroborate that opinion. The commission created a board similar
to other boeu'ds of the British government. There y/ere the real members and
the nominal members. The real members were eight in number and were paid
1. Cobbett, Pari. History, V., p. 1978; Burnet, Hist, of His Own Times,
p. 621.
2. Ibid.
3. Granville introduced the bill Feb. 12, 1696, when it was read the
first time: Journal of the House of Commons, XI., p. 440. Feb. 18 it was read
a second time and committed to the comm.ittee of the whole house: Ibid., p.
454.
4. This is very probable as the plot was discovered between the first
and second postponement of the consideration of the bill in the committee to-
which it was referred: History of His Own Times, p. 621.
f). Journal of tne House of Commons, XI., p. 488. On that day the con-
sideration of the bill by the comr-ittee was postponed to a fixed date, but
apparently it was never again taken up.
6. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. XV.
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annual salaries of one thousand povmds,^ except the president, who received a
somewhat larger salai'y. The principal secretaries of state were ipade ex
officio members but were not expected to meet with the Board. In this re-
spect it is similar to the Board of Education that has been established so
recently.
Custom seems to require that all the principal secretaries of state shall
be sham members of the great aduiini strative boards of the English governnient
While they do not rieet regularly nor constitute a working part of the boards,
they may be called in, and as will be shown later, there was at least one
occasion when they were asked to meet as a part of the Board of Trade. For
all ordinary purposes, however, the eight members constituted the Board;
and of tho3e, three or five constituted a quorum, according to the nature of
the business. Ordinary questions of trade or matters touching the plantations
could be considered by three members, but formal representations on planta-
tion affairs to the king or council had to be signed by five members.'*'
The new board was given an imposing array of duties. In the first place,
it was charged with the care of the trade of England in general and with that
of particular countries. It was to consider plans for improving such trade
as was deemed beneficial; to .devise means of fostering manufactures that were
1. This is the salary given in various articles in the Dictionary of
National Biography. See the article. Sir Philip Meadows, XXXVII., p. 193.
2. The commission itself provides that the principal secretaries shall
not "be obliged to give constant attendance at the meetings of Our said
Commissioners, but only so often and when the presence of them or any of
them shall be necessary and requisite, and as their other Public service will
permit": N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 148.
3. This action was taken in order to determine on a policy in regard to
affairs in New Jersey in 17^0 and was a device used by Halifax to bind the
cabinet to any measure that should be adopted.
4. Copy of the commission: N. Y, Col. Docs., IV., p. 146.
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"useful and profitable" ; and to determine how "new and profitable Manu-
factures may be introduced."^ These were the inevitable duties imposed by
the general neroantilist doctrines of the time. Secondly, the Board was charg-
ed with the care of the poor and the devising of ways to employ them so that
they would not be a burden to the kingdom.''' The third, and for our purposes
the most important function of the Board, was the care of the plantations.
Even here, however, the commission shows the same general subordination of
colonial administration to mercantile ends. The whole question of proper
government for the colonies was considered a matter of minor importance. That
3
alone would not have precipitated the discussion In the House of Commons,
nor was it the principal function of the new organ of central control. The
most important duty of the Board was to endeavor to make the colonies com-
mercially profitable to the mother country. To this end it was to consider
what naval stores could be secured from them, and how to people theai so they
could furnish the raw materials which "Our subjects of England are now
oblidged to fetch and supply themselves withall from other Princes and States",^
It was also to find out what manufactures the colonies had already, which ones
were capable of development, and which ones should be discouraged in the in-
terests of the home manufactures.
In order to carry out this general object of colonial supervision, the
Board was given control of the governors' instructions, with the duty of con-
ducting the correspondence with them; and it was expected to embody in its
annual reports to the king the important information gleaned from this
1. Copy of the commission in N, Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 146.
2. Ibid.
3. It is an interesting fact that,as far as the debates on the proposedbill
are reported, there is not a single word about proper administration in the
colonies. The vital question was oonimeroe and its protection.
4. See the Commission: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 147.
6. Ibid.
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correspondenoe.^ The patronage of the colonies Tas not vested in the Board;
but it Tfas to consider, as occasion might require, proper persons for
governors, deputy governors, members of the provincial councils, secretaries,
and other colonial officers. This was a rx>wer of nomination, but not of ap-
pointment; ail final action had to be taken by the King in Council. All
colonial legislation was entrusted to the care of the Board; it was to ex-
amine the laws passed by the colonial assemblies, decide which ones rare fit
to be confirmed and which ones should be disallowed, and report its opinions
to the King in Council, Likewise it was made the organ for hearing all com-
plaints of oppressions and maladministration in the colonies, and reporting
to the King in Council what should be done in each case.' It was also to re-
quire strict accountsof all funds raised by the colonial assemblies and ex-
pended for public purposes. Finally, in order to make the grant of powers
and duties effective, the Board was authorized to send for persons and
4papers, to examine persons on oath, and "execute and perform all other
things necessary or proper for answering our Royall Intentions in the
Premises." If the Board desired legal advice on any point of law, it could
apply to the Attorney and Solicitor General, either or both; or it mi^t em-
ploy any other crown attorney.
The body which was to perfom these various duties was not a sham board,
as are the later so called "boards" of the British government. It was a
real collegiate body, and all of its actions required the sanction of three
1. See the Commission: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 147.
2. Ibid.
3. H. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 148,
4. Ibid, although this power was given to the board, it apparently
never exercised it. It frequently examined witnesses but apparently never
on oath.
5. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 148.
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or five members. That vas one of its defects in organization, because re-
sponsibility was divided. Yet it was always within the jrealm of possibility
for an able president to assume responsibility, completely dorsinate the Board,
and raise hinself to the position of secretary of state, rhioh is what
fineilly did happen. Another criticism is that the Board lacked independence.
Those who make this charge seem to mean by the word independence something
akin to the independence of the civil service official, or else a separation
of functions such as we are accustomed to in the United States.-^ The first
condition is one of dependence, and the second is impossible under the
parliamentary form of government. That nan must finally shape the policy of
the administration who is responsible to the House of Commons. If he must an-
swer for the actions of a board in his department, that board cannot claim
independence. In such a government as that of England, important adminis-
trative policies are the result of compromise among those who are to assume
responsibility for them. In reaching that compromise, that man's opinion has
most weight who can muster the greatest support In the House of Conmions. Thus
the question of independence is a personal one; and the members of the Board
of Trade could be independent, only so far as their support was necessary to
the stability of the existing ministry. The terms of the commission are by
no means as important as the personal relations of the president of the
Board to the chief ministers. If the latter had to have his support in
Parliament, he became, by virtue of that fact, one of the important crown
officers and could carry out his own policy. No where la this better il-
1. Miss Kellogg, in her article on the American Colonial Charter, in
discussing the defects of the Board and suTter comparing it with the earlier
committees of the Privy Council, adds: the powers given to the Board "in-
dicate an unwillingness to render the colonial administration independent of
the control of Crown and its chief ministers": Report of the American
Historical Association, 19Q3, Vol. I., p. 217.
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lustrated than in the history of the Board of Trade.
III.
The Personnel of the Board.
As the Board had "been created largely to silence criticism, its first
list of members was designed to inspire confidence. John Egerton, Earl of
Bridgewater, was made president. He was not especially noted for his
knowledge of colonial affairs, but he had the confidence of the country and
especially of William. He was a member of the Privy Coiincil, a staunch
supporter of the Revolution, and a close personal friend of the king. ' He was
assisted by men who were familiar with colonial affairs, the most famous of
whom was John Locke. He had enjoyed the best iwssiblo training for such a
position; for he had long been interested personally in trade affairs and had
written on various economic questions. In 1672 he had been made secretary of
the reorganized Co^juicil of Trade and had held that position until he was
forced to leave England because of his complicity in the Monmouth plot.
Returning to England with Ti?illian, he had been made one of the commissioners
of appeals, and on the creation of the Board of Trade he was induced to be-
come a member. Although he was old and in failing health, he attended the
meetings very regularly until he resigned in 1700.^ John Pollexfen was an-
other man who had special knowledge of the colonies and of colonial affairs.
He had served as one of the Lords of Trade in 1675, and was a man of great
influence. He was noted as a writer on economic subjects, and belonged to
1, N, Y, Col. Docs., III., p. XV,
2, Dictionary of National Biography, article Jolin Egerton, XVII.,pp. 157-
8; M. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 103,146; Macaulay, Hist, of England, V., passim,
3, Dictionary of National Biography, article John Locke, XXXIV,
, pp. 27-
36; Fowler, Life of John Locke, pp, 22-112; Cunningham, Growth of English
Industry, II., pg^ 380, 381^3a5,^ 426.
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the rsoderat© 3ohool of mercantilists, wlao believed in state regulation of
industry but also in free trade. He iras espooially opposed to such monopolies
as that of the East India Company «jid had long opposed it.^ Another, and by
no means the least important of the men with colonial experience, was William
Blathwayte, who had been secretary to the old committee of the Privy Council
cmd had retained his position after the Revolution, He was a politician, but
a man of great abilities. After serving as a member of the Board of Trade, he
was secretary at war, and was also, for many years, a member of the House of
Commons.'^
Of the other members of the Board, Ford Grey, Earl of Tankerville, who
was second in the commission, had played a prominent part in politics. A man
of much parliamentary ability, he had voted for the con^'iction of Stafford,
was commander of the cavalry in Monmouth's Rebellion, and had escaped punish-
ment only after giving excessive bonds. He had taken an active part in the
Revolution as one of the Convention Lords and was made a member of the Privy
Council. He was also a close friend of William, and on the absence of that
sovereign in 1700, he was one of the Lord Justices.'^ Abraham Hill was a man
of science, a member of the Royal Society, and for many years was treasurer
1. Diet, of Nat, Biog. , article John Poliexfen, XLVI,, p. 62; Cunning-
hm, Growth of English Industry, II., pp. ;390-91, note. See also his Dis-
course of Trade, Coyne, etc.
2. Because his linguistic skill he was also a great favorite of
William III. and was with hin in the campaign in Flanders. See Diet, of Nat.
Biog., article, Blathwayte, v., p. iiub; Macaulay, History of England, II.,
pp. 378-81; Privy Coimcil Register, No. I., George I.; Pepys Diary (Ed. of
1855), IV., pp. 243, 295.
3. Burnet, History of His Own Tines (Ed. of 1857), pp. 321, 352, 359,
405, 411, 414; Diet, of Nat. Biog., article, Ford Grey, XXII., pp. 182-3: N. Y.
Col. Docs., IV., pp. 146, 628.
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of that organization.^ John Mothuen was a politioian and a diplomat. He was
one of the prominent Whig members of the House of Comons, and after his
withdrawal from the Board of Trade was sent to Portugal on irrportant
diplonatic duties.
From the above account , it is seen that the first Board was of a very
representative character. Two of its members, and these the first two names
in the commission, were members of the Prix^y Council.^ That made the board
in a certain sense a committee of that body, aa the older organization had
been. Two other members occupied seats In the House of Commons, in that re-
spect it recognized the demand for poptilar control. Three of the members had
served on the earlier Council of Trade, consequently the expert knowledge
gained by experience and the strong government tendencies of the preceeding
reign were represented. In politics, however, the TThigs were the only party
which was represented.^
Great results were expected from the work of a board, which apparently
had very generous powers and which was composed of men of so much real
ability. On the whole, it cannot be said that the Board disappointed these
expectations. It organized at once at Whitehall. The papers and records of
the old Council for Foreign Plantations and of the Committee of the Frivy
Council were transferred to its offices, and it entered upon its duties with
vigor, ^ Meetings were held at first three times a week and later five times
a week.
1. Diet, of Nat. Biog., XXVI., pp. 389-90.
2. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Methuen, XXXVII., p. 310; Privy Council
Register, No. 1, Geo. I.
3. See references on preceding page.
4. Ibid.
5. The first session was held at Whitehall, June 25, 1696. Board of
Trade Papers, Journal A., (cited by Miss Kellogg, in Am. Col. Charter, Am.
Hist. Assoc. Report, 1903, I., p. 217); The commission required the Bosird
to take charge of the existing records; K. Y. Col. Does., IV., p. 147.
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Only a snail part of its functions falls within the scope of this paper;
but as far as colonial affairs are concemed, the action of the Board shows
efficiency at all points down to the accession of Cfeorg© I. The acts of
trade and navigation were enforced, able men were sent out as governors,
piracy was suppressed, and the Indians kept in alliance. It oxercised a care-
ful supervision of colonial laws, and assailed the independence of the pro-
prietary and charter colonies so vigorously that the power of the crown over
them was considerably extended.^ Their governors had to be approved by that
body. They were also required to accept the instructions of the Board as re-
{
gards the enforcercent of the acts of trade and navigation, and were conipelled
to give bonds for observing them.''' Had it not been for lack of ministerial
support and the pressxire of more weighty matters, all the proprietary govern-
ments would have been resumed by the orown, and possibly the existing charters
seized by ^uo Warranto . In view of the actual accomplishment of the Board
during the first twenty years of its history, it cannot be acciisod of im-
potency or with not having justified its existence.
The personnel of the Board remained good until 1714. Tliere was a
gradual change in members, Sir Philip Meadows alone remaining of the
original appointments. The Earl of Bridgewater was replaced in 1699 by
Thomas Grey, Earl of Stanford. He was a rigid, narrow minded Whig and had
been one of the active opponents of the policy of the Stuarts. He was a mem-
ber of the Privy Council during a part of Uilliam III. 's reign and continued
to serve under Anne. The work of the Board during his administration shows
1. Diet, of Nat. Biog.
,
article, Locke, XXXIV.
2. See the correspondence of Bellomont with the Board: N. Y. Col.
Docs., IV., passim; Penn-Logan correspondence, passim; N. C. Col. Docs.,
II., p. 51 and passim.
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him to have been an effioient officer. On the accession of Anne, he was dis-
missed from all his offices, but was restored to the presidency of the Board,
and continued in that position \antil the Tories acquired the ascendency in
1711,^ The interim between his two periods of service was filled by fillian
Legge, Lord Dartmouth, a moderate Tory and also a member of the Privy Council.
He was afterwards secretary of state for the Northern department and was in-
fluential in bringing about the downfall of Marlborough.^ The change that
swept Stanford and Marlborough out of office brought in the Earl of finchelsea
as president of the Board. He served only for two yeeu's, however, when he
was replaced by Lord Guilford, who in turn lost office at the death of Queen
Anne .
^
Aside from the presidents, many prominent men served on the Board between
the years 1696 and 1715. George Stepney, who succeeded Methuen in 1697, wbb
a diplomat and a poet, and his wide knowledge of foreign affairs was of much
assistance to the Board in franiing some of its policies.^ Locke, who retired
in 1700, was replaced by Matthew Prior^who had been under secretary of state,
and who later was one of Bolingbroke 's secret agents in negotiating the
treaty of Utrecht. He was a Tory and because of his active relations with
that party was, removed from the Board in 1706. Among his other accomplish-
1. The lists of changes in the personnel of the board in N. Y. Col. Docs.
III., p. XV, does not show the dismissal of Stamford and the prornotion of
Dartmouth, but the statement is made in the biographical notice of him in
the Diet, of Nat. Riog.
,
XXIII., p. 207-3; Miss Kellogg in the Aireriean
Colonial Charter also accepts this statement: Am. Hist. Ass. Reports, 1903,
I., p. 220.
2. Burnet, History of His Own Times (Ed. of 1857), p. 856; Diet, of
Nat. Biog., article 7/illiam Legge, XXXII., p. 416.
3. N. Y. Col, Docs., III., p. xvi.
4. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Stepney, XLIV.
, p. 190.
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ments, he vaa a poet of no mean ability. •'• Lord Herbert of Cherbury was an-
other man of considerable prominence. He took an active part in the affairs
of the House of Lords and vaa frequently chairman of its cominitteeD. He ttsls
on the Board for fo\ir years, 1706 to 1710.^
The Tories acquired control of the government during the last years of
Queen Anne's reign, and the Board of Trade reflects the change in politics.
The TnThig members were gradually replaced after 1710, and Tory members took
their places. By 1713 the Board had become alcost entirely Tory, several new
men being added that year. The most prominent of these were John Hynde Cot-
ton, a famous Jacobite politician, and Arthur Moore. Of the latter, Burnet
says he had "risen up, from being a footman without any education, to be a
great dealer in trade, and was the person of that board in whom the lord
treasurer confided most"; and Mr. Speaker Onslow tells us he was a man "of ex-
traordinary talents, with great experience and knowledge of the world, very
able in Parliament, and capable of the highest parts of business, with a manner
in it, and indeed in his general deportment, equal almost to any rank".^
He was, however, accused of having sacrificed the commercial interests of
England in the treaty of Utrecht.'*'
The accession of George I., with its complete change of ministry, caused
a sweeping change in the personnel of the Board. As the last Board under
Anne had been Tory, the new one was completely Whig. The new members had lit-
tle or no previous experience in colonial affairs, whatever their knowledge
1. Burnet, History of His Own Tines (Ed. of 1857), p. 872 and note; See
,
also Johnson's Lives of the Poets; Diet, of Nat, Biog. , article Prior,
XLVI., p. 397.
2. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Henry Herbert, XXIV., p. 193.
3. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Cotton.
'
4. Burnet, Hist, of His Own Tines (Ed. of 1857), p. 898 and note; Diet,
of Nat. Biog., article Moore, XXXVIII., p. 340.
5. Ibid.
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of trade might have been. Many of the members of the Board for the next three
decades were either placemen of the ministers in power or needy members of
the House of Commons, to whom the salary of a thousand poxmds a year was a
sufficient induceaient to secure their support of the ministerial policy. Too
often these men looked upon their positions as sinecures and rendered little
or no real service. The whole period from 1714 to 1748 is characterized by
the insignificance of the men who served on the Board of Trade. There were
really no members, during this time, who made lasting reputations for them-
selves in the colonial field.
The first president under George I. was ¥illiara. Lord Berkeley of
Stratton. In a few months, he was superseded by Henry Howard, Earl of
Suffolk and Bindon, who held the position from 1715 till 1718.^ In that year,
Robert D'Arcy, Earl of Holderness, asstaned charge. He continued in office
only one year, however, when Thomas Fane, Earl of Westmoreland, was appointed.
There was no fiirther change until 1735, when Benjaroin Kildmay, Lord Fitz-
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. xvi; Burke's Peerage, p. 1402.
2, A letter written by Robert Hunter Morris, who was in London at that
time, to James Alexander offers a possible explanation for this change.
Governor Cosby had removed certain members of the council in New Jersey for
opposing him. His letter, stating his action and asking the home government
to confirm it, was in the office of the Board and the confirmation was op-
posed by the colonial agent, Mr. Paris. On account of this opposition the
Board delayed action. Morris says "the governor's letter was dated in
December last and was committed to the care of Newcastle who has been trying
all this time to get the report of the Board of Trade upon it, and could not
do it before. Lord Westmoreland was much against it — as being unjust to
condemn the parties unheard and without giving them an opportunity to
justify their conduct. Especially vrhen there was a caveat entered in their
office against such a removal. Blagdon (Bladen) and Dominique were also
against it , but My Lord TTestmoreland being removed from the Board and
Dominique being dead My Lord Fitzwalter and another member made in the
room of Dominique were fond of obliging the secretary of state and so got
a report in favor of Mr, Cosby": N. J. Archie v., p. 431-433.
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walter, assmed charge and served for two years. In 1737 he iras ohanged from
the Board of Trade to the position of treasurer of the household,^ Sir John
Monson succeeded hin as president and continued in office for eleven years.
He was one of Marlborough's soldiers and was a olose adJherent of Newcastle
and Bedford. There is no evidence that he ever evinced any desire to make
his office anything but a sinecure, and it is during his administration that the
Board shows its least activity. Governors ana other persons interested in
colonial affairs found little heed paid to their coimnuni cat ions addressed to
the Board, They also learned that if it refused to take any desired action
the remedy lay in an appeal directly to Newcastle. Under Monson's care, the
Board became little more than a bureau of information, ai'd it was not even
efficient in fulfilling that function.^
During the foregoing period, there were a few men of real ability who
served as individual members. One of the best kriown of these men was Daniel
Pulteney, who served during the years 1717-1721. He had been envoy to Denmark
in the reign of Queen Anne; and after his service on the Board of Trade, he
was transferred to the admiralty office. He was a member of Parliament and a
1. See Letters of Horace Walpole, III., p. 272. In a letter of Dec,
1755^ to Sir Horace Mann he says "I must mention the case of my Lord Fitz-
walter, which all the faculty say exceeds anything known in their practice:
he is past eighty four, was an old beau, and had scarce ever more sense than
he has at present".. III., pp. 381-2.
2. Diet, of Nat. Biog. , article Monson, XXVII., p. 196. For the
neglect of colonial affairs, see the New York Colonial Documents for the
period. The absence of any correspondence worth noting speaks for itself.
It was such periods as the above which justified Pownall 's comment, "at one
time it hath had the powers, and held the port of a minister's office: and
at another hath become a mere committee: inexficient as to execution: \inat-
tended to, as to reporting. The Colonies, and the officers of the Colonies,
have one while been tau^t to look up to the Board, as the Minister for their
affairs: and at another, have learned to hold it in that contempt, which in-
efficiency gives; which contempt, however, hath not always stopped there":
Administration of the British Colonies, I., p. 27.
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close supporter of Sunderland."^ Paul Dominique (1714-1735) was another very
active member. He had been an early member of the ¥est Jersey Society and
always took a lively interest in Ne"sr York and New Jersey affairs. He was
nearly always present when the Board considered matters of interest to those
colonies, and his name is found on nearly all the documents rhieh concern
p
them.
The most active member, however, was Martin Bladen, who has the distinc-
tion of enjoying the longest continuous service of any man who ever served on
the Board. For nearly thirty years, he discharged his duties faithfully, both
as a member of the Board and as a member of Parliament, He appears to have
been very regular in his attendance at the Board meetings, and his name is
affixed to most of its representations. He frequently spoke on questions of
trade, comraeroe,and colonial affairs in the Hotise of Commons; and because
of his attention to business, he was known sis "Trade", while his colleagues
were referred to collectively as the "board." In politics he was a close ad-
herent of TTalpole,^
Joseph Addison (1715-17) was another very well known member during the
early part of the period; but his period of service was too short to enable
him at all to m.ould the policy of the Board, even if he had displayed any
particular interest in colonial affairs. His appointment miist be looked upon,
not as a reward for m.erit, but as a reward for political service."^ Thomas
Hay, Viscount Diipplin ( 1746-54), was a much abler man in administrative mat-
ters. He had great parliamentary influence, was especially interested in
1. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Pulteney, XTiVII., p. 24.
2. New Jersey Archiv.
,
III., p. 51 and note, and passim.
3. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Bladen, II., p. 154; N. Y. Col. Docs.,
III., pp. zvi, ivii; Cobbett, Parliamentary History,
4. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Addison, I.; N. Y. Col. Docs., III.,
p. zvi.
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Nova Scotia, usually spoke on money matters, and is said to have refused the
position of Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1757. He was much talked of as
a successor of Halifax as head of the Board, and helped to form the Newcastle
ministry of 1758.-''
With the year 1748, the Board enters upon a new period in its history.
The change was due to the appointment of George Dunk, Earl of Halifax, as
president. He came to his new office with very little knowledge of either the
colonies or of trade; but his energy and his zeal, together with his ambition,
soon supplied the deficienoy. He belonged to the new generation of op-
ponents of Walpole, Although he allied himself with Newcastle; he had
sufficient parliamentary influence to make his position one of more than usual
independence, and in the shifting politics of the next few years, his in-
fluence became more and more essential to that politician. ¥e do not know
the particular promises, which Newcastle may have made to Halifax when he
first came to the Board, As the plantation office was wholly under the control
of the southern department, the arrangement, whatever it was, roust have been a
private one.
Results seem to indicate that Halifax was more and more being given a
free hand. Halifax, Nova Scotia, was settled by discharged soldiers and sea-
men in 1749, largely at the instigation of the new president; and the city
was named in his honor in recognition of his services.^ Colonial affairs
everywhere received more attention, than they had in years past. The records
of the office were examined, and dispatches that had long lain unnoticed
were reread with care. Affairs in New Jersey and in New York especially de-
1. Diet, of Nat. Riog., article Hay, VI., p. 762.
?,. Letters of Ferdinand John Paris to James Alexander: N. J. Archives,
VII.
, p. 295,
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Eanded attention, which they promptly received. In 1749 he called a full
meeting of the Board, at which even the principal secretaries of state T^ere
present. The cause of this unusual meeting was the riots in Wew Jersey.^
The correspondence with the governors betrays a new vigor; and the records all
indicate that, for the first time in years, colonial affairs were in the hands
of an able actoinistration.
Halifax was frankly ambitious to seciire a place in the cabinet, and he
made the fullest possible use of his position at the Board to accomplish that
end. The political situation in England harmonized with his plans. ^Tien the
ministry was reorganized in 1761, Y/alpole says, in a letter to Horace Mann,
that one of the political arrangements of this reorganization, was that planta-
tion affairs should be transferred to the Board of Trade. ^ This had evi-
dently been one of Halifax's demands; for the arrangement of terms delayed the
final formation of the ministry, and Walpole says that an increase in the im-
portance of the Board was the rumored solution. The compromise was made and
carried out, Y/ithin a year an Order in Council appeared, directing that
practically all correspondence with the provincial governors should be con-
ducted by the Board, and that it should assume control of all colonial af-
fairs.'*
Halifax had acquired much of the power he desired; but he was not, as
yet, admitted to the cabiiiet. It is said he woiild have been made a third
secretary of state for the West Indies had the king not objected. But Halifea
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 745, note and passim; Diet, of Nat. Riog.
,
article Dunk, III., p. 363; Horace Walpole, Letters, I., pp. 137, 181, 324, II.,
367, III., pp. 49, 58, 373; Mahon, History of Eng., IV., passim and V., p. 28;
Grenville Papers, II,, p. 427; III., pp. 221-2.
2. Horace Walpole, Letters, III., 58.
3. Ibid.
, p. 49.
4. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI,, pp. 727, 757.

was not to be thwarted. He had detemined to beoor.e secretar}'^ of state, and
he succeeded. ¥alpole says he resigned in 1756 and again the next year, be-
cause he had not been raised to the desired position,^ which Newcastle ap-
parently had promised him. Finally, in 1757 he wsis admitted to the cabinet;
and in that capacity he continued as president until 1761, when he retired to
become Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. He continued to be the ruling influence
in colonial affairs, however, until 1765. Thus it is seen that, during the
period of Halifax's ascendency, the Board was in a very different situation
from that in which it had been before. Although it was still a collegiate
body, the president was either a secretary for the colonies or exercised the
powers of one. The other inerabers of the Board were essentially in the posi-
tion of subordinate clerks. This change had been brought about, not by any
change in the comirission, but by the political influence in Parliament which
the president was able to wield.
Halifax was assisted by some able colleagues, a few of whose appointments
dated back to 1746. One of these was Dupplin, already mentioned. Another was
James Grenville, an adherent of Wlliara Pitt and a brother to George and
Richard Grenville, He continued on the Board till 1755. He resigned in that
yesir, but in 1756 he was gi\'en a position on the treasury board. ^ Still an-
1, Horace falpole. Letters, IV,, pp, 11, 6A, 66; There is other evi-
dence of one of these resignations, Thocia^ Stevens had oome over to Maryland
to manufacture potash under an agreement with the Treasury. The agreement was
not kept and he petitioned for redress, August 1, 1757, he wrote to Governor
Sharpe; "My affair has been referred by the Treasury to the Board of Trade
where little business has been done since Lord Halifax resigned, and whether
his lordship will have such an offer as may induce him to accept of that
place again we do not know, but it is not expected he will return on the same
terms as he had it": Sharpe 's Correspondence, II., p, 68.
2, Horace Taipole, Letters, III., p. 381, IV.* pp. 17, 321; N. Y.
Col. Docs., III., p. xvii.
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other able man was the former attorney for the board, Francis Fane. From his
long years of experience as legal adviser on colonial laws, he should have
been especially well qualified to give efficient service.
Halifax also brought in men rho were his own followers, among whom
Honorable Charles Townshend was the ablest and best known. He had entered
Parliament in 1747, and had fron the first attaoli.ed hiinself to Halifax. "iThen
tlie latter cssne to the Board, Townshend was soon given a place and continued
in office for nearly five years. He was ambitious, and a man of remarkable
ability. Halifax relied much upon him and with reason, for he W8is one of the
few men who really made a name for himself as a member of the Board. On his
retirement, he found a place on the Admiralty board; continued to rise in
parliamenteur'y power; wsis president of the Board of Trade for one m.onth in
1763; and, three years later, he was chancellor of the excheqiier and head of
the ministry. It was in the last capacity that he made dangerous use of the
knowledge he had gained of colonial affairs, and brought forward the un-
fortunate tax bills which have ever since borne his name,^ iTilliam G. Hamil-
ton, known as "single speech Hamilton", was another of the able personsd fol-
lowers of Halifax, He served from 1756-61 and retired with Halifax, ac-
eompanying the latter to Ireland as his private secretary. '
Even dtiring the ascendency of Halifax, however, all the men-bers were not
especially able men, nor necessarily^ his own lieutenants. Newcastle's in-
fluence was still sufficiently great to secure appointments, when he wished
1. Horace falpole. Letters, passim; N. Y. Col, Docs., III., pp. xvii,
xviii; Diet, of Nat. Biog. , article Townshend, LVII., p. 117; Grenvilie Papers,
I,, II., III., passim; Mahon, History of England, IV., pp. 27, 218, 249, V.,
passim; Lecky, History of England.
2. Horace falpole. Letters, III., pp. 367, 403, V., pp. 76, 86, 391;
Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Hamilton, XXIV., p. 232,
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them, and several of the members continued to be Newcastle's favorites.
Andrew Stone (1749-61) was probably the ablest of these. He had been private
secretary to Newcastle; was a most active man in x>olitic3, although he xorked
behind the scenes; had been an under secretary of state; and is famous as the
tutor of George III. It is said that it was due to his unfortunate influence
that the prerogative took on the new growth which it did. Stone later be-
carae noted as one of the party known as "the king's friends."'^ Other able men
ho represented the Newcastle influence were Edward Bacon (1759-1765), and
George Rice (1761-1770). The less worthy satellites of leading ministers were
present during the entire period, Richard Rigby (1755-1760), an unblushing
placeman, who supported various interests and so managed to maintain himself
in some position of profit i Edward Elliott (1760-1776), who owed his position
to the fact that he had vast borough influence at his command;^ and John
Roberts (1761-62), formerly secretary to Henry Pelharr and dispenser of the
4
secret service money which was used so largely for corrupt purposes, were the
most noted of these.
On the retirement of Halifax in 1761, Samuel Sandys was made president
of the Board and continued in office for two years, when he was removed to
make room for Charles Townshend. He was a man of little real ability, had
risen into importance only because of his opposition to Walpole, and his in-
fluence rapidly waned after that statesman's fall. VTalpole speaks of him as
1. Horace TSTalpole, Letters, I., p. 318 n, II., pp. 257, 259, III., pp.
46, 104, 135, 137, 140, 213; Malion, Hist, of Eng., vf., pp. 21, 22; K. Y. Ool.
Docs., III., p. xvii, VI., p. 753 n; Diet, of Nat. Biog. , article Stone,
LIV., p. 405.
2. Horace Falpole, Letters, see index; Grenville Papers, III., IV.,
passim; Mahon, Hist, of Eng., IV., p. 126, V., pp. 40, 259; Diet, of Nat. Biog.,
article Rigby, XLVIII., p. 302.
3. Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Elliott, XVII., p. 184.
4. Ibid., article Roberts, XLVIII., p. 384.
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a member of a disholout ministry,^ and adds that the Board of Trade was to be
reduced to its former insignificance and that he was not to get the extra
thoiisejid pounds a year which had been granted to Halifax. This was carried
out only in part. Colonial affairs were entirely too important, at that parti-
cular tine, for the Board to be reduced to its former impotence; although the
most important business was transferred to the secretary'' of state's office, and
orders to that effect were sent to the colonial governors. Sandys was re-
placed by Townshend and, within a month, he gave way to William Fitzmaurice
Petty, Earl of ShelbiJirne. The latter had acted as peacemaker in the negotia-
tions which brought Bute and Fox together; had helped form the (Jrenville
ministry; and would have been made secretary of state at that time had Gren-
ville not been opposed to it. He finally accepted the presidency of the
Board as a substitute, and with it was given a seat in the cabinet. He soon
quarrelled with his colleagues; resigned from the Board in a few months; at- •
'
tached himself again to Pitt; and on the latter 's return to office was made
secretary for the southern department. As such, he again had charge of
colonial affairs and did all he could to conciliate the colonies, being always
opposed to coercive measures. The Board was at first redttced to one of re-
port only; but on account of Shelbume's inability to get on well with his
colleagues and on account of the growing importance of colonial affairs, he
was relieved by the raising of Hillsborough, who had succeeded Shelbume as
president of the Board, to the full rank of secretary of state for the
colonies. Not long after that event, Shelburne was replaced as secretary of
1, Horace ^alpole. Letters, III., p. 379.
Horace Falpole, Letters, V., p. 36, also see index; Diet, of Nat.
Biog.
, article Sandys, L., p. 393; Mahon, Hist, of Eng.. III., p-o. 68, 110,
112.
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atate by the Earl of Roohford.
As president of the Board, during his second term, Hillsborough had in-
sisted that it be made one of reference only and refused a cabinet seat.^
His colonial policy, during his first ter^ of service (1763-60), was marked
by. more than usual rigor. This was soon noticed in America. Governor Sharpe
is informed by Ceilvert that he must transmit the laws promptly, that Hills-
borough would be very quick to take notice of any remissness of that kind.^
His colonial policy stppesirs to have been taken very largely from Governor
Francis Bernard of Massachusetts. It was during his administration that the
Indian policy of the Board was developed and the determination reached to limit
the westward extension of the settlements. He was replaced for a brief time
(1765-66) by Lord Dartm.outh, but was restored to his former position. He was
responsible for mtich of the aggressive policy of the British government toward
4the colonies and stood for the use of the most ^'igorous repressive measures.
He resigned as secretary of state for the colonies, because he could not consent
1. Grenville Papers, II., pp. 5, 38, 51; Mahon, Hist, of Eng., V., pp. 27,
29, 41, 159, 203, 209, 235; Diet, of Nat. Biog. , article Petty, XLV., p. 119.
2. "I resolved to accept, provided the Board should be altered from a
Board of Representation to a Board of Report upon reference only; that the order
of the Governors in America to correspond with the Board of Trade only , should
be rescinded: and that every exeo^'tive business that has by degrees crept into
the Board should revert to the proper offices, particularly all treasury
business: and that I should not be of the Cabinet (which was also offered me).
In this manner, which has been agreed to I have accepted the office": Letter of
Hillsborovigh to Grenville, Aug. 6, 1766, Grenville Papers, III., pp. 294-6.
3. Sharpe 's Correspondence, III., p. 144,
4. This attitude is well summed up by Juniiis, HI., p. 172. "In his new
department, I am sorry to say, he has shown neither abilities nor f-:ood sense.
His letters to the colonies contain nothing but expressions equally loose and
viole^nt This treatment of the colonies, added tj his refusal to
present a petition to one of them to the king (a direct breach of the Declara-
tion of Rights) will naturally throw them all into a flame. . . . The other
Ministers were proceeding in their usual course, without foreseeing or regard-
ing consequences; but this nobleman seems to have marked out by a determined
choice the means to precipitate our destruction": Grenville Papers, III.,
pp. lii, liii.
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to the settlement of the Ohio country, hence he must have looked upon his
Indian policy as essential to the propo^r carrying out of colonial ciffairs.^
The personnel of the Board after the year 1765 does not come rrithin the
scope of this paper; but two officers connected with it, though not members,
should be noted. These are the permanent secretary of the Board and its legal
advisers. Of these the secretary had by far the greater influence upon the
actual administration of colonial affairs. He drafted most of the letters for
signature by the Board, drew up its representations, prepared coiimissions,
and arranged all tlio affairs for its consideration. He was the aian who knew
what was going on, who kne'.v the precedents, and who could advise as to the
proper action to be taken in any particular case.^ In spite of the vast in-
fluence these men must have exerted, little is known about them. William
Popple was the first secretary and continued to serve" until about 1722, when
Alured Popple took his place. He continued in ox*fice until 1748, when Halifax
came to the Board.
Halifax brought with him his own secretary, one John Pownall, a brother to
the Governor of Massachusetts, He was more than a mere permanent secretary;
1. Grenville Papers, III., IV,, passim; Mahon, Hist, of Eng., V., pp. 41,
185, 236-40, 320; Diet, of Nat. Biog., article Mills Hill., XXVI., p. 427.
2. See N. Y, Col. Docs., IV., V., VI., pas!^im. Many letters of the
Board are from the secretary. The folloiring minute was made by the Board in
answer to a complaint against the action of the secretary/:
Dec. 21, 1757
"That the calling in question the propriety of the rules or orders made
by this Board "Trith respect to the delivery of Copies of papers, and to the
Conduct of their officers in relation thereto, is highly insolent and inde-
cent, and that Mr. Charles' Complaint against the Secretary with respect to a
declaration made to him by the said Secretary concerning a Motion vhioh Mr.
Charles desired might be made to the Board for leave to have Copies of certain
papers is groundless and injurious; inasmuch as it is the Secretary's duty
to arran'ge the Business for the Board, and to bring the several matters before
them for their Consideration in such method, time and place as he shall judge
best for the convenience and despatch of business, or as their Lordships
shall think proper to direct": N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 338,
1*.
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he was also the confidential adviser of Halifax.^ After the retirement of the
latter, he continued to be a nan of much personal influence. His support of
any measure was especially valuable, because he kne^r so well how influence
in its behalf could best be exerted. It is evident fror. the letters of Cad-
wallader Golden that the chief "back stairs" access to the whole Halifax in-
fluence was by way of Pownall.^ Because of this fact. Golden offered him the
position of agent for New York; he refused, but suggested the name of Edmund
Burke as a proper person for such duties.^ It was through this suggestion
that Burke was afterward selected by the assembly as its representative.
Until 1718 the Board made use of the attorney and solicitor general when
it needed a legal opinion on any matter; but the growth of business made
such duties so heavy that in that year a crown coimsel was assigned to
the Board. ^ The first incumbent was Richard T!rest, who served for seven years,
when he resigned to become chancellor of Ireland.^ He was succeeded by
Francis Fane, who acted as consulting oovmsel until 1746,^ when he resigned
and was succeeded by Sir Matthew Lamb, who apparently died in office in
1768.''' Wherever the policy of the Board turned on a point of law, these
men did much to shape it. They played an especially inportant part in the
treatment of colonial laws; if they found objection to an act of a colonial
assembly in point of law, such an act was pretty certain to meet the royal
disfavor. In giving their opinions they very often passed on more than the
1. Diet, of Nat. Biog. , article Halifax.
2. Gadwallader Golden Papers, N. Y. Hist. Soc. Coll., IX.. pp. 37, 38,
80-81.
3. Ibid.
, pp. 80-81.
4. Chalmers, Opinions, p. 26; Kellogg, An. Col. Charter, Am. Hist. Ass,
Rep. 1903, p, 218.
5. Chalmers, Opinions, p, 26,
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., p. 37.
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mere question of law involved and considered the effect of an act upon the
general constitutional development of the colonies, arid sometimes they even
offered advice as to administrative policy.^
Under the English parliamentary system, the Board of Trade was very
naturally subject to change with the change in ministries. It has already
been pointed out how Stamford was dismissed from office on the accession of
Anne. On the change of ministry in 1705, three additional members were
changed,^ and the same was true when Sunderland replaced Hodges in 1706.^
Stamford again went out of office in 1711 for political reasons, and when
Bolingbroke acquired the ascendency two years later, the Board was almost re-
organized, not less than four fficmbers being changed.^ It also has been point-
ed out that at the close of Queen Anne's reign the Board had become just as
exclusively Tory as the first one had been Whig. On the accession of George I.
and the return of the IThigs to power, there waa an entire change in the per-
sonnel of the Boao'd.^ After that changes were a little less sweeping, but the
reason is evident; changes in ministry were essentially changes within a
single political party and usually meant only a readjustment of personal fol-
lowing, and men who had been in a discharged ministry frequently found com-
fortable berths in the ministry that succeeded to power.
In spite of Miss Kellogg 's opinion to the contrary,^ every important
change in ministry meant considerable changes in the Board, Thus in 1742 when
1. See Chalmers, Opinions, passim, especially Francis Fane's opinion on
the Virginia act of 1726 for the relief of Tiliiaj^T and Mary College, p. 403.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. XV.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
,
p. xvi
.
5. Ibid.
6. Am. Col. Charter, Am. Hist. Ass. Report, 190^, p. 220. She says,
"But while the fortunes of the presiding officers varied with the rise and
fall of political ministries, the active working members of the board v/ere
seldom, changed for such reasons". It is impossible to reconcile this state-
inent with the facts.
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Talpole W£LS finally forced to resign, three mewbers of the Board followed him
out of office, and none of these was the president. ^?hen the ministry was
reorganized in 1755, three new men became members of the Board; John Pitt was
dismissed, JaireR Grenville resigned, and Richard Edgecombe was transferred to
p
the admiraltj'- board. There were no more radical changes in the ministry un-
til 1761; but along with the numerous ministerial changes of that year, one
half the members of the Board of Trade were changed. Halifax resigned to go
to Ireland; and John Yorke, Edward Thomas and George Rice replaced Thomas
Pelham, William G. Hamilton and TSTilliam Sloper, respectively.^ In the read-
justment of the minor offices in 1763, three members of the Board, including
the president, were changed;^ and in 1766 with the formation of the Grafton
ministry, one half of the Board again lost office. This change also included
the president.^ Such changes continued to occur, until the Board was finally
abolished in 1782. It is thus seen that the Board of Trade was considered
ministerial as far as the men who directed its policy were concemedj and
that the positions of the ordinary working members were considered either
ministerial or else the legitimate spoils of victory, consequently they were
also subject to change with the change of party.
Although the positions on the Board were political, the tenure of office
was not so precarious as might be supposed. Between the years 1696-1765, in-
clusive, there were, altogether, ninety five separate appointments. Disre-
garding fractions of years of service, the average tenure during this time
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. zvii,
2. Ibid.; Horace lalpole. Letters, III., p. 379-81.
3. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. xvii; Horace ¥alpole. Letters, V., pp. 36-
37.
4. N. Y. Col. Docs., III., p. xviii.
5. Ibid.
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vas just about five years for each appointment. The average tenure -for the
presidents of the Board is not greatly different. There were in all eighteen
different administrations, counting interrupted administrations, like that of
Stamford and that of Hillsborough, as distinct periods of sen^ice and not as
oonptituting a single adpiinistration. This gives, as the average term of
service, foiir and nine tenths years. If the broken administration of Stamford
be considered as a single administration, the average is a little more than
five years, wliich is almost the average tenure for the other members of the
Board.
^
There were, however, some remarkable periods of service on the part of
3om.e of the members. Four men, during the period covered by this paper,
served continuously for periods of more than twenty years. These were Paul
Dominique, twenty-one years; Thomas Pelham, the elder, twenty-five years;
Edward Ashe, twenty-eight years; and Martin Bladen, twenty-nine years. These
periods of service are rivalled by that of Soan-e JenjTis , who had already serv-
ed ten years in 1765, and who continued to serve for fifteen years after that
p
date. Long tenure in office does not necessarily mean efficiency. It should
be noted that only one of these men was especially faithful in the perfonnai:ce
3
of his duties; and he has not left a single measure of his own, which can be
4
called his contribution to the colonial policy of the English goverraiient
.
The men of brains and ideas, the men who had definite opinions regarding the
proper colonial policy, men like Townshend, or Shelbume, enjoyed comparative-
1. In computing the above averages use was made of the data given in the
N. Y. Col. Docs., III., pp. xv-xviii.
2. Ibid.
3. Martin Bladen.
4. Possibly an exception should be made in favor of his proposal for a
stamp duty in 1726.
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ly short terms in office. The very fact that they were active and influential
men, meant their removal when a ministry, to which they were opposed, caisie in-
to office. The longest term of office of the president was that of Westmore-
land, who served for sixteen years; Halifax, with a tenure of thirteen years,
comes second; and the next is Monson, who served for only eleven yearc, and
did nothing all the time.
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CHAPm II.
RELATIONS OF THE BOARD OF TRADE TO OTIIER DEPARTIvIENTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION.
The Privy Coimcil and its Committees.
It has already been shown that the Board of Trade did not issue execu-
tive orders on its own responsibility, but that it had to make a representa-
tion to the king or to the King in Council; and the final action took the form
of an Order in Coicioil. That fact raises the impotent question of the rela-
tion of the Board to the Privy Council. During the period of Williar III. and
Anne, the Board was in reality a oommittee of the Privy Co\moil, in that one
or more of its members were sworn to that body. Consequently there lyas no
necessity for the representations of the Board to pass through the hands of
another oomsittee of the Privy Coiincil, before they were acted upon at the
council board. If one can judge by the style of the various orders issued on
the numerous representations of the Board, there vras no such intermediate
committee.
The regular form of order was like the one of March 14, 1700, approving
of the boimdary agreement between New York and Connecticut. The day preceding,
the Board had made a representation to the king, stating the dispute as to the
jurisdiction over the towns of Rye and Bedford, and reooriTmending that the ques-
tion be settled according to the agreem.ent arrived at by commissioners ap-
pointed by the two colonies. At the meeting of the King in Council, this re-
presentation was read and approved in the following words: "Upon reading this
day at the Board a Representation from the Lords Commissioners of Trade and
Plantations dated the 13th of this month relating to the Boundaries between
the Province of New York and the Colony of Connecticut in America ......
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His Majesty in Counoill, Approving the said Representation is pleased to Order,
as it is hereby ordered, That the Lords CoEinissioners of Trade and Plantations
do prepare the draughts of letters to be sent to the Earle of Bellomont, and
to the Governor and Company of Connecticut from His Majesty, signifying to
than His Majesty's Approbation & Confirmation of the said Agreeiment in 1683;
7ith such other Directions, as are proposed by the said Representation; and
that the said Draughts be presented at this Board, for His Majesty's further
Directions thereupon''.^
In this order there is no mention of any previous action by a comniittee;
it is also evident that the action of the Board was approved without serious
question and without limitation. This order is typical of scores of other
orders, as given in the documents relating to New York, North Carolina,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania as -late as 1720. In that year
an Order in Council regarding bills of credit in New York recites that the
order had been recommended by the, "Lords of the Comsiittee for hearing Appeals
from the Plantations",^ Two years later the first reference to such a com-
mittee appeeirs in the New Jersey Archives. This was an order issued on a
report from the "Lords of the Committee of his Maj*^^ most Hono^^® Privy
Council".'' From that time on, a committee of the Privy Council is usually
mentioned. A change in the wording of the orders does not necessarily
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 626.
2. Ibid., v., p. 539.
3. N. J. Archives, V., p. 28, The first reference to the action of such
a committee in the Pennsylvania Archives occurs in 1726 in an order for re-
pealing an act of the assembly of that colony; Pa. Archives, I., p. 190;
There is a slight reference to such a committee in the scheme of government
submitted to the Board by Stanhope in 1714. In this case, its recommendation
was adverse to an instruction given by the Board to the govei^nors as regards
appeals. The Board got the matter recommitted to its consideration and
finally carried its point; N. C. Col. Records, 11., p. 162; The Massachusetts
Acts and Resolves record the first action of a committee on the laws of that
province in 1724; II., p. 272,
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signify a change in the manner of doing biisiness, for It may mean nothing more
than a nex clerk draughting the orders. It may inean, however, that the method
of transacting affairs at the council board were undergoing a real change.
Even a slight study of the administrative machinery of the period shows
that the Priv^r Coijmcil was becoming more and more a formal body, and that all
vital action had been decided upon previous to its meeting. This was rendered
necessary by the fact that George I. neither imderstood nor cared to trouble
himself with the discussions at the council meetings. Consequently the Privy
Council became an organ for ratifying and promulgating decisions which had
previously been formed, instead of a deliberative body. Later this situation
became pe^rmanent because of the necessities of the cabinet, which was becoming
more and more a compact body and was influenced less and less by the king.
The period of the appearance of the Comm.ittoe of Council in the orders is the
period during which the king oeaf?ed to be present while m.atters were being de-
liberated upon.-'- The Committee gave the opportunity for all differences of
opinion to be threshed over and a decision made, uninfluenced by the king.
The decision ras then reported at the formal meeting of the Council, rrhere it
was ratified without discussion. The king was acquainted only with the un-
animous decision of the Committee. Although these committee meetings became
more and more important aFt«r 1720, they were no innovation at that time.
For the purposes of this paper, however, it is not necessary to consider them
prior to the reign of George I,
September 29, 1714, King George dissolved the Privy Council and named a
new one. Two days later, at a meeting of the King in Council, it was ordered:
"That the whole Privy Council or any three or more of them, be and hereby are
1. .Courtney, The Working Constitution of the United Kingdom, p. 129.
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appointed a com*^® for the Affairs of Jersey & Guernsey, Hearing Appeals from
y® Plantations & other Matters that shal be referred to them. And that they
prooeod to hear and examine such Causes as have been Referred to Conardttees
of ye Council by Her late Ma*^, And Report the same with their Opinion there-
upon to this Board". ^ This appointment makes no mention of a oonunittee for
the plantations, other than one for hearing appeals. Furthermore, it is not
a series of committees that is here appointed, but it is specified as a single
committee with very broad functions. It must also be noted, that this com-
mittee Tras to take over such business as was already pending before that of
the fonner Privy Council, which shows that the custom of acting through com-
mittees WS13 already established. The name of this body is indefinite, since
from the words used, it could be called a Committee for Jersey & (Jueimsey or
a Committee on Appeals from the Plantations. As will be seen later, it bore
both of these names and others besides.
An investigation of the Privy Council register for the years 1714 and
1716 discloses the following facts; November 13, 1714, there was a meeting
of "The Lords of H;is Majestys Most Hon^^® Privy Council in a Committee of the
whole Council".^ December 6, there was a m.eeting of the "Lords of the Com-
mittee for hearing Appeals from the Plantations",'^ at which an appeal from
Barbadoes was considered. Four days later, there was another meeting of the
same committee with only about one half as many present.^ December 13 the
record reads, "Lords of the Committee for the Affairs of Guernsey and Jersey".
5
A week later, the record shows the familiar entry of "The Lords of the Corc-
1. Privy Coimoil Register, No. 1, George I., p. 89.
a. Ibid., p. 123.
3. Ibid., p. 143.
4. Ibid., p. 144. The attendance at these committees varied from five
to twelve, the usual number being five or six.
5. Ibid.
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mlttee of His Ma*^ Privy Coiinoil",^ at which they considered coinplaintK against
Mr. Douglas, the governor of the Leeward Islands. The record also shows that
these conplaints had been referred to this coinnittee by an Order in Coioncil
of November 16. Jamx&Ty 7
,
1715, there was another meeting of the Cojimittee
of the Whole Coiaicil, at which the coEunittee mentioned above made its report
on the complaints aigainst Mr, Douglas.^ January 13 there was another meeting
of the Committee on Appeals,'*' and on March 2 the entry shows a meeting of
"The Hon'^^® the Lords of the Committee for Considering of ye Mourning S:
for hearing of Appeals from the Plantations".^
Entries similar to the above occur at intervals until May 5; this time it
is a meeting of "The Lords of the Committee for the Affairs of ye Planta-
tions".^ A still different characterization is given on May 11; the meeting
of that day calls itself "The Lords of the CoSittee for hearing of Appeals
from the Plantations and for the Affairs of Guernsey & Jersey"."^ No entry
essentially different from those given above appears prior to July 19, 1715.
Beyond that date the writer has been unable to investigate the Privy Council
register; but it should be noted, that so far there has been but one reference
to a "Cofficittee for Plantation Affairs". It is thus apparent that, in a period
of less than a yeeir, eight different names are used to designate committee
m.eeting3 of the Privy Council. No record is given of the appointment of more
1. Privy Council Register, No, I., Geo. I., p. 148,
2. Ibid., p. 148.
3. Ibid., p, 157.
4. Ibid.
, p. 174. At this meeting another appeal from Barbadoes was
considered.
5. Ibid., p. 191.
6. Ibid.
, p. 220,
7. Ibid,, p. 222. This heading is more nearly in accord with the order
which appointed the Committee than any of the others which have been mentioned.
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than the single conwittee. It cannot be shorn that different bodies of men
had charge of these different matters Trhioh i^rere considered and that the work
was thus divided up among all the members of the Privy Council, as is the Tork
in one of our modern legislative bodies.
Apparently there is absolutely no unifomiity in the composition of these
seemingly different committees. Take for eX'-smple the one that is mentioned
the most frequently, the Committee on Appeals from the Plantations.
January 13, 1715, there were present, the Lord President, Earl of Islay, Earl
of Aylesford, Lord Careleton, and Lord Chief Justice Parker. •' At the one of
March 4 those present Fere the Lord President, Lord Berkeley, Mr. Comptroller,
Mr, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Lord Chief Justice Parker.^ On May 11,
when the body is designated a Committee for Hearing Appeals and for the Af-
fairs of Guernsey and Jersey, the Lord President, Earl of Aylesford, Lord
Coningsby, Lord Chief Justice Parker, and Lord Chief Justice King were in at-
tendance.''^ June 16 the body bears the same name, but those present are the
Lord President, Earl of Manchester, Earl of Chalmondslay, Earl of Uxbridge,
Earl of Aylesford, and Lord Chief Justice Parker.^ July 19 the same comEittee
has a little different composition; this time it was the Lord President,
Earl of Manchester, Earl of Hay, Eeo-l of Aylesford, and Lord Chief Justice
King. Other coi^iriittees show the same lack of uniformity of composition. The
Lord President was nearly always present at the meetings and evidently pre-
sided. In case the body calls itself a Coinaittoe on Appeals, one or both of
the chief justices vrere present, although there was an occasional exception.^
1. Privy Council Register, No. I., Geo. I., v. 174,
2. Ibid., p. 192.
3. Ibid., p. 222.
4. Ibid., p. 325.
5. It was customary for one of the chief justices to attend, no dif-
ference what the committee called itself. See the Privy Council Register,
psissia.
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It should also be notioed that usually, v^hen plantation affairs are considered,
the Committee calls itself one on appeals. So much for the reign of George I.;
let us see vrhat the next reign discloses.
September 20, 1727, the Privy Council tvas again dissolved and a nev one
appointed,^ As in the case of George I. and almost in the saire rords, the
whole of the Privy Council or any three or more of them were appointed a com-
mittee for the affairs of Jersey and Guernsey, for hearing appeals from the
plantations and other matters that might be referred to them.; and they were
also to take over such questions as were still pending before committees of
the Privy Council. The same day a special committee on appeals in prize
cases was appointed. This also consisted of all the Privy Council or any
three or more of them, and its jurisdiction extended over all oases of prijses
in the admiralty courts of either Great Britain or the plantations. For this
committee the secretary was ordered to prepare a commission to be passed under
the great seal, which vras not done in the case of the other committee.^ The
tribunal for hearing prize cases, however, was only created for a special pur-
pose and has no direct connection with the administrative affairs of the
colonies. It required a commission, because it was a special court of final
record on appeals from the lower courts of the realm, while the Committee of
Council was not a court of record but only an advisory body.
The register of the Privy Council for the years 1748 and 1749 shows the
same lack of uniformity as that of George I. mentioned above. Custom, how-
ever, had led to the adoption of the three following styles of characteriza-
tion; "A Committee of the Lords of His Majesty's most Honorable Privy
1. Privy Council Register, No. I., George II,
2. Ibid., p, 121.
3. Ibid.
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Council", "The Ri^t Honorable the Lords of the Coirmittee of Council on Hear-
ing Appeales frora the Plantations", and "The Committee of Coimoil for Planta-
tion Affairs". "With slight changes in the form of the name, these are the
three ooiranittees that constantly occur in the records of colonial affairs.
The last two are the most familiar and are spoken of by most writers on
colonial administration as two distinct organs of the Privy Council. A care-
ful investigation of the facts does not bear out this view. The presence of a
name does not always prove the existence of an organ of govemiTient correspond-
ing to that name. The best test of the nature of these so called different
coKmittees is an investigation of what they did.
May 5, 1748, at a meeting of "A Committee of the Lords of His Majesty's
most Honorable Privy Council", ^ among other transactions, an order was issued
directing that the revived appeal of Catherine Mansfield against Thomas Bon-
tein, a case from Jamaica, should be heard. A week later this appeal was
heard by "the Committee of Council for hearing Appeales from the Planta-
tions". 2 On May 14 the "Com9f of Council for Hearing Appeales, Complaints
etc" entered an order referring certain acts of the province of Pennsylvania
to the Board of Trade, 3 although on May 12 the King in Council had referred
these same acts to "the Kt. Hon. the Lords of the Com*®® of Cotmcil for
Plantation Affairs".* Are we to understand that the king's orders were dis-
obeyed, or that the two committees referred to are identical?
A similar entry appears a few months later. November 24 the "Oorn^^ of
Council for Plantation Affairs" ordered "that the three appeales of John Gray
and others against Thomas Bontein from Jamaica in relation to the seizure and
1. Privy Coujicil Register, No. 12, Geo. II., p. 1?,
2. Ibid., p. 28.
2. Ibid., p. 20.
4. Ibid., p. 18.
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condemnation of some 7/ines & Brandys sent thither for the uae of His Majesty's
Fleet and Forces Be heard at this Committee on Monday the 5th of Deceirber
next at six of the Clook in the Evening."^ On December 5 the records show a
report on these appeals by "the Lords of the Com®® of Council for hearing Ap-
peales from the Plantations".'^ In this case the record shows distinctly that
the oonmittees were the same; for the nsanes are not only used interchangeably,
but the two ooimnittees are composed of exactly the same men,
TSrilliam Livingstone had petitioned the king that an order made in 1742
for granting him 200000 acres of land might be revived. This petition was
considered by the Pri""^ Council and referred to the "Right Honorable the Lords
of the Privy Coioncil for Plantation Affairs" to investigate and report their
findings to the council board. ^ The report was made May 29, but not by that
committee; instead the record states that the report was made by the "Com?? of
Council for the Affairs of Jersey & Guernsey etc".^ A similar Order in
Council referred the petition of Hans Jacob Rie Kerspergor, which related to
the settlement of the Swiss Protestants in North Carolina, to "the Com®.® of
Council for Plantation Affairs" with orders to investigate and report.^ May 11
this comm.ittee referred the petition to the Board of Trade ,6 and on June 6 it
was again considered at a meeting of the "Com?? of Council for hearing Ap-
peals from the Plantations".'''
From the above facts it seems clear that the names "Comm.ittee for Hearing
Appeals" and "Committee for Plantation Affairs" were either used with ex-
1. Privy Coxmcil Register, No. 12, Geo. II., p. 114.
2. Ibid., p. 123.
3. Ibid.
, p. 228.
4. Ibid., p. 252.
5. Ibid., p. 243.
6. Ibid., p. 247.
7. Ibid., p. 260.
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treme looseness or that they are only different ways of designating one com-
mittee. From the faot that affairs referred to one oommittee are frequently
considered and acted upon by the other, and especially in view of the fact
that in at least one case the coimnittee itself used the double designation,
it seems clear that there was but one committee.
An investigation of the subjects considered by con^mittees bearing these
various names confirms this view, Tlius the petition of the Quakers of Dart-
mouth and Tiverton, complaining of the injustice of a I'assachixsetts tax law,
was referred by an Order in Council to "The Lords of His Majesty's most
Hon^^® Privy Counoill for Hearing, Appeals, Complaints 5:ca from the Planta-
tions".! This business was not different from that which was regularly re-
ferred to the Committee for Plantation Affairs. It was a complaint against a
specific act of the provincial assem.bly, which complaints were usually con-
sidered by the latter committee. The consideration of acts of the colonial
assemblies and the reference of them to the Board of Trade for examination
would seem to be about as far removed from the business of a committee on ap-
peals as any routine business which could come before the Privy Council.
Neverthelesn on May 14, 1748, a "Committee of CoTuicil for Hearing Appeals
Complaints B:o.^ referred to the Board of Trade twelve acts of the province
of Pennsylvania.^ Almost any nxjnber of illustrations cotxld be given of the
Committee on Plantation Affairs transacting this class of business. Thus the
functions of these comr;ittees show the same confusion which was seen in the
use of names. Since the names "Committee of Council for Plantation Affairs"
and "Committee of Council for Hearing Appeals from the Plantations" are used
1. Maaa. Bay, Acts and Resolves, II., p. 272,
2. Privy Council Register, No. 12, Geo. II., p. 20.

interchangeably, since it was not unoommon for business referred to one com-
mittee to be transacted by the other, and since each is found to pass upon
matters usually within the province of the other; it seems fair to conclude
that one has to deal with what is really but a single committee.
The confusion of names was even greater than has been indicated above.
The Committee- of the Privy Council was not only called one on appeals or on
plantation affairs, but it was just as frequently denominated "the Committee
of Council", That is the name it bears in the Bosu'd of Trade journal in the
case of the complaint of the Quakers which was referred to above. Numerous
other instances of the use of this name in the Board of Trade journals could
be given, and it frequently appearo in the register of the Privy Council. It
would also seem that the "Committee of Council for the Affairs of Guernsey and
Jersey" was also identical with that for plantation affairs. Thus the peti-
tion of William Livingstone, asking that a fomier grant of land in South
Carolina might be renewed, and an act of Massachusetts Bay for drawing in bills
of credit were referred by an Order in Council of March 16, 1749, to the Com-
mittee on Plantation Affaire. 3 May 29 both of these were reported upon, not
by the Committee on Plantation Affairs, but by the "Com^f for the Affairs of
Jersey and Guernsey".^ A committee by this name also issued an order for hear-
in an appeal,^ hence its functions appear to coincide with those of both a
committee on appeals axid on plantation affairs. Still another committee is
found performing these functions. There was a Committee of Coxincil to Con-
sider the Irish Bills, which met February 27, 1750, and among other things
1, Mass. Bay, Acts and Resolves, II,, p. 273,
2, See the Orders in Council and representations of the Board of Trade,
in N. Y. Col. Docs., V., YI., VU., passim,
3, Privy Co'JLnoil Register, No, 12, Geo. II,, p. 228,
4, Ibid,
, p. 252,
5, Appeal of Anna Mass all against John Morse, order dated March 14. 1749:
Ibid., p. 209.
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oonsidered two acts of Pennsylvania of 1749 and entered the following order:
"Whereas His Majesty was pleased on the 21st of this Instant to referr the said
Acts to this Committee Their Lordships this day took the same into Considera-
tion and are hereby pleased to referr the said Acts (whioli are hereunto an-
nexed) to the Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations to Examine into the
same and Report their opinion thereupon to this Committee" . •'• A glance back
to the record for February 21, however, shows that the two acts in question
were referred to the "Lords of the Committee of Council for Plantation Af-
fairs to be considered and reported upon",^ From this it seems the Committee
to Consider the Irish Bills was identical with the one on plantation affairs.
This sam.e Irish bill committee on January 11 of the saiue year issued a siimirons
on the appeal of George de Carteret; so it was also doing the work of the so
called Committee on Appeals.*^
The personnel of the committees which bore these various names does not
show that they were essentially different bodies. Tlie meetings as a whole are
attended by fewer men than were the similar meetings in 1715 j uaaally only
four or five attended, and not infrequently but three. The same men are
not always present, but the attendance varied from time to time. Certain men,
however, were nearly always present. These were the Lord President, Lord
Chief Justice Willes, and George Dodington. Not infrequently Bedford or Hali-
fax, or both, were present, and Newcastle sometimes attended. The personnel
of none of these differently named committees was sufficiently fixed to dis-
tinguish it from the others. On m.ore than one occasion the Committee on
1. Privy Council Register, No. 12, Geo, II., p. 471.
2. Ibid., p. 467.
.3. Present on this committee, Lord Chancellor, Lord President, Lord
Chamberlain, Duke of Bedford, Duke of Argyll, Duke of Newcastle, and
Chancellor of the Exchequer; Ibid., p. 417.
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Plantation Affairs, the Committee of the Privy Council and the Committee for
Hearing Appeals from the Plantations consisted of the same men.
The two meetings held on May 20 and May 23, 1748,^ are a good illustra-
tion of this. At times these meetings took on practically the form of cabi-
net meetings. Thus on July 14, 1748, there was a meeting of a Committee of
the Privy Cotmoil at which affairs of North Carolina were considered. Those
present were the Lord President, Duke of Bedford, Mr. Vice Chamberlain, Mr.
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord Chief Justice l^illes, and George Dodington.^'
There was a similarly large meeting of the "Com?® of Council for Plantation
Affairs" on October 15 of the same year, at v/hich the Duke of Bedford, Earl of
Godolphin, Lord Delaware, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vice Chamberlain, TSTilliair) Pitt, and
Henry Fox Treve present.'^ At this meeting a report was made on twelve acts of
Pennsylvania. These large meetings are in marked contrast to many meetings
like that of the "Com?® of Council for Plantation Affairs" of May 11, 1749, at
which only the^Lord President Lord Sandys, and Chief Justice Tallies were
present.*
From the above facts, it is difficult to arrive at any conclusion other
than that the members who were present at a meeting of a Committee of the Privy
Council transacted whatever business required attention. The various names
were apparently used to designate, not the character of the committee, but the
kind of business which was to be transacted. If colonial questions of a purely
1. Privy Council Register, No. 12, Geo. TI.
, pp. 23, 30. See also the
meetings of November 24, and December 5, 174P : Ibid., tto. 114, 123. The mem-
bers present on these four occasions were, the Lord President, Earl Fitzwalter,
Chief Justice Tfilles, and George Dodington.
2. Privy Council Register, No. 12, Geo. II., p. 64.
3. Ibid.
, p. 100.
4. Ibid., p. 247.
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administrative nature ;7ere to be considered, the regular appellation -iras a
Committee on Pl'^;-.tation Affair:?. If, on th« other hand, the question^j to
be decided 'A-ere ox the natiire of oonplaints, a little different name was some-
times used.l And finally, if only matters of a legal nature were to be con-
sidered, it was called a Committee for Hearing Appeals. In this latter body
tlie decision probably rested with the chief justice; at least we knoiv from
the account of the decision in the case of Phillips vs. Savage, which is given
by F. J. Paris, that his opinion had great weight with the committee.^ The
regular small attendance when appeals were to be considered would also in-
dicate that the decision was left very largely to the law officers. No record
of the voting in such committees exists, but the rule was no doubt that of
the House of Lords on qtiestions of appeal, all members who were present could
vote, but only the justices or those who had held high judicial positions
availed them.selves of their privileges.
The relations of the Board of Trade to the Privy Council reduces itself
to its relation to this vario-ij^.sly named Committee. It has already been point-
ed out that little mention is made of a Committee of Coujicil for Plantation
Affairs in the early years of the Board of Trade, and that the term, does not
become common until after the ascendency of lalpole. From that time'^ on,
this committee plays an important part in colonial affairs. All, or nearly
all, colonial natters passed through its hands. Routine business was trans-
acted without much ceremony, and on all such matters the recommendations of
the Board were accepted without much delay or modification. Questions of
1. In such cases,^^^not uncommon nam^e was a "Committee of the 7..ords of
His Majesty's most Ron Privy Councill for Hearing Appeals, Complaints,
&c from the Plantations"; Mass., Acts and Resolves, II,, p. 272.
2» Connecticut Historical Society Collection, V., p. 81.
3. From the year 1720 or 1721.
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policy, however, might be wholly changed in the Conmitto© of Council; for
we have to deal here with something very different froir? the coimfittoes of the
Privy Coimcil of the oentury before. The make up of this committee shows its
nature. It was nothing less than the cabinet committee of the Council. The
very heads of the ministry itself attended its meetings, and it was only in
such meetings that questions of policy could be settled.
The Board of Trade itself usually had a voice at these m.eetings. Prior
to 1715 the two leading men were regularly members of the Privy C!oi:jncil; Lord
Berkeley^ in 1715 was a regular attendant at the meetings of the Commitl.ee of
Council;"^ Lord Monson was sworn to the Privy Council soon aJter becoming
president;^ and Halifax frequently attended the meetings of the Committee.'^
TTe find among the minutes of the Board a request for Lord Fitzwalter to ex-
plain certain matters when plantation affairs are considered at the council
board, which indicates that he regularly attended its meetings.
It is thus seen that the relation of the Board to the Committee of the
Privy Council was a very intimate one. The two wore but parts of the same
administrative machine, of w> ich the Comx-iittee was the higher organ, and the
one where final decisions v/ere made. This was inevitable, because the men
who took final action there were the men who were held responsible to the
1. The recomr-endation of the Board in 1721 that the president of that
body should be particularly charged with king's commands in affairs relating
to the plantations never amounted to anything until Halifax was admitted to
the cabinet in 1757; N. Y. Col. Docs., V., p. 630; The report on the condi-
tion of affairs in New Jersey in 1750 was also practically ignored by the
council; N. J. Archives, VII., p. 312.
2. President of the Board of Trade 1714-1715: N. Y. Col. Does., III.,
p. xvi.
3. Privy Coimcil Register, No. 1, Geo. I., pp. 191, 192 and passim.
4. He -.vas made president June 25, 1737, and wan sworn to the Privy Coun-
cil July 21 folloT^ing: N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 98.
5. See the Privy Coiincil Register, No. 12, Geo. II., pp. 16S, 188 and
passim.
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nation for the whole administrative policy. This oommittee, which hides it-
self behind the various names on the register, and in the Orders in Co\r:cil,
is no less a body than the cabinet.
The method of doing business before the Board and the Privy Council was
somewhat complicated, especially after the rise o? the CoTOrittee; although
most questions, which were formerly heard before a regular meeting of the
Council, were now settled before the smaller body. The relations of the Board
and the Council are best seen in a case that actually came up for determina-
tion. Take for example the law of Connecticut for the settlement of intestate
estates. This had been annulled by the decision in the famous case of
Finthrop V. Lechmere, and the effect of the decision was of such importance
that Governor Talcott and the legislature of Connecticut determined to use
every agency possible and to spare no expense in getting the case reversed.
A petition to the king was drawn up by the agents of the colony, which asked
that a bill might be brought into Parliament for quieting the people in their
estates and enabling them to divide their estates in the future in the manner
they had been accustomed to ixnder their former law. Thin petition was read
at the council board and referred to the "Comitittee for Hearing Appeals Com-
plaints etc".^ That committee in turn referred it to the Board of Trade to
investigate the facts and report with recommendations.'* The Board summoned
the agents, heard their testimony, accepted much material of a docxomentary
1. It was not necessarily the whole cabinet, but it was that part of the
cabinet whicli had charge of plantation affairs. At times it was large enough
to include the whole cabinet. Such was the case on January 11, 175"^: Ibid.,
p. 417. Merely routine business was transacted by the subordinates instead
of the cabinet officers.
2. Talcott Papers: Conn. Hist. Soe. Coll., IV., p. 187.
3. Order in Council dated Jtine 10, 1730: Ibid.
, p. 200,
4. Reference to the Board of Trade by the Committee of Council, June
15 of the sarre year; Ibid., p. 201,
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nature submitted by them,^ and after much deliberation reported their con-
clusions in the form of a representation. This proposed a bill whioh granted
the desired legislation, but at the same tine abrogated the charter. Any
proceedings rhich could call the charter in question were most undesirable from
the point of vie^r of the Connecticut officers; consequently the agents oppos-
ed the representation of the Board before the Committee of Council, which they
were able to do through their attorneys.'^
That case brings out the essential difference in the nature of the pro-
ceedings before the Board and before the Committee. The Board called wit-
nesses, heard testimony, asked questions, examined written proofs, and so ar-
rived at the facts in the case. These facts were then submitted in writing,
together with recommendations, to the Committee. If no one interfered, this
body would take final action on the data before it. If the parties interested
objected, they could contest the representation before the Council Committee.
If it were a question in which one party was working for a certain representa-
tion and another against it, both parties coixld be and usually were heard;^
but the hearing in this case was purely of the nature of an appeal. No wit-
nesses were called, the agent could not present his case in person, but had to
employ an attorney to present it for hin. The hearing took the form of a legal
arguirient of the opposing lawyers. With the facts as found by the Board and
the case of each party, as preserited by the lawyers, before it, the Committee
either made a definite recomm.endation to the Privy Cour.cil or remanded the
whole matter to the Board of Trade for further investigation. Frequently the
opposing interests sought to delay final action before both the Board and the
1. Letter of Francis Wilks to Governor of Connecticut; Cor^.. Hist. Soe.
Coll., IV., pp. 215-219.
2. Letter of Francis Wilks, the London agent for Connecticut, to Governor
Talcott; Ibid.
, p. 218.
3. See the complaint of the Mohegan Indians against the colony of
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ComEittee by presenting various forms of dilatory notions, such as requests
for tine to secure proofs from America, delays to enable an agent to secure
instructions in regard to some matter that was being considered, and even
repetitions of these requents. Another method of delaying final action was to
present a counter proposal in some form. The delays and evasive tactics be-
came so apparent in the case of the boundary dispute between Massachusetts
and Rhode Island, that the Committee of Council took positive action.
This boindary controversy had existed since 1664» In 1734 Rhode Island
petitioned the king to determine the question, inasmuch as the colonies had
failed to do so tlirough their own commissioners. This petition passed through
the regular form of reference, by Order in Council to the Committee of the
Privy Council for Plantation Affairs and by that body to the Board of Trade.
There all parties were heard by agents scrA counsel and proofs were submitted
on both sides. 1 Finally, in 1738 the Board reported that commissioners
should be appointed by the crown to mark out and settle the disputed boundary.
This representation went to the Committee; and while it was pending there,
Francis 'J/iiks, the agent for Massachusetts Bay, petitioned to be heard against
the said representation.^ This petition was referred by Order in Council
to the Committee,^ which heard what Tilks had to offer against the representa-
tion of the Board, and reported to the King in Coimcil that the petition
should be denied, and that the proposed commission should be appointed. In
Connecticut: Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll., IV., V., passim.
1. Pri'^y Council Register, No. 6, Geo. 11., p. 12.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid. This comjnittee is designated as the one on plantation af-
fairs. The meetir.f^ was held November 1, 1738. Those present were the Lord
President, Earl of Abercorne , Lord Harrington, Lord Monson, Mr. Speaker,
Lord Chief Justice TTilles,
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addition, however, the committee sought to check such dilatory motions for
the future, by the following recommendation: "And the said Petition appear-
ing to the Lords of the Cominittee to be frivolous and Vexatious and to have
been preferred only with intent to delay and prevent the Settling of the
Boundarys of the said Provinces, Their Lordships hiombly conceive it may be
necessary in Order to prevent svich frivolous and Vexatious Applications for
the future which tend not only to Delay and interrupt the Course of Proceed-
ings but also to bring unnecessary expense upon those who are obliged to De-
fend themselves against such Applications That your Majesty may be pleased
to Order that the Lords of Your Majesty's most Honorable Privy Council for
Plantation Affairs do not proceed upon any Applications by Petition or other-
wise praying to be heard against any Determinations of the Lords Commiss
for Trade and Plantations upon any matters which have or shall be referred to
them by Your Majesty in Council or by the Lords of the Committee for Planta-
tion Affairs, upon which it shall Appear that the said Lords Conariss^^ have
heard the Persons concerned, either by themselves their counsel or Agents un-
less such Petiti®^ or Petitioners or some person in his or their behalf Do
first Enter into some Sufficient Security to pay such Costs as shall be
awarded by Yovir Masjesty in Coxmcil thereupon And their Lordship do further
humbly pray that Your Majesty may be pleased to Order the sane Rule to be ob-
served in all cases, which shall come before the said Committee of Council
in consequence of any Commissions that may have been or shall hereafter be
issued by Order of Yotor Majesty in Covincil for Settling or /adjusting any
Boijsndarys or other Special matters in Dispute in any of your Majestys Oolonys
on Plantations in America".^
1. Privy CoTincil Register, No. 6, Geo. II,, p. 12.
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From the date of this order, Novowber, 1738 , it was necessary to give bond
before any person would be heard before this Coranittee against any representa-
tion, order, instruction, or recoscendation of the Board. ^ This added to the
expense of the prosecution of affairs at the Board of Trade and before the
Council, yet the colonies could not safely srjare any expense when their in-
terests were at stake. The pleading of causes before the Committee was a
phase of legal practice which becane so important that some lawyers nade a
specialty of that class of business. The best legal talent in England was
frequently employed by contestants, and even the attorney and solicitor
2general at tines appeared as counsel. Ferdinand John Paris was perhaps the
most efficient of the lawyers who were frequently employed by the colonies,
and his letters reveal both the customary methods of procedure and the tricks
which were sometimes employed to win a case.^
II.
The Secretary of State and the Executive Boards.
The relations of the Board to the secretaries of state, and especially
to the secretary for the southern department are difficult to determine., as
they vary from time to time. The amount of business transacted directly by
the secretary was not always the same, and it appears to have been determined
quite largely by the personal desires of the secretary. He was at all times
1. References to this regrUation are frequently met with. See especial-
ly the letters of Ferdinand John Paris in the M, J. Archives, passim.
See the tricks of Winthrop's counsel in the hearing before the
council in the case of Winthrop v. Leohjnere: Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll., V.,
p. 78.
3. Attoi-ney General York and Solicitor General Talbot were attorneys
for Winthrop in his case against Leohmere: Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll., V., p. 77.
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responsible for colonial affairs, and the Board was consequently only a part
of his department. It was probably always possible for the secretary to over-
rule the action of the Board, but in the tirae of Halifax it vms seldom done.
William Penn appears to have dej»ended very largely upon his influence with the
chief ministers to ward off the hostile measures proposed by the Board. His
letters, however, show that he was often confronted with loss of his pro-
prietary rights, and that he found it no easy task to disregard its authority,
1
At times the secretary was made the customary agent through which the Board
laid its representa.tions before the king; that is, they were made to hin with
a request to lay them before the king. Probably all representations to the
king passed through the secretary's office, whether they were addressed to him
or not. Such was apparently the case prior to the development of the com-
mittee system, although there seem.s to be a period of transition in this
respect
.
During the time Sir John Carteret was secretary for the southern depart-
ment (1721-1724), the Board frequently wrote short letters to him asking him
to lay the enclosed representations before the king,*^ The representations
were addressed, as they had been ever since the organization of the Board, to
the king or to the Lords Just ices. ^ Later these representations were addressed^
1. See the Penn -Logan Correspondence, I., passim; Governor Belcher
in his letters to his brother-in-law and agent in London, Mr. Richard Part-
ridge, frequently speaks of appealing over the heads of the Board to the
ministers: Mass. Hist. Soo. Coll., Sixth Series, VI., passim; On the other
hand, it is evident from a letter of F. J. Paris to James Alexander that in-
formation of importance, which ca^ie into the hands of the secretary, was soon
made known to the president of the Board. At least such was the case in 1749
when Bedford had charge of colonial affairs: N. J. Archives, VII., p. 238.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., pp. 5B4, 650 and passim. Such letters may have
been common before this, but they have not been included in the copies of docu-
ments which have been consulted.
3. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., V., passim.
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to the Coimittee of the Privy Council or to the Privy Coimcil, depending upon
which had referred the subject of the representation to the Board for consid-
eration; but reports Thioh the Board made on its own initiative were addressed
as formerly to the king. The difference, however, was not essential. After
the development of the committee system all orders, recommendations, and re-
ports of the Board went, either directly or by reference, to the Committee of
Council. The effect of this change was to increase the actual control of the
secretary over his department. Discussions were transferred from a large
council meeting to a small committee, of which the secretary was the most im-
portant member. The reference of matters to this committee could have been
little else than the action of the secretary referring things to himself for
consideration, as he must have exercised the determining influence in both
Privy Council and Committee.
Certain classes of business were regularly referred directly to the
secretary of state by the Board of Trade. In general these were questions
which involved the relations of the colonies to those of foreign powers, or
which might entail a serious charge upon the treasury;^ events which concerned
the regulation of or the disposal of the armed forces in America;^ relations
>vith the Indians, especially if they seemed to threaten trouble; and domestic
disorders, such as the riots in New Jersey over land titles, or the resistance
4
to the Stamp Act. In addition to this it was customary in the time of New-
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., y., pp. 815, 845, VI., VII., passim. Tfhen the in-
structions regarding correspondence were changed in 1752, Holderness directed
the Board to transmit to him all letters from the governors which concerned
their relations with the governor of the province of any foreign prince: N. J.
Archiv., VIII., p. 33.
2. Ibid., VI., p. 773 and passim.
3. Ibid., v., pp. 46G, 815 and passim, VI., p. 783 and passim, VII.,
passim; N. C. Col. Records, III., p. 334.
4. Any serious situation in the government of any of the colonies was
regularly referred to the secretary of state for advice: N. Y. Col. Docs.,
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oastle for the Board to send him a special note of any changes in the in-
structions to the governors, more especially if the o?:anges were important.^
Correspondence with the governors of the royal provinces was regularly
conducted by the Board of Trade, although it was very conanon for the governor
to send nearly identical letters to the Board and the secretary of state. Any
natters of grave inportanoe in a colony were reported by the governor direct-
ly to the secretary, and a statement of the natter was also sent to the
Boeird. During the presidency of Monson (1737-1748) and the neglect of cor-
respondence by the Board, the governors becaine very indifferent about writing
to that body and wrote to Newcastle instead. This practice ceased, however,
soon after the appointment of Halifax. The secretary of state freqxiently
sent circular letters to the governors of all the provinces, but it is im-
possible to detemine how frequently this was done on his own initiative. On
at least one occasion it was done at the request of the Board of Trade. ^ That
body also had the secretary write to the governors, expressing the royal dis-
pleasure with the conduct of the assembly, which was one of the devices for
coercing that branch of the colonial governments.^
In 1752, in accordance with the agreement between Halifax and Newcastle
that plantation affairs should be entrusted to the care of the former, an
Order in Council was issued, directing the governors to correspond exclusively
VI., p. 597; N. J. Archives, VII., p. 299, IX., p. 526.
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., p. 933.
2. These letters always purported to express the royal pleasure. The
one in question was that instructing the governors to give all possible aid
to the officers of the admiralty and customs. Report of Matthew Prior to the
house of commons, April 24, 1702: Com. Journal, XIII., p. 502,
3. See the struggle of the governor with the assem.bly over financial
matters: N. Y. Cel. Docs., IV., V., VI., passim; N. C. Col. Records, VI.,
p. 736.
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with the Board of Trade, except when otherTfise directed by one of the princi-
pal secretaries or state. ^ This order centered all correspondence in the
Board, and only such part of it as was deemed necessary was laid before the
secretary. During the time this order was in force, the position of the
Board was practically coordinate with that of a secretary's office, and con-
sequently there was much less overlapping of authority. For fourteen years
no further change was made in the instructions to the governors on this
point; then, on acooxint of the wish of Hillsborough that the Board should be
one of report on reference only, the instructions were cyanged. The governors
were directed, in accordance v/ith an Order in Council of August 8, 1766, "that
in all oases wherein you are directed & required to transmit any general or
particular acooujits of your proceedings, or of matters relative to your
Governments, yon do, for the future transmit the same to us, by one of our
principal secretaries of State, and also transmiit Duplicates thereof to our
Commissioners for Trade and Plantations for their information except in cases
of a secret nature".*^
This action reduced the Board to the position it occupied prior to 1748,
and for a brief time it became again what it had been before; that is, an
organ for collecting data of various kinds regarding the plantations, so as to
be able to furnish the other departments of goverrjnent information when they
desired it.
The Board of Trade and the commissioners of customs were mutually help-
ful to each other. The enforcement of the acts of trade and navigation rested
1. Order of March 4, 1752: N, Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 754. The instruc-
tions sent to the governors stated that they should oommimicate with the
secretary of state in those cases which demanded inmediate attention.
2. N. Y, Col, Docs., VII., pp. 848-9.
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with the customs officials; but it was also necessary to raake use of the pro-
vincial governors,^ all instructions to vrhom were drawn up in the plantation
office, A part of these instructions dealt specifically with the enforcement
of the acts of trade and navigation. Before these were submitted to the king
they were sent to the ooimnissioners of customs for their ratification. Thus
the instructions of Governor Lovelace of New York were slightly modified at
the request of the commissioners, so as to make them include recent legisla-
tion. At the same time the attention of the Board was called to the law
which required the governor to teike an oath and give bond to observe the acts
of trade. ^ Thus while the board drafted the governor's instructions, their
content, as far as this point is concerned, v/as deteniiined by the commissioners
of customs.
The Board was also a great information bureau for the customs officials.
Governors were constajitly called upon to furnish reports of the violation of
the acts of trade and the best means of enforcing them.'^ Tliis information was
at once transmitted to the secretary for the commissioners of customs to be
laid before that board. On the other hsuid the Board of Trade used the
customs officials to secure information, and Randolph and Quary became the
most active secret agents of the Board in America.'* They were untiring in
1. "A complaint made by the Commissioners of her Majesty's customs in
Barbadoes to the Lords Comimissioners of her Majesty's Treasury having been re-
ferred to our consideration", it was found that he and other officers had be-
come unpopular because of their enforcerr.ent of the laws of trade. "7/e found it
absolutely necessary that not only the Officers of the Customs, but also of the
Admiralty should be very particularly recornr.ended to the respective Governors
of all his Majesty's Plantations": Report of Matthew Prior to the House of
Commons, April 24, 1702, Com. Jour., XIII., p. 502.
2. "ITe do humbly propose that all her Ma*^ Governours may by their In-
structions be the more strictly obliged to do their utmost, that all the
clauses, matters, & things contained in the^e subsequent Acts be duly execut-
ed": N. Y. Col. Docs., v., p. 41.
3. See the letters of Bellomont: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV.
,
passim.
4. See the numerous letters of Quary to the Board in the N. Y. Col.
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their search for evidence which could be used against the proprietary and
oharter colonies; and as the encouragement given to pirates and the failure to
observe the acts of trade were the main charges against those governments, the
policy of the Board readily dovetailed into the plans of the customs officials.
The Boeird had no control over these men, although it did at one time use
them as agents. 1 Their appointment belonged to the commissioners of customs
or their political superiors. If members of the Board played any part in
their selection, it was because of their personal influence with those who
held the appointing power, and not because of their official connection with
the Board of Trade, The surveyors of customs were members of the cotanoils
in each of the royal provinces in their departments,^ which enabled them to
perform their duties to bettor advantage and afforded their additional op-
portunities of securing information for the Board.
The relations of the Board of Trade to the admiralty were apparently not
very close. The governors were given instructions regarding admiralty juris-
diction, but their commission for holding such courts came from the admiral-
ty. Apparently all the Board of Trade did was to act as the forwarding agent.
From its correspondence with the governors and Fith such men as Randolph and
Quary, however, it gave considerable assistance to the a-lniiralty board by
supplying it with information as to the need of revenue cutters at various
places along the American coast. In stamping out piracy the Board of Trade
also rendered efficient aid by urging all the officers under its direction
to assist in destroying the nefarious practice, the first governor sent to
Docs,, IV,, v., passim; Chalmers, Revolt of the American Colonies, I., p. 380;
Penn-Logan Correspondence, passim; Shepherd, Proprietary Goverrjnent in
Pennsylvania, pp. 355, 502-3, 508, 542.
1. H. Y, Col, Docs., IV., p. 966,
2. Ibid., p. 1000 and passim.
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New York iirder the Board rendered the greatest possible service in this
oause.^ The relation between the admiralty offioe and the Board of Trade was
slnply one of mutual help, the latter had the means of gathering information,
and whatever was of interest to other departments of the government was
promptly transmitted.
From the souroes available, it is impossible to determine whether the
attitude of the Board toward naval supplies was due to the activity of the
admiralty officials or not. The mercantile doctrines of the tine are suffi-
cient to explain the attitude of the Board on this subject without ascribing
any special influence to the admiralty. The attempt of the Board to interest
the colonists in the production of naval stores is one of the great "might
have beans" of its policy and has been sufficiently disciissed by another
writer.
In time of war the treasury office as well as the secretary of state had
recourse to the Board. The secretary needed information as to the condition
of the colonies for defense, how many troops each could furnish, what kind and
what quantity of arms they had, and the tine necessary for them to supply
their forces for any undertaking.^ In the last two wars against the French,
the crown adopted the policy of repaying to the colonies the principal part
of the expenditures which they had incurred in aid of the British arms. It
was no small task to apportion the parliamentary grant in just proportion to
the actual expenditures of the different colonial governments. The treasury
did not attempt the task, but it asked the Board to undertake the duty of in-
1. See the correspondence of Bellomont with the various executive and
administrative boards: N. Y, Col, Docs., IV., psissin; Penn-Logan Correspond-
ence, pass in.
2. See the report of the Board of Trade May 11, 1756, for the detailed
information it supplied for the use of other departments of the government in
tine of war; N, J, Archiv,, YIII., part II., p. 217.
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vestigating the aocoimts and olains of veo'ions kinds and to determine the
amount of money justly duo each claimant.^ Some of these accounts were very
oomplioated, as each colony had its oim paper money, the value of which was
scarcely the ssime in any two of then. It was thus difficult to reduce the
colonial money to sterling. Prices of clothing and supplies also varied from
colony to colony, and some commissaries had paid hi^er prices than supplies
should have cost. The claim of New Jersey to compensation for such uniasual
charges was refused after a careful investigation.^
During the French and Indian ¥ar the chancellor of the exchequer asked
the Board for advance estimates of the colonial expenditures, which were fur-
nished and show the probable expenses of each colony,'^ Thus the Board was made
the agency for determining the amount of aid the colonies should receive and
for distributing these large sums of money among them in accordance with their
deserts. Even in time of peace, any unusual expenditure in behalf of the
colonies was entnisted to the Board, such, for example, as the distribution
of the 103,300 pounds for the relief of the settlers in Nevis and St.
Christopher Islands.* In this case the act of Parliament which appropriated
the money specified that tho Board should take charge of the disbursem.ents,
1. January 3, 1758, Pitt referred a large na^nber of letters from the
colonies to the Board and asked it to report on the advisability of repaying
the southern colonies for their expenditures: N. C. Col. Docs., V., p. 805.
8. See the detailed report of the Board, dated February 28, 1750, on
the expenses of the northern colonies on account of the expedition against
Canada: N. J. Archiv., VIII., pp. 383-400.
3. See the request of Secretary Hardinge of February 5, 1756, and the
answer of the Board a week later: N. J, Archives, VIII., part II., p. 205
and note.
4. The above provision is a part of the act for licensing hackney
coaches. See Com. Journ.
,
XVII., p. 224.
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III.
The Bishop of London,
The relations with the bishop of London were quite similar to those with
the acMiralty board and the oononissioners of customs. The Board was the clear-
ing house for many of his dealings with the colonies, and through it he con-
trolled the governors* instructions in regard to ecclesiastical affairs.
Appeirently he was either called to the Board to see the ooimnissions and in-
structions before they were submitted to the council, or copies were sent hin
for approval. At his demand new instructions were added by the Board in 1727,
which required the governors to see that suitable laws were enacted for punish-
ing blasphemy, profanity, adultery, polygamy, profanation of the Sabbath, and
other crimes against common morality. The instructions also specified that
these laws were to be enforced by the lay courts t;ipon testimony furnished by
the church-wardens.^
When new members of the provincial councils were to be approved, the
bishop was called before the Board and asked if he had any objection to the
men "as regards principle". At least this was done in 1712 when new appoint-
ments to the council of New Jersey were considered, and from Secretary Pop-
ple's letter to the bishop. It is to be inferred that the action was customary
and not a rare occurrence. In this case the bishop was unable to attend on
account of sickness, and the names of the nominees were sent to him and a re-
port requested as soon as was convenient.'^ The Board also furnished him much
information as to conditions, religious and otherwise, and such matter was
1. N, J. Archives, V., pp. 160-161.
2. Ibid., IV.
, pp. 168-169.
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laid before the bishop for his consideration. Colonial legislation was an-
other field in which the Board and the bishop came into olose relation. All
colonial acts that affected his ecclesiastical jurisdiction were referred to
the bishop for his opinion. Thus he occupied a position, as regards colonial
lavs, similar to that of the law officers of the crown. Colonial acts were
referred to the lawyers for their opinions "in point of law" and to the bishop
for his opinion in regard to his eoclesiasticsd jurisdiction,
IV.
Parliament.
The relations of the Board to Parliament were more intimate than has
generally been supposed. The members occupied seats either in the House of
Lords or in the House of Commons. Tlienever questions of apecial interest to
the plantations were xonder consideration, the members of the Board in each
house were most frequently charged with the duties connected with such con-
sideration, whatever they happened to be. Bills that related only to the
colonies were regularlj^ prepared by the Board, and sometimes these were
presented to Parliament at its own instigation. Such, for example, were the
various bills for resuming to the crown the powers of government in the
charter and proprietary colonics, which were almost constantly before Parlia-
ment during the years 1700-1705,^ Other favorite measures of the Board were
the bills for establishing a fixed civil list in New York,^ those for pro-
tecting such white pine trees as were suitable for masts for the royal
1. N. C. Col. Records, I., pp. 538-539; Com. Joum. , XV., pp. 151, 168,
183.
2. N, Y, Col, Docs., v., p. 339 and passim.
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navy,^ and the bills against legal tender acts in the colonies.
The Privy Council and both houses of Parliaraent frequently called upon
the Board to draft bills for special purposes. The request of 1703 for a
draft of a bill to enforce the proolairation regulating the value of foreign
coins in the plantations,^ and that for a/oill for punishing murders coroinitted
in the admiralty jurisdiction of the plantations are good illustrations. Be-
sides these bills that were officially drafted by the Board, numerous others
were practically so drawn. The House of Conmons would direct that certain men,
of whom the most important were r^embers of the Board, should prepare and bring
in bills; and when these were afterwards reported to the house, they were
presented by one of the members of the Board, To all intents and purposes
such bills were drawn by the Board and may have been actually prepared in its
offices. The names of Molesworth, Blathwayt, Chetwind, Dominique, Bladen,
Dupplin, Fane, Grenville, Pitt, Bacon, and Oswald constantly appear in the
list of the coir.Kittees on bills affecting the colonies.'^
In addition to preparing legislation for the consideration of Parliament,
the Board was the soitrce of information upon all questions of trade or
colonial affairs. In the House of Commons addresses were constantly being
presented which called for reports on such questions as the following; the
production of naval stores, indigo, silk, rice, and other staples; commercial
questions, such as piracy, violations of the trade laws, and the increase in
bills of credit; and such administrative questions as the administration of
1. This bill was brought in by Monckton, a member of the Board, Decem-
ber 22, 1711, and became a law ?iay 16 following: Con, Journ., XVI., pp. 441,
444, 536, 608, 668.
2. Chalmers, Int. to the Revolt, I., pp. 320-321.
3. See the Com. Journs, for the period, especially XXIV., p. 658,
XXV.
, p. 746, XV. , p. 157.
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justice, relations with the Indians, and the condition of the colonial de-
fenses. The reports in answer to these addresses were usually prepared by
the Board and presented to the two houses by prominent lords of trade, and the
names which occur so frequently in the lists of conmiittees are met with again
in this connection.^ Nothing shows the really ministerial character of the
Board more than the fact that its nenbers were evidently accustomed to speak
for it in the House of Commons,'^
The ministerial character of the Board is still more apparent after the
settlecent of Nova Scotia, the siarrender of Georgia to the crown, and the ac-
quisition of Florida. In all of these colonies the charges of government were
paid by the crown from annual grants made by Parliament, and the control of
these expenditures was vested in the Board. Fhen estiiriates for the coming
year were laid before the House of Commons, those for these three colonies
did not come from the chancellor of the exchequer but from the Board of Trade.
They were presented by one of its members as the representative of the Board,
and if they should be attacked, he eind his colleagues had to defend them.
In view of the close relations between the Board of Trade and Parliament,
the reasons advanced for its establishment by Order in Co^Jincil appear in-
significant. Created originally in such a way as to prevent its control fall-
ing into the hands of the House of Commons, it had come to be chosen almost
exclusively from that house. Its authority depended upon the influence it
could muster in the Comnons, it was constantly called upon to furnish infonr.a-
1. Com. Journ., XIII., p. 502, XV., p. 436, XVII., p. 224, XVIII., p.
698, XIX., p. 352, XXIII., p. 609, XXV,, p. .'368, XXVI. -XXX., passim.
2. Ibid.
3. See Com. Journ., XXVI., pp. 629
,
935, XXVII., pp. 363, 653, XXVIII.,
pp. 103, 396, 693, 1019, XXIX., pp. 99, 468, 877. The names of Oswald,
Hamilton, Bacon and Jenyns are constantly connected with those estimates.
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tion to that body, and in its representation of estimates for certain colonial
expenditures, it raight have subjected th© entire ministry to an attack by the
opposition. It is thus seen that the very thing had happened which lH'illiain
III. feared; namely, the control of this Board by Parliament instead of by
the sovereign.
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CIIAPTER III.
DIFFICULTIES OF COLONIAL ADMINISTRATION.
Commun i cat i ons
.
One of the most serious diffioulties of colonial administration was the
lack of oomnunicat ions between England and the plantations. There uras no
1
regular mail service of any kind imtil 1765, and all letters and other com-
munications were entrusted to tho ordinary merchant vessels. This method
furnished reasonably prompt service between Boston, New York, and, at a late
date, Charleston and the home country; but other colonies were not so
fortunate, for they had to depend on more precarious means for sending let-
ters, Connecticut and North Carolina were probably the worst situated in
this respect, for very few ocean going vessels touched at the coast of
either, and what ships did enter their ports were usually small coasting
vessels, which were worthless for purposes of communication. The records
show that the governor of Connecticut received his letters by way of Boston
and sent them by the same route. ^ In North Carolina some of the governor's
letters could have been sent directly to England and some reached hin by
that route, but many more of them had to go by way of Virginia.^ Even the
colonies which had direct coramunicationG with England 7/ere not so much bet-
'
ter situated, as far as the governors' correspondence was ooncomed. Trad-
ing vessels seldom made ports at regular intervals. They came in \mannoijmc-
1. See the Letter of the Board of Trade to Secretary Robinson, Sept.
13, 1755: N. J. Archiv.
,
VIII., p. 138.
2. Talcott Papers, Conn. Hist. Soo. Coll., IV,, V,, passim.
3. Letters freq^.ently took even a more circuitous route. See the
N. C. Col. Records, II., p. 185, V., p. 586 and passim, also III,, IV,,
passim.
I _ ^ ^ 1
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ed ar.d sailed again as soon as cargoec could be discharged and new ones
taken on; consequently the governors often had to prepare their dispatches in
haste while ships were in port, and such is frequently stated to be the case
in their letters."^
The ports having the best means of coimimication could not expect ves-
sels to enter at all tines of year. Apparently Boston had almost no trans-
oceanic coininerce in the winter months. Governor Talcott's letters to the
Board of Trade were frequently written in the late fall months, but usually
they were not delivered to that body until the latter part of April or the
first of May, In preparing rex>orts for the houses of Parliament, the Board
was frequently disappointed by receix'ing the information too late to be of
use that year. It was thus practically impossible for the Board to furnish
Parliament with information from Connecticut, even though it had been in-
structed to secure it before the adjournment of the previous session; conse-
quently reports from that colony were regularly about a year behind v/hat
they should have been.^
The most striking example of bad communications, however, is furnished
by North Carolina. In June, 1745, the Board wrote Governor Johnson that it
had received no letter from hln for three years, that it had complained of
his negligence in its letter of the previous year, and that it had great
reason to renew its complaint on that head.^ Jolinson answerei a year later
1. See the N, Y, Col. Docs., IV,, passim, V,, p. 241 and passim. Let-
ters from or to New York frequently went by way of Boston. See Belloniont 's ,
letters, Ibid., IV., passim. ji
2. See the letter of the Board of Trade to Taloott, Oct. 22, 1736, Thei
latter 's letter of Oct, 28, 1735, in answer to a request for information,
had not reached the Board until April 12,- too late to be of any value in
making the report to Par1 i airjent : Taloott Papers, Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
IV., p. 378, also V., passim, for other illustrations,
3. N. C. Col. Records, IV., p. 756. :
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that he had been a regular correspondent and that he waa very much surprised
by the complaint of the Board, which apparently had just reacJied him.^ The
case was so serious that the Board informed Newcastle in 1746 that it had
received no letters from the gox'ernor since April, 1742.^ The discrepancy
between the existing correspondence and Johjison's statements could easily be
explained by assun:ing that his letters irere lost , or possibly by assuming
1|
that he never wrote emd that he simply lied when he insisted that he had.
That the former may have been true is evident froiu his letter of January 20,
i|
1747, in which he stated that the Board of Trade's letter of July 19, 1744,
|
ailhad 3ust reached him and that he had been a regiilar correspondent since 1741.*'
Two years and a half for a letter to cross the ocean was certainlj' not very
rapid transit.
The last illustration was, of course, exceptional, but it is enoTigh to
j[
condemn conditions which made such an occiirrence possible. Letters, packets,
and other communications were entrusted to the master of any sailing vessel
which was convenient. He might be bovind to another port and have to transfer
|
them, to some other master who could deliver them in England. After reaching
there, it was by no means certain that they would be delivered promptly to
the Board. In a letter of May 17, 1748, Johnson makes the following state-
^
ment concerning some legislative records which he had sent over: "I arc in-
formed that the paquets got safe home in the month of May 1747, and yet I am
now told by a gentleman lately arrived from London that they were never
1. "It is with great concern that I read in your Lordship's of
June 27 last, which I have received but lately". Letter of Johnson to the
Board, June 6, 1746: N. C. Col. Records, IV., p. 792.
2. This letter was ^rritten in Dece-Jiber, 1741, and was the last receiv-
ed until the one of June, 1746; Ibid., p. 797.
3. Ibid.
, p. 844, i
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sent to your Lordships but lay at Mr. Samuel TTragg's house last Christmas".-'-
Possibly his letters suffered a similar fate,^ for dispatches to the gov-
ernors sometimes had to undergo just as strange adventures. It is evident
that those addressed to the governors of North Carolina were frequently passed
on from hand to hand across Virginia and Carolina until they reached the gov-
ernor. Occasionally a special messenger Tras employed but only in case? of
unusual urgency, and even in those cases the governors had to bear the
charges.^
The slotmess of the service was not its worst fault from an administra-
tive point of view. Letters, which were passed from person to person and en-
trusted to parties who were not responsible and who were probably curious,
enjoyed no protection against being opened before they were delivered. Under
such circumstances it was difficult to sectire that secrecy which is often
necessary in directing the policy of a governor in difficult situations. The
following extract from one of Governor Talcott 's letters illustrates a not
uncoimnon occurrence; The packet from London, '^together with a duplicate
from our Agent, of his of Feb. 12th came to Boston, so along to Fairfield,
then back to me; both of which I have great cause to suspect, had been opened
and closed again, before they came to my hand, and I doubt by otir adver-
saries, but can't learn by whom".^ Under such conditions it is impossible to
1. N. C. Col. Records, IV., p. 868.
jj
2. It is evident from the letter of Governor Everard to Carteret in
1729 that such things did happen. One Mr. Durley had been entrusted with
many letters, public papers, arid similar packets to deliver to Carteret, but
"he was lately inforaed by some Gentlemen here that he either gave the said
writings to Lovicks Brother in London or destroyed them": Ibid., III., p. 27 .i
3. See the correspondence between the governors of Virginia and of
North Carolina: N. C. Col. Rec, IV., V,, passim.
4. Letter to Governor Belcher of Massachusetts, July 6, 1731: Talcott
Papers, Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll., IV., p. 230. Similar statements are met with
j
in the New York and the North Carolina correspondence. Letters opened by
mistake are also not infrequently mentioned.
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say how many plans of the Board were nullified because they xere known in
advance by the opposition.
The existence of war during more than a third of the period from 1696 to
1765 greatly increased the danger of dispatches being lost. Duplicates and
even triplicates were sent by the governors, and usually the Board resorted to
the same precai^tion, ^ The danger of loss was not only increased, but since
fewer ships ventured out, the opportunity for sending letters was greatly
diminished during the periods of hostility/. Thus coimnuni cat ions were serious-
ly crippled at the very time the governors needed the most encouragement and
support from the home authorities to prevent the assemblies from assuming full
control of all branches of the government.
The Board of Trade was not indifferent to the lack of proper facilities
for transmitting dispatches, and looked with favor upon the proposal of 1703
to establish regular packet boats to ply between New York and the Isle of
TJTight, As the owners of the vessels wished unlimited privileges of carrying
freight, however, the scheme was abandoned,^ and there was no improvement in
methods of communication iintil the presidency of Halifax. As the quarrel with
3
the French in America developed into open war, the Board realized the
necessity for better postal service. September 18, 17S5, it made a representa-
tion to the king in which the conditions of the existing system were de-
scribed. •The great Delays, Miscarriages and other Accidents which have al-
ways, but especially of late, attended the Correspondence between this king-
dom and Your Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in America from the very pre-
1. See letters of the Board of Trade to the governors and those of the
governors to the Board: H. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 962, 1065 and passic.
2. Letters of the Board of Trade to the Earl of Nottingham in regard to
the proposals of Sir J. Jeffrys: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 1030, 1031.
3. During the period from 1748 to 1761 Halifax was the Board of Trade,
and practically all questions of policy put forward by that body were his
personal ideas^
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carious and uncertain Method, in which it is usually carried on by Merchant
Ships, have been attended vith great inconvenience and Prejudice to Your
Majesty's Service and to the Trade and Coiranerce of Your Majesty's Subjects".-^
As a remedy, it was proposal to establish re^lar packet boats to ply between
Falnouth and New York or some other of the western ports. The recoaunendation
was acted upon, and October 25, following, the postmaster general informed
the Board that he had put on boats to make monthly voyages to both the West
Indies and New York, "with which it shall be our endeavour that nothing ex-
cept unavoidable Accidents shall interfere, and Your Lordships shall constant-
ly have the earliest notice of every intended Dispatch". "As this is the
first step that has been taken in the Establishment of a regular correspond-
ence with the Main of His Majesty's American Dominions" the boats were to be
allowed to stay at New York for twenty days on the first trip and could be
held for a short time while dispatches were being prepared.*^ The ships were
of two hundred tons and fitted for war.^ By this measure correspondence with
Anerioa was rendered much moro certain and regular; and the Board had scored
at least one inportant administrative triumph. The governors were promptly
informed of the establishment of the new service and instructed to transmit
reports and dispatches every month.* From this time on the whole colonial
correspondence shows that the Board had the details of colonial administra-
tion much more completely at its oorar.and than at any time before,
1. N. J. Archiv., VIII,, part II,, p. 138.
2. Ibid., p. 144.
3. Ibid,, p. 145.
4. Circular letter signed by John Pownall and dated November 4, 1755:
N. J. Archiv., VIII., part II,, p. 146,
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ll.
Lack of Responsibility.
The coponission lyhich created the Board of Trade gave it the po^er to
nominate but no power to appoint colonial officers.^ This was one of the
fundamental weaknesses of the Board as an administrative body. Officials
readily obey when they know they mst. The Bosird was not the agency through
which most of the governors and other officials secured their positions, nor
was it able to secure their removal for failure to obey its orders. Quite
frequently both governor and Board were appointed by the same influence.
Governors knew this and at tines presumed to treat the Board with indif-
ference. The plan of placing administrative affairs in the hands of the
Board and expecting that body to carry out an effective policy through of-
ficials who were not responsible to it could not have been expected to work
successftilly, as there was too much division of responsibility at a time when
effective administration was most essential.
The colonial patronage belonged to and was exercised by the secretary
of state for the southern department, who appointed the governors and other
chief officers. Possibly the mesbers of the Board were consulted before such
appointments were made, but there is little evidence to show that they were.
Frequently their protests against an appointment which seemed ©specially ill
advised were useless. Thus in 1714 when Vaughn was appointed lieutenant
governor of New Hampshire, the Board remonstrated with Secretary Stanhope.
After informing him that the chief duty of a lieutenant governor in that pro-
1. See the commission in the N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 145-147.
2. This is true after 1702, the distinction does not appear to have
been made earlier than that: N. Y. Col. Docs., pp. vi, vii.
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vince was to protect the king's woods, it continued, "There would be as much
propriety in appointing a wolf to preserve the flocks of England as to nom-
inate a man concerned in saw-milla to guard from waste the masts reserved for
the navy of Britain".^ To his successor, Wentworth, the Board objected that
it was not to the interest of Britain to appoint men of the country to be gov-
ernors,^ but neither of these protests was effective. Stanhope's sucoossors
in the secretary's office continued to disregard the Board in waking appoint-
ments, and the colonial documents show no representations from the Board
nominating men for the chief offices.^ Instead there is the brief note from
Craggs"* notifying the Board that Tfilliam Burnet had been appointed governor
of New York.'- The note from Townshond seven years later is just as brief.
In the period of Newcastle's ascendency, the evidence is clear that he
exercised full control over appointments and apparently never consiilted the
Board about any of them. The work of that bureau was to draft comrnissions
and Instructions for new governors when it was notified of their appointment.
Office seekers ignored it and applied directly to Newcastle. Thus in 1736,
and again on the death of Governor Cosby, Williar^ Keith applied to Newcastle
for the governorship of New Jersey.' In both cases he was tmsuccessful , for
1. Chalmers, Introduction to the History of the Revolt in the American
Colonies, II., p. 34.
2. Ibid.
5. This only applies to the period from 1696-1752.
4. James Craggs was secretary of the southern department, 1718-1721.
5. Letter of April 19, 1720: N. Y, Col. Docs., V., 536.
6. "Kis Majesty having been pleased to appoint John Montgomery Esq
to be Governor of New York and New Jersey in the room of '.Villiam Burnet Esq
it is His Majesty's pleasiore that the Draughts of his Commission and In-
structions may be prepared in order to be laid before His Majesty, for his
approbation"; Letter of April 12, 1727, Ibid., p. 823,
6, N. J, Archives, V., pp. 446-447 and note.
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that politician on the first occasion favored continuing the union of Neisr
Jersey and New York, and on the second,^ appointed Lewis Morris.
In 1732 Governor Burrington, who ^as himself appointed by Nexircastle,
wrote the latter a short communication, which accompanied a statement of the
situation in North Gsirolina for the use of the Board of Trade. In his letter
to Newcastle he says, "The Chief Justice and Attorney General of this Pro-
vince oiight to be Men of understanding and Lawyers: neither of the persons
your Grace bestow 'd these places upon in this Governr'ent even knew Law enough
to be Clarke to a justice of the Peace". This is a blunt statement that
Newcastle appointed the officials and that his appointees were not always
efficient or well qualified men.
In the same letter there is an intimation that Martin Bladen, who was so
long an energetic member of the Board, had a certain amount of influence over
colonial appointments and that he was opposed to Bxirrington.^ Governor
Belcher of Massachusetts makes f^iniieir statements.^ Lietuenant-Governor
1. N. J. Archives, V,, p. 455.
2. N. C. Col, Docs., III., p. 438. As to the qualifications of these
officers, some allowance miist be made for Burrington's choleric disposition
having influenced his judgnent.
3. "Your Grace I hope has not forgot, that I made bold to mention a
suspicion I had of Coll. Bladens ill intentions to m.e, nor the generous
answer you were pleased to give (viz) that if I faithftxlly performed my duty
I need not fear any man; I presume to mention thi:i because it was reported
in London I should very suddenly be turned out, the same has been constantly
said here and declared particularly by Montgomery the Attorney General the
first day he came", ibid.
4. "I find Coll" B— is my enemy, yet he always writes me fair &
plausible. It must be on Lombar's aoctt & for no other reason, and no doubt
he influences the Board of Trad© to my prejudice: we must therefore con-
stantly apply to their superiours that I way be always treated with justice
and reason". Letter to Pdchard Partridge, April 27, 1732: Belcher Papers,
Mass. Hist. Soo. Coll., Sixth Series, IV,, pp. 120-121.
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Di-inbsir of New Hanpshire apparently owed his appointment to Martin Bladen's
influenoe, and Belcher seems to think that all his efforts to displace him
failed because of Bladen's opposition.''" These incidents sho» that some inein-
bors of the Board had at least sufficient potror to make themselves feared.
Probably it was the power of the Board to present and encourage complaints,
which caused the governors somewhat to dread its anger or opposition. But it
weis a serious administrative situation when the leading members of the Board of
Trade and the governors were intriguing against each other. The real diffi-
culty lay in the apparent inability of Newcastle to use men, to assign them
responsible duties, and to trust them to attend to them faithfully. Jealoi:is
of his own authority, he insisted upon keeping all the essential threads of
administration in his own hands. Apparently he had a colonial policy similar
to that of Walpole for England as a whole; which was to preserve peace, avoid
disputes as far aa possible, and allow the nation to develop comriercially.
In short it was a policy of laissez faire in government, which in the end
proved disastroTis to British imperial interests.
The Board of Trade had control of a certain class of appointments. The
members of the provincial coiincils were usually appointed on the suggestion
of the governor and the subsequent nomination by the Board. This was true
in the tiire of Bellomont, Cosby, Hunter, Belcher, Burrington,^ and was clear-
ly a regular custom with which Newcastle apparently did not interfere. It
was intended that the governor should have control of his coTincii as far as
possible, and the Board regularly honored his recommendations and usually
1. Belcher Papers, Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Sixth Series, IV., p. 83
and passim.
2. See the numerous illustrations of this in the correspondence of the
different e;overnors: N. Y. Col. Docs.; N. J. Arohiv. ; Belcher Papers; N. C.
Col. Records, passim.
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supported his removals. There was an exoeption, hoirever, in the oase of
Belcher during the later years of his administration of New Jersey, The dis-
orders in that province eoid the oomplaints against him had resulted in his los-
ing caste with Halifax who refused to honor his nominations to the council
.
April 21, 1749, Belcher protested in vain against the appointment of Richard
Saltar as a member of the council,-^ and in November of the next year he wrote
to Partridge, his agent in London, to endeavor by every possible means to se-
cure the appointment of William Morris. His letter indicates that Bedford's
influence was important as was also that of Halifax, The favor of the latter
was not secured, however, and in a letter to Halifax complaining of the lack
of credit given his nominations he says: "When I was formerly for 11 years
Govi* of his Majesty's Province of New Hampshire I never had one Nomination of
a Counsellor for that Province set aside at your Lordship's Honorable Board,
and if it must be otherways now it oan'ot tend to Support the honour & dignity
of the King's Govemm* entrusted to me".^ He was right in saying that the
lack of credit given his nominations weakened his position and influence as
governor, but the Board continued to disregard them.^ Thus the Board ex-
1. Letter of Belcher to the Board of Trade. One of the objections he
made to this appointment was that it violated his instructions to keep the
council composed of an equal rnx^ber of men from each division of the pro-
vince: N. J. Archiv.
,
VII., p. 247,
2. Ibid,
, p, 578,
3. N. J, Archives, VII., p. 595; Atig. 10, 1751, he wrote a letter to
Lord Hardwicke in regeird to this matter, "I am sorry to acquaint your Lord-
ship that the Lords Commissioners of Trade & Plantations have lately rejected
my Nomination for filling Vacancies of Coimoillors
. , . and in their stead
recommended others I supposed named to them by young Mr, Morris ... I most
earnestly entreat yoi:r Lordship to interpose &c. that I may be treated as one
of His Majestys Govi*.s''; Ibid., p. 611.
4. Some reason for this action of the Board is found in its letter to
Belcher of March 17, 1751. "We have enquired into the Character of Mr.
Samuel Smith, whom you recommend to Us as a proper i)erson to supply the
Vacancy in the Council accasion'd by the death of Richard Smith EsqT and Te
find he is a Wellwisher of the Rioters a:id his Family active in that Faction.
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©roised at all tines pretty complete control over the appointment of coun-
cillors.
The governors of the proprietary colonies were appointed by the pro-
prietaries, but had to receive the royal approbation. In practice the Board
of Trade exercised the power of accepting a proposed governor. Thus on the
death of Governor Hamilton of Pennsylvania in 1700, William Penn named a
new governor and asked that he might be appro\'ed. His request was referred
to the Board, which promptly returned a favorable report."^ In 1711 the Board
reported that it had no objections to the approval by the Queen of the ap-
pointment of Edward Hyde as governor of North Carolina,provided he gave bond
and qualified according to law. 2 Not only did the Board exercise a sort of
royal veto on the nominations of the proprieteiries on general grounds; but it
was responsible for seeing that the governors, when accepted, gave siJifficient
security for their observance of the laws of trade and navigation. This is
clearly shown by the journal of the Board for July 28, 1702. Sir Matthew
Johnson had been appointed governor of North Carolina; Archibald Hutcheson
attended with him and asked that Mr. Johjison, a son of the governor, and
Thomas Carey might be accepted as security. The Board consented and directed
them to lodge the bond with the treasurer.'^ Similar action was taken when
Charles Eden was appointed governor of the same province in 1713.'* This power
When We recollect that Mr. Morris, the last person you reoomm.ended to the same
office was found upon Enquiry to bear the same Character, ¥e cannot but ex-
press Our surprize that , . . you should thus attempt to fill the Council
Board with Persons disaffected to His Majesty's Government": Ibid,, p. 586.
1. Penn-Logan Correspondence, I., p. 206.
2. The usual bond was 2000 pounds, but as the trade of North Carolina
was insignificant, the Board suggested that a bond of half that amount should
be accepted: N. C. Col. Records, I., p, 773.
3. Ibid.
, p. 557.
4. Ibid.
, p. 51,
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over the selection of the proprietary governors, suoh as it was, afforded the
Board one of its most effective weapons for extending the royal control over
those governments.-^
The division of responsibility and the lack of control, due to the ab-
sence of the appointing power in the hands of the men who were entrusted with
colonial affairs, has often been advanced as one of the most fundamental weak-
nesses of the Board of Trade; but it was no longer a defect after 1752. It
had already been stated that one part of the bargain by which Halifax assisted
in forming the ministry in 1751 was that control of colonial affairs, includ-
ing the patronage, should be entrusted to him.^ The arrangement was made
legal March II, 1752, by an Order in Council which empowered the Board of
Trade to appoint all colonial officers from governor down to the lowest ap-
pointive officer.^ The Board of Trade in this case meant Halifax, who ex-
ercised his authority vigorously, as the documents abxindantly prove. Governor
Sharpe in one of his letters to William Sharpe thanks him for offering to se-
cure his appointment as governor of New York;^ Thomas Cant^ assures Rev, Dr.
1. See the Penn-Logan Correspondemce for the diffic^ilties Penn en-
countered because the Board of Trade condemned Governor Hamilton as not
properly qualified: I., p. 136 and passim.
3. Supra.
, p.
3. "It is therefore hereby further ordered that the said Lords Com-
missioners for Trade and Plantations do, from tine to time, as vacancies shall
happen by death or Rem.ovals, present unto His Majesty in Council for His Ap-
probation, the Name or Names of Such Person or Persons, as the said CoMnrs
from the best of their Judgment S: Information, shall think duly qualified to
be Governors or Deputy Governors, or to be of His Majestys Council or His
Council at Law, or secretaries in the respective Plantations; and Likewise
to present to His Ma;jesty for his Approbation, the Names of all other Of-
ficers, which have been, or may be found necesseury for the administration of
Justice, and the Execution of Government there, excepting only such as are
or may be appointed for the Direction end Regulation of His Majesty's Customs
and Revenues, and such as are or may be trnder the Directions said Authority
of the Lord Commas of the Admiralty": N. J. Archives, VIII., pp. 24-25.
4. Letter of July 6, 1757; Sharpe 's Correspondence, Maryland Archives,
IX., p. 47.
5. Secretary of the Society for the Propogation of the Gospel.
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Johnson^ that h© has spoken about the appointment of a netr lieutenant governor
of New York to "the Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Pitt: and also to Lord Halifax,
in whom the choice is";^ Robert Monckton was appointed governor, Cadwallader
3
Golden lieutenant governor and Benjamin Pratt ohief justice of New York, all
of which appointments and numerous others were made on representations from
the Board.
The most striking example of the new spirit back of the Board was its
treatment of Governor Hardy of New Jersey, who was appointed in 1761 to suc-
ceed Thomas Boone. He had been in office less than a yeso* when he violated
his instructions by appointing the justices of the supreme court diiring good
behavior instead of during pleasure. January 20, 1762, he wrote the Board of
his action. Two months later that body sent a strong representation to
Secretary Egremont stating the offense of Governor Hardy and concluding:
"But aggravated as his Guilt is by the mode of the appointment and by the in-
fluence T7hich it will necessary have in the neighboring Provinces of
Pennsylvania and New York, and particularly in the latter, where the utmost
zeed and efforts of the Lieut Governor has been hardljr sufficient to restrain
the inter.perate zeal and indecent opposition of the Assembly to your Majesty's
authority and Royal Determination upon this point: It becomes imder those
Circumstances our indispensable duty to propose that this Gentleman may be
forthwith Recalled from his Goverrjment as a necessary example to deter others
1. President of King's College, New York.
2. Letter of Nov. 4, 1760: N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 449.
3. Representation of the Board of Trade, Mar. 17, 1761: N. Y. Col.
Docs. , VII.
, p. 460.
4. "I must observe to Your Lordships likewise that I found the General
Assembly had come to a resolution not to make any provision for the Judges
in the bill for Support of Government if they accepted Commissions during
pleasure": N. J. Archiv., IX., pp. 346-347.
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in the smo situation from Aots of Disobedience to Your Majesty's Orders, and
as a measure necessary to sixpport your Majesty's just Rights and Authority in
the Colonies and to enable Us to do Our duty in the station your Majesty has
been graciously pleased to place Us in, and effectually to execute the Trvxst
coisinitted to Us".^ This representation was promptly confirmed and TTillian
Franklin appointed in the place of Hardy. ^ Councillors virere removed in the
same siammary way for partisan opposition to the governor, and the long,
tedious investigations and delays which were formerly so common were no
longer allowed. ^ In a word, the control of the Board of Trade over appoint-
ments after 1752 was as direct and unlimited as any executive board could
desire.
III.
Wecdcness of the Governor's Position.
There was another serious difficulty in colonial administration very
closely connected with the division of responsibility so characteristic of the
period down to the time of the appointment of Halifax. This was the weakness
of the position of the governor, duo to the method of his appointment and the
conditions under which he had to work. At home he was constantly subject to
intrigues connected with the vicissitudes of English politics. His position
1. N. J. Archiv., IX., pp. 361-362.
2. Franklin was probably appointed directly by Egremont. See N. J.
Archiv. , IX.
, p. 368.
3. See the case of the suspension of Jonathan Rutherford from the co^in-
cil of North Carolina. In this case the Board confirmed the action of Governor
Dobbs in removing him, without even awaiting his defense, and maintained that
its action was justified: Board of Trade to the Committee of the Privy
Council, July 23, 1763, N. C. Col. Records, V., pp. 959-SGO.
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was coveted by other men who were anxious for an opportunity to try their
fortunes in official life in America, and who exerted more or less constant
pressure upon the leading ministers to secure an appointment. Each go\'ernor
was thus under the necessity of keeping the good will of the secretary of
state through whom he had secured his appointment or by whom he could be re-
moved. More important, horever, and farther reaching in its influence was the
effect of these attacks upon his position in his government. British ad-
ministrative control of the American colonies centered in the executive, and
anything which weakened the position of the executive was certain to weaken
the control by the home government. tTnder such conditions it was of the
greatest importance for imperial purposes that the governor should have the
most constant and unqualified support by the home officials. It was at this
point that the system of divided responsibility shoTred its greatest weakness.
Each governor had to contend with more or less intractable elements. If
he observed his instructions, he had to face strong opposition, which sometimes
centered in his own coimcil,^ sometimes in the assembly, and at times in both.
It was always an easy matter for the opposition to find grourids for complaints
against him. These complaints were referred to the Board of Trade for in-
vestigation, but the governor was always given an opportunity to deny the
charges and justify his conduct. But it took his tine, and it cost money.
As he GoiAld not go to England to defend himself, he was nearly always re-
quired to maintain an agent in London to look after his interests and pro-
tect him from attacks.*^ Sometimes this agent was paid by the assembly but
1. Such was the situation when Bellomont entered upon his administration'
in New York. See his correspondence: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., passim.
2. Not only did the interests of the governor require the presence of
an agent in London, but the Board of Trade insisted that he maintain one. In
a letter to Governor Hunter in 1713 concerning the taking out of the orders
for the appointment of members of the coimoil it said: "If you had an agent
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more frequently by the governor himself, and at times he even had to face
coniplaints which were prosecuted by the asse:nbly and. its own paid agent.
Under such conditions, any rumors of lack of support by the home government
rendered the position of the governor doubly difficulty and increased the op-
position to hin. Governor BQllomont found it necessary to convince the fac-
tions in New York that he had the full support of the Board of Trade and the
king.^ Hunter was subject to constant attacks and intrigues for hie reisoval
,
but his actions ^ere finally fully approved in England, the news of which ap-
peirently greatly decreased the activity of his opponents.^
The most striking illustration of the effect upon the position of the
governor of lack of support by the home officials is that of Belcher in New
Jersey. It was confidently expected that he would lose his position, and
people were awaiting news of the appointment of his successor; consequently
he was helpless, as he could get no effective support from either council or
assembly. In the meantime rioters held control of a considerable portion of
the colony and prevented the courts from sitting. That was the situation of
affairs when Halifax secxired an extraordinary meeting of the Board for the
consideration of conditions in that colony.^
Governor Burrington of North Carolina also found his difficulties
here we could send to hira to do it , but as you have none we do not know how
long the orders may lie befor«v they are dispatched to you. This shows you
the necessity of having an agent for each of your Goverriments , and we desire
therefore that you use your utmost endeavours to get such a one appointed":
N. J, Archiv., IV., p. 183. See other letters on pp. 375, 388, and passim.
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 395.
2. Ibid., v., pp. 173, 406, and passim. See also the efforts of secure
an act of Parliament in his behalf. Supra.
3. N. J. Archiv., VII., passim, especially the letters of Morris, Part-
ridge, Alexander, and Paris.
4. See the report of the Board of Trade, J\me 1, 1750: N. J. Archiv.,
VII.
, pp. 462-5??8.
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greatly increased on account of the real or fancied opposition of Martin
Bladen. He says in one of his letters to Newcastle that his enemies are con-
fidently asserting that his recall is imminent.-'* Governor Sharpe of Maryland,
in his long struggle with his assembly over financial affairs, could not con-
vince that body that the authorities in London really supported him. It took
a letter from the secretary of state himself to convince the assembly that it
would not receive support from that soiiroe, sufficient to force Sharpe and
his coxincil to give way.^
Illustrations could be multiplied, for almost every governor had to face
the problem. After the appointing and investigating powers were consolidated
in the hands of the Board the difficulty does not appear to have been so
great, but the mischief was already done. A half century of such conditions
had resulted in a serious situation for the empire. The haiids of the ex-
ecutive had been weakened by lack of support and even by opposition in
England at the very time that the assembly was tisurping the whole field of
goverriir:ent within each colony.
IV.
The Pdse of the Assembly.
The greatest problem before the Board of Trade, however, was not one of
1. N. C. Col. Records, III., p. 437.
2, Egremont to Sharpe, July 10, 1762, "His Majesty has judged it
proper to direct me to express His sentiments on the conduct of the As-
sembly of your province, which you will make known to them in the manner you
shall judge most expedient for the King's service, in order that they may
not deceive themselves by supposing that their behavior is not seen here in
its true light": Sharpe's Correspondence, III., p. 63.
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poor oonnnvmioations , of divided responsibility, nor of lack of power to issue
orders unchecked. Its greatest task was to operate a constitution which con-
templated what was really an impossible form of governirient . The constitution of
the royal province was embraced in the oonimissions and instructions of the gov-
ernors. These occupied the place of the charters in the proprietary and
charter ooloniep, and regularly supplanted the latter as the proprietary
colonies ^rere transformed into royal provinces. These commissions and in-
structions contemplated a government by a governor and a two-chambered
legislature, one chamber of which was to be elected by the people and the
other appointed by the crown. The upper house acted as an executive and ad-
visory council for the governor, and was also sixpposed to have as much voice
in legislation as the lov/er house. All executive power was vested in the gov-
ernor and his coimcil and the governor liad a veto on sill legislation.^ Aside
from the somewhat insignificant suiks realized, from quit rents, all public
money had to be raised by taxation on votes of the assembly. The money so
raised should have been lodged with the receiver general appointed by the
crown and should have been paid out on warrants drawn by the governor in coun-
cil.^ Thus while the assembly voted the taxes, it had nothing to do with
1. Commission of Governor Bellomont : N. Y. Col, Docs., IV., pp. 266-
273; Instructions, Ibid., pp. 284-282; Instructions to George Burrington,
1730: N- C. Col. Records, III., pp. 90-118; Instructions to Arthur Dobbs,
1754: Ibid., pp. 1107-1144; Instructions to Francis Bernard as Governor of
Massachusetts, 1758: Greene, Provincial Governor, pp. 234-260.
2. Bellomont 's Instructions. "You shall not suffer any publiok money
whatsoever to be issued or disposed of otherwise then by warrant under your
hand, by and with the advice and consent of the Council": N. Y. Col, Docs.,
IV., p, 286. This clause was later changed so as to allow the assembly to
examine the records of receipts and expenditurec?: Instructions to George
Burrington and to Arthur Dobbs, N. C. Col. Records, III., p. 100, V., p. 1115.
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their expenditure. Suoh vrsus the constitution of New York in 1696 and such
continued to be the constitution de jure of that and the other royal pro-
vinces. History has proved that such a constitution is xmworkable for any
great length of tine, for the power that grants the taxes is boimd sooner or
later to control their expenditure. The constitutional history of the Araeri
can colonies during the first half of the eighteenth century is a history of
the subversion of the constitution by the grouping ascendency of the colonial
asseirbliee.
The financial power of the assembly was the device by which the oovmcil
was excluded from all effective control over legislation and by which the ex
ecutive powers of the governor and corjioil were successfully usurped. The
process in all the colonies was essentially the same, but the stages in the
developsient of the assumptions by the asseinbly are best seen in the case of
New York, where the movement began in the administration of Cornbury. His
nisnanagement and corrupt use of the public money led the assembly, in 1704,
to demand that money raised by taxation should be lodged with its own
treasurer who was accountable only to the assembly itself.^ This proposal
involved a clear infraction of Cornbury 's instructions. The council sought
to amend the revenue bill so as to remove this objection, but it was met by
the point blank assertion that the asse:r:bly would penrsit no amendment of a
money bill. As a consequence of this difference of opinion, the money bill
1. Letter of Cornbury to the Board of Trade: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV.,
pp. 1145-1196.
2. His instructions directed him "not to permit any Clause whatsoever
to be inserted in any Law for levying money or the value of money, whereby
the same shall not be made lyable to be aocoi^ted for vnto us here in Eng-
land, and to our High Treasurer or our Commissrs for our Treasury for the
tine being"; Ibid.
3. Ibid., p. 1147. Cornbury says this is a "new Doctrine in this part
of the world".
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failed; but the dangers to the colony made some provision necessary, and two
years later the governor and the ooizncii vere forced to give way. The money
was raised, Abraham do Peyster was made treasurer, commissioners were ap-
pointed to supervise the expenditures, and the treasurer was directed to pay
out mone^/, on their warrants and "by no other order mandate or Warrants what-
soever".! Cornbury reported the attempted encroachments to the Board of Trade
in 1705, but the m.embers of that bureau did not fully grasp the significance
of the movement. They answered him as follows: "the Assembly was very much
to blame in disputing the> Coimoill 's Amendments in that Bill, for that the
Council has undoubtedly as much to do in the forming of Bills for the grant-
ing and raising of Money as the Assembly, and consequently have a right to
alter or Mend any such Money Bills as well as the Assembly. In other
Her Majestys Plantations, the Assemblyf^ do not pretend to the solo Right
of framing Money Bills, but admit of the Councill's Amendments to such Bills,
as there may be occasion. No Assembly in the Plantations ought to pretend to
all the priviledges of the House of Commons in England, which will no more
be allowed them, then it would be to thd Council, if they should pretend to
all the Priviledges of the House of Lords Here".^ The letter went on to say
that the assembly might be permitted to have its own treasurer when it raised
extraordinary taxes, and that in such cases receipts could be used instead
of warrants from the governor in council.^
The point once gained by the assembly was never surrendered. Money con-
1. Act for raising 3000 pounds for the defense of the city of New York,
passed Oct. 21, 1706: Colonial Laws of New York, I., p. 596.
2. N. Y, Col. Docs., IV., pp. 1171-1172.
3. Ibid., p. 1172; In such oases the instructions required the
treasurer to be accountable to the officers of the treasury in England. See
clause 10 of the instructions to Dobbs: N. 0. Col. Reocrds, V., p. 1116.
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tinued to "be raised and lodged rith the treaswer instead of with the re-
oeiver general, and the receipt of the party to whom the money ras paid was
the only warrant which was required or allowed.^ In some oases the troops
were paid on the presentation of their muster rolls, ^ and in 1711 even the
governor was paid his salary on his own receipt. The act of 1713 levying
import duties to pay the ordinary charges of government, lodged the proceeds
of such duties with the receiver general but made that officer accountable to
the treasurer. ^ In the final settlement two years later, the assembly allowed
the ordinary expenses of government to be paid out on warrants of the governor
in council, but Hunter had to consent to the issue of bills of credit and
to the treastirer becoming the sole custodian of the public taxes. ^ The ar-
rangements of that year were reenacted from time to time until the administra-
tion of Lieiitenant -Governor Clark, rhen the last five years revenue act ex-
pired in 1737,^ that gentleman was engaged in a quarrel with his assembly over
the question of accounts, consequently no appropriation bill was passed for
two years.''' Finally in 1739, the governor and council had to give way and ac-
1. See the acts of 170S-9-11-12: N. Y. Col. Laws, I., pp. 607, 623,
654, 669, 693, 746, 812.
2. Ibid,
, p, 730.
3. Ibid., p. 753,
4. N. Y. Col. Laws, I,, pp. 779-780. It seem.s a cujrious anomoly that
the receiver general of the province should be made accoujitable to an officer
who was himself not accountable to the crown,
5. Ibid., pp. 847-858. This involved tvro violations of his instructionsj
one in the issuing of bills of credit, the other in lodging public money with
an officer not accountable to the auditor general in England. The power of
the governor and council to lay out the money was also limited by the oath
imposed on the treasurer not to issue any money except as provided for by
specific appropriation acts: Ibid., p. 856,
6. The last five year act was passed in 1732: H. Y. Col. Laws, II.,
pp, 768-806.
7. A tax hill was passed in 1737, but the last clause forbade the
treasurer to disburse the money until an appropriation bill had been passed:
Ibid., p. 1061,
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oept a bill on the terns offered by the assenibly. This bill constitutes a
lanctaiark in the growing power of the assenibly. Salaries of officers were
ordered paid by name and amount;-^ and as the bill was an annual one, the gov-
ernor was practically forced to select officerra who were acceptable to the
assen-bly or that body would grant them no salaries.
The power to issue public money had been taJcen from the governor and coun-
cil in 1706; and while it was partly restored in 1715, it could only be ex-
ercised according to the specifications of the appropriation acts. In 1739 all
control over expenditures was taken away and the treasurer ordered to accept
receipts as vouchers. In addition the assembly had used the money bill as
a mesj?-s of controlling appointments. This result had been achieved by the
exclusion of the council from all pov.rer to amend a revenue measiire; for had
the power of amendment been preserve-l, the most objectionable featixres of these
bills might have been eliminated.
The Board of Trade was not allowed to remain ignorant of the change which
was taking place. Hunter beseiged it with complaints and appeals for assist-
ance.^ It assured him again and again of its hearty support and that the coun-
cil was a coordinate branch of the legislature with full power to amend any
bill laid before it, that the assembly had no rights other than those given
by the commission and instructions of the governor, and that "the assuming a
Right no ways inherent in them, is a violation of the Constitution of the Gov*
of that Province and is derogatory to her Majesty's royal prerogative".* Such
1. N. Y. Col, Laws, III., pp. 38-50.
2. Except the salaries of the governor, and the other chief officers of
the colony, for which warrants were to be issued by the governor in council:
Ibid.
,
p. 48.
3. See his numerous letters to the Board: N. Y. Col. Docs., V., passim.
4. Letter of the Board of Trade to Governor Hunter, June 12, 1712: Ibid.,
p. 333.
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opinions, however, were useless unless they were backed by actions. Hunter had
seen this and had asked for a settle-^ent by act of Parliament, and "that i.^ the
remedy for these evils be long delay'd it nay cost more than the Province is
worth". ^ A bill to establish a permanent civil list for the colony was prepared,
bttt for some reason it was never introduced, consequently HTHiter was left to
make the best terms he could with his all powerful assenibly.
That body having once acqui!red a privilege never surrendered it. The
appropriation bill nontinucd to be drarrn in the fom: of that of 1739. The
govarnor ^ras permitted, however, to draw warraiits for the payment of those of-
ficers who were appointed directly by the crown, although their names and
salaries continued to be inserted in the appropriation bill. A small con-
tingent fund of one hundred poiuids was also plac?ei at the disposal of the
governor.
The war from 1744 to 1748 only tended to expand the functions of the as-
sembly. Large sums were needed for military purposes, but the expenditure of
these sums was always kept closely in the hands of the assembly or its comris-
sioners.* Even the control of the troops was practically assmed. Governor
Clinton could not resist as long as the war lasted, but at its conclusion he
entered into a struggle to regain the exectitive functions which had been as-
sxmed by the assembly. He, too, made continuous appeals to the Board of Trade,
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., p. 35f). The effect of the example of New York
upon the action of the other colonies was also considered. "Most of their have
already shown too much inclination to assume pretended rights tending to an in-
dependency on the Crown of Great Britain": Ibid.
2. Two attempts were made to secure a settlement by act of Parliament,
one in 1711, another in 1713. See the letters of the Board to Governor Hunter:
Ibid.
, pp. 285, 359.
3. N. Y. Col. Laws, III., 096.
4. See the various acts providing for the defense of the colony: N. Y.
Col. Laws, III., pp. 430, 450, 452, 528, 577, 634, 660, 700, 733.
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and to the secreteiry of state for the southern departnent . ^ These resulted in
an investigation by the Board, which fas begun in 1750 and continued for more
than a year. The report of this investigation is a most oomplete statement of
the gradual subversion of the whole constitution by the assembly, and its ex-
clusion of the governor and coxmcil fron all control over the administration.^
The movement by which the council was steadily excluded from the field of
financial legislation was not confined to New York, but extended practically
to all the colonies. Mr. Lewis Morris, in a letter to Sir Charles ilfager in
1739, says that the assembly of New Jersey "when they rais'd any money by act
have pretended a right not to admit the councill to amend a money bill, & the
Counoill on the Other side have insisted on a right to amend any bill if they
thought fit, tho they often declined doing it rather than hazzard the Support
of ye governiiient " . In the case of the bill disposing of the interest on the
money accruing from the loan scheme, the council determined to amend it and
asked for a conference. The assembly declar'd "it to be inconsistent with the
Interest of the Province and the privileges of their house to Admit of any
alterations to be made in it".^ Morris concludes, "the Excluding one of the
branches of the Legislature I conceived to bo a matter of too dangerous a
tendency & too Open an attempt on the constitution for me to let pass un-
noticed".^ The next year a bill granting two thousand pounds for transporting
troops to the West Indies provided that the sum should be disbursed by com-
missioners. The council obtained a conference, but the assembly woiild permit
1. See his letters: N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., pp. 284, 286, 352.
2. See the report with the abstract of the evidence: N. Y, Col. Docs.,
VI., pp. 614-703.
3. N. J. Arohiv., VI., p. 63.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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no alteration in what they called a iconey bill. The assembly's control over
the treasurers in that colony was just as absolute as it was in New York,
Their accounts were audited by a joint committee of the two houses, but the
majority of that coranittoe was always made up by the assembly Eewbers,^ The
asseacbly also used its x>owers to grant money as a weapon for making itself
dominant in executive affairs, especially in all military operations.
Massachusetts exhibits a similar practice. Although the council was much
more dependent upon the assembly than that of the other royal provinces, the
popular house showed the same jealousy of its control over finance. While
the council not infrequently managed to secure changes in a revenue or ap-
propriation bill, the control of acco\jnts was in the hands of the House of
Representatives. Governor Belcher in 1732 shows his appreciation of the dan-
ger involved in the practice, »'If every acct* of the Province m.ust be sub-
jected to a House of Representatives, the King's Gov^ will be of very little
signification. They that have the control of the money will certainly have
the power: and I take the single question on this head to be Tfhether the king
shall appoint his own Govi*, or whether the House of Representatives shall be
1, The quarrel over land titles resulting in the disorders and riots of
Belcher's ac^ministration furnishes several other illustrations. In 1749 the
council sought to amend a bill for the support of government. The assembly
resolved that "the Council had no right to amend any money Bill whatsoever
& therefore rejected the said Anendnient & sent the council a Message that
they look'd upon the mending of said Bill to be a manifest Infringment tipon
the rights and privileges of the House of Assembly & those they represented":
Report of the Board on the state of New Jersey, June 1, 1750, N. J. Arohiv.
,
Vli.
, pp. 466-528.
2, On this joint committee, the assembly appointed five members, three
of whom constituted a quorum; the council appointed three, two being necessary
to act: Ibid., XVII., p. 248.
3, Because of the manner of its selection.
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Grovr of the Province? His warning bore no fruit and the lover house con-
tinued its enoroachisents. No branch of executive authority escaped, and in
tine of war the control and payment of the forces was directed by the agents
2
of the House of Representatives instead of by the governor.
In Maryland the government had a permanent revenue sufficient for the
ordinary charges of goverranent , but wholly inadequate in tine of war. There,
as elsewhere, the council could refuse but was unable to amend a money bill.
The colony was unable to play any important part in the French and Indian
War because of the disjiutes between the council and the assembly. ^ The
former could not accept the bill as offered, and the latter would permit no
change.^ Governor Sharpe in a letter to Calvert in 1756 says "it would be
thought a little irregular for the upper house to offer amendtments to a money
biil".^ This remark shows it was a well recognized custom of the constitution
to leave financial affairs to the exclusive control of the assembly.
The Pennsylvania council had very dotibtful legislative powers; and al-
though it acted in a very similar capacity to the co\Jsncils of the other
colonies, the assembly never recognized it as a coordinate branch of the
legislature. It is not surprising that it was excluded from all control over
1. Belcher Papers, I., p. 227, in Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Sixth Series,
VI.
2. Mass. Acts and Resolves, IV., pp. 95-96; Hutchinson, History of Mass.
III., p. 66; Greene, Provincial Crovernor, pp. 189-190.
3. See Sharpe 's Correspondence, I., II., III., passim.
4. In a letter of April 215, 1762, to Secretary Egremont Sharpe, in speak
ing of the failure of the money bill eight tines before refused by the upper
house, he says it was "because in their opinion it was calculated to introduce
such ini'-.ovat ions in our constitution as would create the greatest confusion
and disorder, sacrifice a psirt of the inhabitants to the humours of the rest
and invest the Lower House of Asseirbly with executive powers whicli have been
hitherto exercised by other branches of our legislature": Ibid,, III., p. 47.
5. Ibid. , I.
, p. 419.
6. See Shepherd, Proprietary Government in Pennsylvania, Part II.,
chs. iv. , V.
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financial affairs; yet F. J. Paris says "the Assembly taking upon themselves,
solely to grsmt, apply. Issue, and pay the money, in very irregular".^ In
1755 the assembly did so37iething still more irregular, for on a resolve, without
the knowledge or consent of the governor, it authorized a committee of its own
members to borrow any sum up to 5000 pounds on the credit of the house. Two
months later when Governor Morris vetoed a bill creating 25000 pounds in bills
of credit, the house, on its own responsibility, arid again without consulting
the governor, issued notes of credit to the extent of 10000 pomds,^ In the
face of such action any attempt to thwart the action of the assem.bly was vain.
Yet it was but the logical step in such a case, and the other assemblies might
just as appropriately have taken similar action. It only remained for the
Pennsylvania assembly to deliberately oornipt the governor, which it did most
successfully, and in that way secured whatever laws it desired.*
In North Carolina the power of the lower house over revenue had developed
under the proprietary goverranent , and the crown acquired that difficulty by
purchase, along with the other proprietary rights. The treasurer TJras an ap-
1. Letter to R. Peters: Pa. Archiv. , First series, I., 628.
2. Letter of Governor Morris to Secretary Robinson, Jan. 30, 1755: Ibid.,
II., p. 250. He concludes, "if this house of Assembly by their own Authority,
without the Consent or Approbation of a Govr, can borrow and dispose of money
as they think proper, they may hereafter nse that Power in a manner incon-
sistent with the publiok good, & the Just dependence of this Province upon
the Crown".
3. Morris to Robinson, Apr. 9, 1755: Ibid., II., p. 284.
4. Governor Denny like all governors was under bond to observe his in-
structions. He passed the law taxing the propriet'-iry estates on condition
that the assembly imdennify him for his bond, which would thereby becom.e
forfeited: Shepherd, Proprietary Government in Pennsylvania, pp. 456-461;
Sharpe's Correspondence, II., pp. 178, 344, 351.
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pointee of the assembly and was resj^nsible to that body.-'- The council was
represented on a joint coinEiittee, similar to that in New Jersey, but the mem-
bers froir that house had no real voice in auditing the accounts.^ The council
was also denied the right to amend money bills, and noney vaa issued on the
letter of the speaker, even after the governor had refused his warrant.'^
South Carolina offers little that is new, as the assembly there wsls
practically supreme. By a law of 1721 which was apparently never disallowed
practically all officers were to be appointed by the lower house, ^ which made
the constitution very little different from that of Massachusetts, South
Carolina developed the ooiimiittee system to the fullest extent: if there were
forts to be built, troops to be raised, provisions to be bought, Indians to
be treated with, or any other ordinary executive act to be performed, commis-
sioners were appointed for the purpose. This left practically no room for the
council and the governor.^
1. Edward Mosley, who was for so long a time treasurer and spesdcer of
the assembly, says in a letter to Grovernor Burrington, April 13, 1733: "To
the best of my Remembrance for upwards of Twenty-eight years I have been con-
cerned in the Public affairs of this Province, The constant Practice has been
for the Assembly to appoint the Treasurers and gatherers of money raised by
the Assembly. And this was always the Practice before as far as I can learn
from those Journals and Acts of Assembly which I have seen nor do I remember
to have met with any Precedents to the contrary": K. C. Col, Records, III,,
p. 490,
2. The assem.bly "receive the Aocoxints from the Treasurers and pretend
to keep sdl the Vouchers which the Assembly pass or reject at their pleasure.
I may say exclusively of the Coimcil which they do by the Majority of the
voices of a joint Committee from the two houses which generally consists of
two Members of the Council and 6 or 8 of the lower House in two separa+o
CommitteeB of Claims & Accoujits, and tho the Members of the Council sho^
dissent they are outvoted and the Report is made by the Majority and agreed
to bv the AssecTibly" : Letter of Governor Dobbs to the Board of Trade, Decem-
ber, 1761, N. C. Col. Records, VI., p. 619.
3. Ibid.
4. Cooper, S. C. Statutes.
5. Ibid.
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So wide spread in faot was the tendency of the assemblies to asstune new
potrero and to usurp the executive functions of government, that the Board of
Trade, in 1730, sought to check it by instructions to the governors. In those
issued to Governor Burrington of North Carolina the fourteenth clause was as
follows: "and whereas the Members of several Asseaiblies in the Plantations
have frequently assumed to themselves privileges no way belonging to them, es-
pecially of being protected from suits of law during the term they remain of
the Assembly .... and some have presumed to adjourn themselves at pleasure
without leave from our Govi* first obtained and others have taken upon them
the sole framing of money bills refixsin^j to let the Council alter or amend the
same all which are very detrimental to our Prerogative. I." upon your calling
8U1 Assembly in North Carolina you find them insist upon any of the abovesaid
privileges you are to signify to therr; that it is our Will and Pleasure you do
not"^ allow them, any unusual immunity from tirrest , nor permit them to adjourn,
except from day to day, unless by consent of the governor, and that "the Coun-
cil have the like power of framing Money Bills as the Assembly".^ This clause
continued to be inserted in the instructions to tho governors of North Caro-
Ima,* but as has been shown, was powerless to accomplish its pujrpose.
It is not the purpose of this paper to describe in detail the extent to
which the assembly had acquired control of affairs. It is only intended to
point out the actual change in the colonial constitutions in half a century.
The whole center of gravity of colonial administration had been shifted from
England to America. The Board of Trade had exercised what authority it could
by directions given to the governors and by controlling them, their councils,
1. N. C. Col. Records, III., pp. 93, 94.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., v., p. 1112.
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and the chief law officers. The asseicblies had lisxirped the chief ftuiotions
of the first two and made the last dependent upon the popular house for their
salaries,^ The change had lifted into pover a body of men over trhom the Board
could exercise no efficient control , and which was able to put forth the en-
tire power of the province.
The far reaching effect of the actual change which had taken place can
hardly be exaggerated. Governnent rests ultinately upon force, and that no
longer remained in the hands of British officials. As long as the governor and
ooxmoil had control of expenditures, it was possible to exert force v^hen
necessary, but the absence of money paralyzed all efforts not supported by the
lower house. The trade laws could not be enforced because there was no fund
to employ attomeyrs to prosecute offenders. Officers refused or neglected
to make reports to the governor, because they wore not responsible to him.^
Riots and insults to the executive could not be suppressed or prevented, for
lack of money to pay a military force. ^ There could be no secret service, no
central police, no standing military force. The militia was practically use-
less on acco^mt of lack of munitions and supplies or funds to purchase them,^
consequently the frontiers could not be protected in an emergency.
The governors were also powerless to carry out the Indian policy of the
1« The attempt was made to use the power over salaries to regulate the
form of the judges' commissions. See the Cadwallader Colden Papers, N. Y.
Hist. Soc. Coll., IX., p. 159 and passim; N, J, Arohiv.
,
IX., pp. 346-347, 348-
9, 350, 360, 364; N. C. Col. Records, VI., p. 900; N. Y. Gol. Docs,, VII.,
pp. 470, 483, 503, 505, 527.
2. See the letters of the governors in answer to requests from the Bosird
of Trade for information, in the colonial records of New York, New Jersey,
and North Carolina.
3. See the riots in New Jersey: N. J. Arohiv., VII., passim.
4. See the letters of ':5ovemor Clinton of New York for a description of
the method of keeping the supplies of munitions in its own hands and its
practice of selling any surplus of gunpowder: N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., passim.
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Board of Trade, which vrould have required some kind of police to protect the
Indians against illegal traders and unscrupulous adventiorers. A force was
necessary to protect the whites ajrjainst violence and compel the Indians to
observe their treaties. Attorneys and courts would also have been required
to prevent the whites from encroaching upon the Indian lands, and for breaking
illegally acquired titles.^ Almost every policy which the Board attempted to
csory out ujider the efficient administration of Halifax - and the Board was
efficient at that tine - failed, because the officers in America had sur-
rendered their control of financial affairs. The facts were the colonies had
secured the power to govern thecselres aa far as internal matters were con-
cerned.
It has been said that Grenville lost the American colonies because he
read the dispatches.*^ There is an implication in the statement that before
his administration the dispatches were not read. That is far from the truth.
Halifax knew the real situation in America in 17S0, and war, thoroughly in
earnest about checking the movement.^ Although it cannot be shown that the
extensions of authority given to the Board yrere due to the needs of a more
vigorous administrative policy in the plantations, nevertheless that change
marks the beginning of what may well be teri:;ed a fighting ministry, as far as
the coloniec? were concerned. The governors were given new and explicit orders
to observe their instructions in all respects.^ Governor Osborn was directed
particularly to allow no more money bills to pass in the irregular form which
1. See ch. vi. for details of the Indian policy of the Board of Trade.
2. Quoted by Egerton, History of British Colonial Policy, p. 179.
3. See the letter of F. J. Paris to James Alexander, o'uly 4, 1748, for
an account of the keen interest taken by Halifax in New Jersey affairs: N. J.
Archiv., VII., p. 295; See also the numerous representations of the Board to
the king: Ibid., VIII., IX. j H. Y. Col. Docs., VI., VII., passim.
4. General instructions of 1752; N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 760,
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had become oiistomary. The years 1752 and 1753 are years of resistance by the
royal governors;^ appropriation bills which were not drawn in the form required
by the instructions were rejected by the councils, and the Board commended
p
their actions. At the same time the evils of the annual grants were pointed
out. Although the assembly of N' W York had disavowed any intention of usurp-
ing the government, the Board feared it had no intention of abandoning its
former pretensions.. For "these arjiual grants may be ©n-ployed annually to the
purposes of wresting from the Crown the Nomination of all officers whose
Salarys depend upon the annual appointment of the Assembly and of disappoint-
ing all suoh services of Government as may be necessary even to the very ex-
istence of the Colony, which are not entrusted even in their execution to such
persons as the Assembly appoints under the pretense of receiving and applying
these annual grants.
The outbreak of the French and Indian War brought the plans for resistance
to the claims of the assemblies to naught. The governors wore forced to ac-
cept money on the terms offered by the assemblies, and did not dare endanger
the success of the English arms hy entering upon a prolonged struggle with
that body. The Board of Trade also realized this necessity and instructed
Governor Hardy of New York not to press the question of a permanent revenue,'*
1. Letters of Governors Clinton and De Lancey to the Board; Ibid., VI.,
passim.
2. N. J, Arohiv., YII,, p. 367, VIII., p. 31 seq.
3. Letter of the Board of Trade to Lieutenant -Goverp.or De Lancey; N, Y,
Col. Docs. , VI.
4. The Board instructed him that in the "present situation of Affairs,
when peace and unanimity and a good understanding between the Govr and the
people, are so absolutely necessary for the good of the service, to direct
that you should not press the Establishment of a perpetual Revenue for the
present , and to allow and permit you to assent to such temporary Bills as the
Assembly shall, from tine to tine forme and pass for the support of Govern^":
Board to Hardy, Mar. 4, 1756, N. Y. Col. Docs,, VII., p. 40.
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but at the ame tine it by no means countenanced continued encroachments upon
the prerogative. Governor Bernard of New Jersey received the following warii-
ing on this point: "By the nature and foim of the laws passed in New Jersey
all those powers and prerogati-^'^es of the Crown on the one Hand and the Secur-
ity to the Riglits and properties of the Subject on the other, are set aside,
Comraissioners are appointed for cstrrying into Execution, independent of the
uovernor, all the purposes of the Act3. The Treeisurers are authoriz'd and
directed to issue into their hands whatever S.ums they shall require, without
the Tarrant or Interposition of the Governor, and those Goran issi oners and
other Officers are made accountable to the Asseinbly only .... Such pro-
ceedings as these, must, in the end terminate in a total Disarrangement of
Governt".^
Other colonies were offending in the same way. Only a few months before
the letter just quoted the Board called the attention of Governor Pownall to
irregularities in the Massachusetts laws. "The Facts resulting from an ex-
amination into the Acts and Proceedings of the Council and House of Representa-
tives
. . .
are such as convince us that the Dependence which by the Con-
stitution the Colony ought to have upon the executive part of the Government
of the Mother Country and the Sovereignty of the Crown stands upon a very
precarious foot and that unless some effectual remedy is at a proper time
applyed, it will be in great danger of being totally set aside.
"From these facts it appears that almost every act of executive and
legislative power, whether it be political, judicial, or military is ordered
and directed by the General Court, in most cases originating in the House of
Representatives to which all Applications, Petitions and Representations are
1. Board of Trade to Francis Bernard, Feb. 8, 1759; N. J. Archiv., IX.,
p. 155.
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addressed and where the Resolves are drawn up and prerjared, and tho' we ap-
prehend that 3Uoh Resolves are insufficient and invalid, without the con-
ourrence of tho Council in the first instance and ultinately that of the Gov-
ernor, yet STich ooncurrence seems to be rather natter of foim in proceeding
than essential and that the measure whatever it be derives its effect and
operation from the judgment and sense of the House of Representatives".^ On
account of the exigencies of the military situation, however, the Board in-
formed Pownall that the time was not opportune for correcting the dangerous
tendencies sumrarized in its letter.
Illustrations of similar conditions could be drawn from the other
colonies,^ but enough have been cited to show the general movement. In spite
of protests from governors, and from the Board of Trade, and in spite of
frequent representations of the state of affairs to the chief ministers, the
assemblies steadily extended thoir power. As long as war lasted no remedy
could be applied effectively, and peace was looked forward to eagerly, because
of the opportunity it would give for combatting the usurpations of the as-
sembly and restoring the constitution to its previous form. This is shown
by the frequent expressions found in letters and communications of the gov-
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, IV. , p. 95.
2. "It is not only in the Lavrs for providing for temporary Services,
that they appear to deviate from, the principles and practices established
in the Kingdom; the annual Act for the Support of Govei'nment is equally ex-
ceptionable in many parts, for we observe, that the Salaries are payable
to the Officers by name, and not for the time being, which has a direct
tendency to establish in the Assei^bly a Negative in the nomination of those
Officers, and that the said Act does of itself create appointments of Of-
ficers, that ought to be appointed by Comm.ission from the Governor": Board
to Governor Fra:iklin, July 13, 1763, N. J. Archiv.
,
IX., p, 444,
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omor and of the Board of Trade. The specific remedy which the latter had
to offer is discussed in the next chapter.
1. "I hope by the blessing of God we shall soon after this oampaign
have a glorious peace, and then Kis Majesty will have no great demands upon
this province iThich will prevent the encroachments of the assembly upon the
prerogative": Governor Dobbs to the Boajrd, May 18, 1759, N. C. Col, Records,
VI., p. 33.
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CHAPTER 17.
THE IMPERIALISTIC POLICY OP THE BOARD OF TRADE.
In the maze of acJministrati^e details of colonial govemxpent there were
the larger questions of the relations of the oolonie:? to the enipire. Through-
out its history the Board of Trade displayed remarkable oonsistency in deal-
ing with these questions. Unaffeoted by changing ministries and in spite of
its varying personnel and its laok of responsibility for long periods of time,
the Board held tenaciously to certain principles of irtiperisil goverament. It
thought to preserve the dependence of the colonies upon the home government
by retaining control of the executive and the judiciary and by making the
colonies conform to one administrative type of government. Closely connected
with these schemes were its plans for protecting the colonies by the creation
of a central nilltai^r government in America, ^hich c^uld be used to maintain
order and to protect the frontiers.
I.
The Question of a Fixed Civil List.
Early in its history the Board realized that imperial interests required
the establishment of a fixed civil list in each colony. The question was not
prominent when the Board vas orgemized but soon became so by conditions which
developed in New York, where unusiial expenditures rere required for defense.
The m.ain source of income for the govorrjrient was the revenue derived from
the import and excise duties. These were granted to the oroTO for terms of
years, were lodged with the receiver general, and could be expended only on
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warrants iaoued by the governor in ooimcil.-'- As long as such an arrangement
existed, there was no necessity for a permanent law, nor could the payment
of official salaries by a grant of Parliaiient have made the governor more in-
dependent. All control of expenditxires was vested in the hands of the direct
appointees of the crown, who were responsible only to the British government
for their actions. Under such conditions there was no anomoly in the Board's
instructing the governor That salary he and the other officers should receive,
nor in specifying exactly what sums each colony should contribute to the com-
mon defense in tine of war.^
The revenue aot in New York, which had been continued since 1691, ex-
pired in 1709, It had never yielded much more than enough to pay the im-
mediate expenses of the civil establishment.^ The encroachirents upon the pro-
vinces of the governor and council, through the power of the asser.bly to con-
trol the Tinusual expenditures caused by the war, had roused the Board to a
full realization of the danger involved.^ The rereedy was simple enough. If a
permanent re\^enue could be established, the asserbly would no longer have the
means of extending its authority, consequently Hunter was instructed to insist
1. See the acts of 1893, 1699, 1702. These gratited the revenue in
periods of six or three years. That of 1899 did not expire till May, 1706,
yet it was continued by the act of 1702 until 1709: N, Y. Col. Laws, I., pp.
287, 419, 517; N. Y, Col. Docs., V., pp. Ill, 545-546; Of. Spencer, Phases of
Royal Government in New York, pp. 100-107.
2. Had the revenue acts been permanent and all expenditures re^iained at
the option of the govornor and co^aicil, Hunter'r? instructions would have been
a proper means for securing the cooperation of the other colonies; N, Y, Col,
Docs,, v., pp, 138-139,
3. Report of Bellomont: Ibid., IV., pp, 318, 538, 603, 721; Cf. Spencer,
Phases of Royal Govt, in New York, pp. 100-106.
4. See the letters of the Board to Combury and its representations to
the king: Ibid.
,
passim.
«
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upon an aot for establishing such a revenue.
Hunter arrived in Neur York in June, 1710, with this instruction and at
the first session of the assembly endeavored to secure a la.\r in aooordanoe
with it. In spite of all the influence he ooxild exert, however, the assembly
would neither provide a permanent revenue nor enact such a temporary law as he
was permitted to aooept. He reported the refusal of the assembly to conform
to his instmotions;'^ whereupon the Board at once took up the matter and in a
representation to the queen recommended that a standing revenue for the gov-
ernment of New York should be established by act of Parliament.^ The recom-
mondation met with the approval of the ministry, and the Board was at once
instracted to draw up heads of a bill for that purpose;^ which it promptly did,
but for some reason the bill was never presented to either house. '-^
In the meantime Hunter was encouraged by the Board to persist in his
struggle for a permanent settlement and assured that it did not doubt "but
proper measures will be taken here for fixing that matter for the futiore".®
Soon after Parliaraent assembled in the following autiimn another representation
was laid before the queen, which gave a very succinct statement of the condi-
tions in New York and the dangerous example it was setting for other colonies.
1. His instructions, clause 34, provided, "that all laws whatsoever,
for the good Sovernment and Support of the said Province be made indefinite
and without limitation of time, except the same be for a tem.porary End, and
which sheill expire eind have its full effect within a certain time": N. Y. Col.
Docs. , V.
, p. 129.
2. Hunter to the Board: Ibid., pp. 177, 183.
3. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., pp. 190-194.
4. Order in Council, Feb. 10, 1711; Ibid,
5. Hunter to the Earl of Stair, Oct. 18, 1714; Ibid., p. 1451. The
Board wrote Hunter that the bill could not be presented on account of the ear-
ly rising of Parliament: Ibid., p. 285.
6. Board of Trade to Hunter, Nov. 13, 1711: Ibid., p. 285.
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"And re having reason to believe from their proeeedings that they are not
likely to settle such a revenue, ure humbly offer that provision be made in
Parliamt here for that purpose".-^
This representation failed to aooompliah ita purpose, as did a similar
one some months later. No bill was brouglit in, though the Board continued to
encourage Hunter with promises of support, April 1, 1713, the whole matter,
with a draft of a bill for a permanent revenue, was laid before Dartmouth who,
from his long connection with the Board, must have been familiar with the
condition of affairs in the colonies.^ He approved the bill and directed the
Board to lay i+^ before Parliament, but the session was so far advanced that
nothing was done.^ Xhe Board, however, promised Htuiter that the matter would
be pushed at the next session,^
In the meantime Hunter had despaired of securing any help from England
and had been forced to make the best terms he could rith his assembly. Early
in 1715 he secured a settlement for five years, and the Board said no more
about the bill. It is doubtful if* there was any intention of enacting the
legislation thus constantly demanded by the Board for five years, and even
Hunter's friends appear to have questioned tho expediency of the measure,
since a permanent revenue might have meant his own recall.''
1. Representation of the Board of Trade: N. Y, Col, Docs,, V., p. 283,
2. Board of Trade to Dartmouth: N. Y, Col. Docs,, V,, p. 359; Cf.
Spencer, Phases of Royal Sovt. in N. Y.
, pp. 137-139.
3. Board to Hunter, July 20, 1713: Ibid,, p. 367.
4. "You may be assiired that now we have Her Majesty's Comaiids as afore-
said, I'e shall not fail at ye begining of the next Parliament, to take all
the care possible that Her Majesty's Comands for the future be no more slight-
ed by a people who owe their whole protection to Her Majesty's goodjiess":
Ibid.
5. "Meane while I was left to begg my daily bread from a hard hearted
Assembly here, tho' Her Majesty upon a representation from the Lords of Trade
of the state and behaviour of this Province had ordered a bill to be drawn
and laid before ye Parliajaent for settling the revenue here during her life.
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The Board of Trade, however, was not disposed to abandon its deinsnds, and
the instructions to Hunter were renewed to his successors but with no better
results. In the meantime similar instructions had been given to the governor
[
of Massachusetts, but the issue was not fought out there until the arrival of
Governor Burnet. His instructions, which had originally been prepared for
Governor Shute, required the assembly to establish a fixed salary of at least
1000 pounds per annum on threat of action by Parliament.^ The assembly re-
fused to comply, and a bitter controversy ensued. Finally, the matter was
taken up by the Bosu'd, which sustained the governor, and in a rejiresentation
to the Privy CoTincii , asked that the matter be laid before Parliament. The
premature death of Burnet left the question to be fought out by his successor.
The Board prepared even more jieremptory instmotions for Belcher, who ar-
rived in Boston in August, 1730. By these he was forbidden to accept any gift
or present from the assembly "'on any account or in any way whatsoever, upon
pain of the King's highest displeasure', except under an act fixing a permanent
salary of at least 1000 pounds sterling, free from all deductions 'to be con-
stantly paid out of such monies as shall, from time to time, be raised for the
'I ?
support of the government'".'^ If the assembly failed to comply with this in-
striiction, he was directed either to proceed at once to England or send an
,
agent, so that the matter might be laid before Parliament.
which was accordingly drawn but never presented to either Koixse, Some of my
friends wrote me word that they thought it was better for me it should not
pass, because if there was a revenue settled I might depend on being super-
seded"; Hunter to the Earl of Stair, Oct. 18, 1714, N. Y. Col. Docs., V*, p.
451.
1. Instructions of 1727: Mass. Acts and Resolves, 11., p. 632; Palfrey,
Hist, of Nev; Eng., IV,, p. 50; Greene, Provincial Governor, pp. 171-172;
Hutchinson, Hist, of Mass., I., ch. iii.; A Collection of the Proceedings of the
Great and General Cov.Tt or Assembly of Kis Majesty's Province of Massachusetts
Bay, p. 41.
2, Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., p. 633; Palfrey, Hist, of New Eng., IV.,
ch. vi.
3. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., p. 633; Palfrey , Hist, of New Eng., IV.,
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The assembly offered Belcher his salary in the customary form of a
temporary grant, but his instructions forbade his receiving it in that way.
After oonsiderable delay he secured permission to accept the grant but ^as
still directed to insist upon a pernanent establishment. This he wsis unable
to get, consequently the annual form of securing special permission to accex»t
his salsury was gone through with until 1735, when the permission was made
general
.
That the idea of a permanent civil list was no temporary whim of the
Board, but was one of its most fundamental policies is seen in the action of
Martin Bladen. According to Belcher he constantly opposed giving permission
to accept the temporary grants of the Massachusetts assembly."' His opposition
may have been based upon personal gro\ands, but that is not the only possible
explanation. Ho doubt he would have preferred to see the question settled
once for all in the interests of the empire, rather than postpone it from year
to year; for as early as 1726, in his essay on the colonies, he advocated a
stamp tax for America, the proceeds of which should go to establish a perma-
nent civil list. In this way the question of salaries could be settled and
dangers of further oncroachE^.ents by the assembly removed. This proposal was
not accepted by the chief ministers, but it shows the attitude of mind of the
most active member of the Board of Trade. It offered, however, the only
practical solution, and was the one adopted forty years later,
ch. vii.
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, XI., pp. 632-635, 669, 703, 770.
2. Letter of Belcher to Richard Partridge: Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
Sixth Series, VI., pp. 81-84.
3. "All that has been said with Respect to the improveaient of the
Plantations will it is sTipposed signify very little linless a sufficient Re-
venue can be raised to support the usefull Expenoe, in order to which it is
humbly submitted wliether the duties of Ctamps upon Parchment and Paper in
England may not with good reason be extended by act of Parliament to all the
American Plantations": Bladen, A Short Discoiirse on the Present State of the
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That has been said ooncerning a civil list for Ven York applies in a
general way to New Jersey, as the instructions to the governors were essential-
ly the ssr.e. Those to Corribury required the Assembly to settle forthwith
"a Constant and fix* Allowance on You our Governor and our Governor and
Lieutenant Governor for the time being, suitable to their respective characters
emd Dignity, arid that the same be done without Limitation of tiine".^ Later he
was especially instructed to require a settlement for twenty-one years, and
failing in that, to demand that it be for not less than eleven years. He was
compelled, however, to accept a grant for two years, and CLfterwards for but
one yoar.^ Hunter and his successors, Montgomerie and Cosby, rere no more
successful in securing what their instructions required.
The continued fail^ire of the govemors on this point caused the Board of
Trade to make the instructions still more specific. ¥hen New Jersey was
separated from New York in 173S rjid Lewis Morris sent over as governor, the
Board considered the time opporttme for securing its cherished object; there-
fore Morris v:as given instnictions similar to those sent to Governor Burnet
of Massachusetts. "You are therefore to propose unto the Assembly at their
first meeting, after your Arrival, and to use your utmost Endeavours with them
that an Act be pass'd for raising and settling a publick Revenue for defray-
ing the necessary Charges of the Government of Our said Province, /ind that
therein Provision be particularly made for a competant Salary, to yourself as
Colonies in America with Respect to the Interest of Great Britain, Submitted
to Secretary Townshend, 1726, N, C. Col. Records, II., p. 635; This discourse
is identical with the one ascribed to Pir ?/illiam Keith, which was transmitted
to the Board, Dec, 1723: N. J. Archiv., V., pp. 214-230.
1. Special instructions as to salary, 1702: N. J. Archiv., II., pp. 537-
538.
2. Ibid. , III.
, p. 99.
3. Ibid.
, pp. 70-71.
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Cap* General and uovernor in Chief of Our said Provinoe and to other Our
succeeding Captains Genl for supporting the Dignity of the said Office, as
llkeyrise due Provision for the contingent Charges of Our Council and Assembly,
and for the Salaries of the respective Clerks and other Officers thereunto
belonging, as likewise of all other Officers necessary for the Administration
of that Government"," The saleuries were to be paid in sterling and of a fixed
annual amoiant, and the governor was forbidden to accept any presents or other
remuneration on "Pain of Our Highest Displeasure and of being recalled from
that Our Government".
In spite of these peremptory orders, Morris obtained a settlement for
only three years. In 1746 the same instructions were given to Belcher, but
he foxmd hinself helpless on aocaiint of the riots in the province and was even
less successful than his predecessors had been. No action of importance was
t€Ucen by the Board mtii after the appointment of Halifax as president. The
condition of affairs in New Jersey and New York had become so serious that the
Board made an investigation and reported its findings, together with recom-
mendations of proper remedies.
In its report on New Jersey, which appeared in 1750, the Board pointed
out that the fundamental weakness of the government was the dependence of the
executive upon the financial support of the assembly. In accordsmce with its
traditional policy, it proposed to make the governor independent by granting
him a fixed salary out of the British exchequer, and as the riots in the pro-
vince would require the presence of some effective military force, it pro-
posed to place a sufficient number of regular troops at his disposal to re-
1. Instructions to Morris, clause 26: N. J. Archiv.
,
VI., p. 26.
3. Ibid.
, p. 27.
3. Ibid., p. 68.
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store order. The recomnendation, however, was too radical for the ministry
of the day and no positive action was taken.
^
Within a year the Bosird made its elaborate report on New York. Although
the sitxiation there was not complicated with riots, as was the case in New
Jersey, conditions were serious. The difficulty there was also one of revenue,
and the Board proposed its regular remedy of a permanent act, such as had been
passed in Jamaica.^ There is an intimation at the close of the report that
the only means of securing such an act would be by action of the home govern-
ment. ^ That, however, was a step which the ministry was not prepared to take,
Halifax apparently still had hopes of accomplishing the desired end by
means of instructions, and in 1753 the governors were ordered not to deviate
from them "in any point, but upon evident necessity".^ The passing of laws
in a manner contrary to their instructions was given as the chief cause of
the difficulties which had developed in several colonies. "Fe must therefore
in a particular manner insist that in the passing of all laws you have a proper
regeird to the Regulations contained in your Instructions".^
1. See the report of the Board, June 1, 175C: N. J. Archiv., VII,, pp.
466-528.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 637-638.
3. In commenting on the action of the last assembly the report concludes,
"but, my Lords, they have passed these Acts of supply in the same improper
manner, and with the same usurpations on the Prerogative, and liable to every
objection, which induced Mr. Olinton in the year 1743, to dissolve the Assem-
bly, and leave the Province without support rather than in a time of peace,
give his consent and sanction to such destructive encroachments upon the legal
and just prerogative of the Crown; .... tho' the Assembly have agreed to
make some provision for the charges of (Jovernt., their usurpations on the pre-
rogative are rather confirmed than regained by this last meeting, and as great
a necessity as ever remains for the Councils of this Kingdom to interpose and
take some measures, for the better settlement of this most valuable and divided
province": ibid,, p. 633.
4. Circular letter to the governors, June 3, 1752: Ibid., p. 760,
5. Circular letter to the governors, Juno 3, 1752: N. J. Archiv., VIII,,
p. 641; N. Y. Col. Docs,, VI., p. 761.
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Clinton was soon reli«ved at his orr. request and Sir Danvers Osbom sent
in his place. The instructions to the latter show the temper of Halifax; he
was to charge the assembly to recede from its imwarrantable assumptions, and
require the enaotment of a permanent revenue.^ Furthermore his instructions
would not have pernitted hin to accept a temporsu'y grant of revenue in any
for^j^ and the assembly was literally to be forced to give way. He was also
directed at once to remove any member of his council who should acquiesce in
or who should not actively resist encroachments from the assembly.'^ On the
whole these were the strictest instriiotions ever given to a governor, but Os-
bom did not live to carry them out, for he committed suicide soon after his
arrival. Lieutenant-Governor De Lancey succeeded to the government and at-
tempted to enforce the stringent orders brought over by his predecessor.
The outbreak of the French and Indian ¥ar, however, compelled the Board
to allow the governors to accept revenue bills of a temporary character. As
the war went on, it becsme more and more necessary not to rouse the opposition
of the assemblies; consequently the Board was compelled to abandon, for the
time, its aggressive policy. Governor Hardy's instructions, which were issued
in 1755, direct him to accept temporary grants but to continue to insist upon
a permanent law,'*^ Even this point had to be waived, and the Board finally in-
structed the governors of Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York not to In-
sist upon a permanent revenue but to accept whatever temporary grants the
1, Chalmers, Int. to the Revolt, II., p. 315,
2, "J'o must however beg leave humbly to represent to voth* Excellencies
that it being doubtful whether by the Words of the former Instruction his
Majesty's Governor was not tyed up from assenting to any law for making pro-
vision for temporary services until he should have obtained a permanent Re-
venue,..": Representation on Hardy's instructions, Apr. 32, 1755, N. Y, Col.
Docs. , VI.
, p. 943,
3. Ibid.
4. Paragraph 19: N. Y. Col. Docs,, VI., p. 948,
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asseiTiblies would vote.^
The point was not abandoned by the Board but was only waived for the tiine
being, for the genersil instruotions remained as stringent as ever. The con-
tinued military necessities only postponed the final solution of the question.
The Board had done all it oould to attain its great object, but could ac-
complish very little without the intervention of Parliainent. The ministry
would not ask for that, however, \jntil the failure of the Stamp Act convinced
it of the necessity of the step. Then the Board was ordered to lay before
Parlianent a detailed statement of the cost of the civil establishments in
America,^ but the measure had been postponed too long.
In Maryland and "'Tirginia permanent laws had been secured, which provided
for nearly all the charges upon the civil list in tine of peace. In Horth
Carolina the governor and other officers were assigned permanent salsiries out
of the quit rents; but as these were seldom collected, the regular clause re-
garding a fixed revenue was inserted in the instruotions given to Governor
Dobbs in 1754.3 In Jamaica the assembly was finally induced to yield to the
continued demands of the Board of Trade and enaet the desired legislation.
The crown itself bore the charge of government in Nova Scotia and in Georgia:
consequently the struggle over the civil list centered in the three provinces
of Massachusetts, Now Jersey, and New York. Pennsylvania and New Hampshire
should be included, were it not for the fact that the latter frequently
granted the revenue for a period of years, and in the former the proprietaries
were sponsors for the salary of the governor. Even then Penn's government
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., pp. 32-33; Mass. Acts and Resolves, IV.,
p. 95; N. J. Archiv., IX., p. 156.
2. N. J. Archiv., IX., p. 534; Journal of H. of C.
,
XXX., p. 484.
3. Paragraph 24; N. 0. Col. Records, V., p. 1114.
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•sras objected to on aocoiint of the absenoa of an established revenue. '
From the foregoing account it is clear that the Board realized the fvmda-
mental weakness in the colonial constitution, and throughout a period of sixty
years, it was constantly endeavoring to cori'ect it by securing a fixed civil
list. This was its favorite policy, and the one to which it adhered in spite
of changing personnel and the rise and fall of ministries. The officers of the
later colonies of Nova Scotia and Georgia were paid by the crown; and in every
colony in which the government was supported by temporary grants, the Board
sought to bring about a similar situation or force the colonies themselves to '
make the salaries peirmanent, Jamaica, however, is the only colony which
yielded.
II.
Control of the Judiciary.
The question of the control of the judiciary was very closely connected
with that of a fixed civil list; but in this case it turned upon the form of
the judges' commissions rather than upon their salaries. As to the tenure
which the judges were to enjoy, the instruotions to the governors during the
earlier years of the Board of Trade were not clear. They simply directed
the governors not to express any "limitation of time"^ in any commissions they
1. "I shall write to the CoiJincil to represent how it is taken that there
is no settled revenue in the province to answer the exigencies of Government,
especially for a governor, a judge, and an attorney-general; without this be
got in hand with, I fear our own eneniies there will have but too plausible a
pretence against us here, especially in war time": Penn to Logan, June 27, 1703,
Penn-Logan Correspondence, I., p. 210.
2. See the instructions to Bellomont: N. Y, Col. Docs., IV., p. 286; to
Combury: N. J. Archiv., II., pp. 518-519. The clause remained unchanged
until 1753 and was as follows: "You shall not displace any of the judges,
justices, or other officers or ministers within our said province, without good
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should issue to judicial officers. This was avowedly to protect the judges
from arbitrary removal at the hands of the governors. But what did the
phrase, "no linitation of tine", mean? It could mean either during good be-
havior or during the pleasure of the orovm. The general practice seems to
have been to issue commissions at pleasure during the first third of the
eighteenth century, and the question did not become of importance to imperial
interest until the administration of Halifax.
The early problem of the Board was to secure able men for the chief
judicial positions in the colonies, for the governors foi.md them.selves serious
ly handicapped by the lack of efficient and trustworthy men for chief jus-
tices and attorneys general. Belloraont of New York urgently demanded that
such officers should be sent from England.'^ Finally the Board took the matter
in hand and secured the appointment of William Atwood as chief justice and
pSampson Shelton Broughton as attorney general. The record does not show
who actually appointed these men; but probably the Board did not, for at that
time it did not have control of the patronage in the colonies.
Similfir officers were appointed by the crown for the other colonies,
but in some cases the governors appointed when a vacancy occurred. There was
no regularity about the procedure. Thus while both Atwood and his successor.
Dr. Bridges, were sent from England, Cornbury commissioned Mompesson as chief
justice on the death of Bridges, and requested the Board to secure his con-
firmation ; btit that body replied that he needed no confirmation, "since by
arA sufficient cause to be signified unto us, and to our said commissioners
for trade and plantations; and to prevent arbitrary removal of judges and
justices of the peace, you shall not express any linitation of time in the
commissions you are to grant".
1. Letters to the Board of Trade, N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., passim.
2. Ibid.
, p. 667.
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the Commission given him by yoiir LordP he is actually Chief Justice". Numer-
ous illustrations could be cited of appointments by governors, and also many
in which they were oommissioned in England.'^' The Board, hoTrever, does not ap-
pear to have controlled the appointments until after 1752, after which date
it became less common for the governors to select them.
In its representation of December, 1699, lyhioh requested the appointment
of a chief justice and an attorney general for Netr York, the Board gave an
indication of what was to be its later policy toward the judiciary. After in-
dicating the meager allowance the assembly of New York had granted to previous
incumbents of these offices, it said: "we . . are humbly of opinion that a
dependence upon the General Assembly'- there for a further allowance will by no
ways suit with your Majesty's service in the Administration of Justice against
piracy and irregular trade; . . . Fe do therefore hiimbly represent to your
Majesty that much greater Allowances will be necessary to invite fit persons
to accept of those employments, and that they be assured by an establishjsent
here; which extraordinary charge we humbly conceive will be abundantly recom-
pensed by a very great increase of your Majesty's customs here".
Apparently this representation was acted upon in full. Atwood and
Broughton were appointed, but it is not quite clear that they received their
pay from England. Combury says Atwood received 300 pounds from there and
asked a similar salary for Dr. Bridges,^ but the Board states, in a letter to
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 1138-1139. On the death of Mompesson,
Governor Hunter appointed Lewis Morris: Ibid., V., p. 400.
2. See N. Y. Col. Docs., V., pp. 400, 705, 949, 977, VII., pp. 464, 500;
17. J. Archiv.
,
IX., p. 379; Smith, South Carolina as a Royal Province, pp.
333-334.
3. N. Y. Col. Docs,, IV., p. 699.
4. Combury to the Board, June 29, 1705: Ibid., p. 1142.
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Bellomont, that the men had received some check at the treasury,^ and fails
to inform us whether or not they overcame the difficulty. If they did receive
such salaries, the practice was not continued, and the judges had to depend
upon the regular or irregular grants by the assemblies.
There is but little doubt that the power of the assemblies to fix salaries
rendered all the judges practically dependent upon that body, except in the
few cases in which they received their salaries from the crown. In New York
the salaries were varied from tine to tiiae,^ and in one case apparently for
the purpose of showing disapproval of a decision of the supreme court. These
encroachments upon the judiciary, however, did not attract the serious at-
tention of the Board of Trade for many years, and the obscure clause of
Bellomont's instructions was continued in those given to other governors.
Governor Clinton of New York had been induced to interpret this clause as a
direction to make the judges* commissions read during good behavior.^ His
successor, De Lancey, followed the same custom and governors of other colonies
may have issued similar commissions; it is certain that they did in New Jersey.
In 1752 the Board of Trade carefully revised the general instructions
to the governors, and the clause regarding the oonmissions for judges shows
the attempt of the Board to check the growing changes in the colonial con-
stitution. Certain events had called the attention of the Board to the un-
1. "Notwithstanding all that we have been able to do, towards the pro-
moting of what your Lordship has so oft desired, in relation to a Chief Jus-
tice and Atturney General for the Province of New York, Yet Mr. Atwood and Mr.
Broughton met with some stop at the Treasury, and we do not see, that any-
thing further will be done in that busyness at present": Ibid., p. 700.
2. See the appropriation bills in the N. Y. Col. Laws, I., II., III.,
pasfin.
3. Chalmers, Int. to the Revolt, II.
4. Golden to the Board of Trade, Aug. 12, 1761. He does not state what
the practice was prior to Clinton's administration.
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certain meaning of the former clause. The town clerk of Albany had been ap-
pointed in 17?S by the orown to hold during pleasure, but upon his death, in
1750, Governor Clinton appointed Mr. Gansevoert during good behavior. In the
meantine, however, the Bosird had secured a eonunission for Mr. I7raxali to hold
the office during plea^5ure. When the latter arrived at Albany, he found
Gansevoert in possession of the office; and as the latter was not disposed to
recognize the commission from England, Mr. 1?raxall appealed to the Board.
That body, after a careful investigation, proposed that the attorney general
of New York should take the proper measures to vacate the commission issued
by Clinton.^
Another of Clinton's conanissions , that to Chief Justice De Lancey, was
considered by the Board at almost the same tine as that to the town clerk of
Albany. This commission had been issued soon after Clinton's arrivail in New
York and was for good behavior, xrhile that office "had before that time been
usually held during pleasure".^ The Board referred the case to the attorney
and the solicitor general with the following queries: "Kad Mr. Clinton any
Power to grant such commission during good behavior, contrary to what had been
practised in former cases? Can the crown legally revoke the said Commission?
if it can what will be the proper method for doing it?" The law officers
answered that , "as the Power given by Commission in general re apprehend the
Grant is good in point of Law & cannot be revoked without misbehavior".*
The Board thus had sufficient information before it to know the limita-
tions of the previous instx*uctions and to change those for the future so as
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., pp. 768-769.
2. Ibid., p. 792. Tliis would seem to indicate that the practice had
been irregular.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
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to prevent sinilar occurrences. In 1754 Governor Dobbs of North Carolina
»as instnicted, "that all Comnissions to be granted by you to any person or
persons to be Judges, Justices of the Peace or other necessary Officer be
granted during pleasure only".-*- This clause was also inserted in the instruc-
tions afterwards given to other governors; and as the governors were strictly
enjoined to observe their instructions in all psirticulars, the question was
certain to eone to an issue.
The first move came from the stssemblies. That of Pennsylvania took ad-
vantage of the venality of Governor Denny and secured a judiciary act, by
which the judges were to hold during good behavior instead of at the pleasure
of the proprietary. This law was passed in September, 17S9, and provided that
judges could be removed only on an address of the assembly,^ but the pro-
prietaries at once complained of the act and asked for its disallowance by
the crown. The Board of Trade reported strongly against it, because its ob-
ject "is to change the temire by which the judges now hold their offices; not
only in the province of Pennsylvania but in every other colony in North
Anerioa and the Tlfest Indies frosi ' durante bene plaoitia ' to ' Quamdiu se bene
gesserent and upon this representation the act was promptly disallowed.
This report is interesting as showing that the Board interpreted the
early indefinite instruction as meaning that oomnissions should be during
pleasure. It had already announced its policy in the case of a sinilar law
1. Clause 63: N. C. Col. Records, V., p. 1134,
2. This clai^se was included in the instructions to governors Osbom,
De Lancey and Hardy of New York, and was the only clause on the subject in
Golden 's instructions in 1761,
3. Pennsylvania Statutes at Large, V,, p. 463.
4. Representation of the Board of Trade: Pennsylvania Statutes at Large,
v., p. 722.
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passed by the assembly of Jamaica, upon irhich the attorney and solicitor-
general reve of opinion, "that it was not expedient for the interests of
either the mother covmtry or the colonies that judges in the Plantations
should hold their places quamdiu se bene jjesserent " . The decision on the
Pennsylvania act had scarcely been announced when the death of the king ter-
minated all oomissions in the colonies and brought the whole question to a
head.
The judges in New York refused to act until their commissions had been re-
newed, and demanded them, as they had formerly held them, on good behavior.
In October, 1761, Governor Golden wrote the Board that he might be compelled
to issue their commissions in that form in spite of his instinictions,^ In
the preceding June the assembly had sent up a bill providing that the judges'
oommiosions should be during good behavior, and when it met again in the fol-
lowing September, it insisted that the governor should sign this bill, which
he had hitherto refused to do. Golden offered to yield, provided the assembly
would grant the judges permanent salaries, so that they would not be too de-
pendent upon the assembly.'^ The lower house refused to do this, consequently
the courts were at a standstill. In the meantime Golden was waiting smxious-
ly for instructions from the Board.
1. Pa. Stat, at Large, V., p. 723.
2. "I have been informed that the Judges design to forbear acting until
their Commissions are renewed and that they will not accept them otherwise than
during good behavior as they had their commissions formerly.
It may be of most dangerous consequence to stop the course of Justice, &
this may lay me ujider a necessity of complying in a matter which is so popu-
lar, tho the doing of it be against my own jiidgment well as His Majesty's
instructions)": N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 470.
3. Letter of Governor Golden to the Board, Sept. 25, 1762: N. Y. Col.
Docs. , vri.
, p. 470.
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The question of judges' oommissions had also been raised in other
colonies. The assembly of North Carolina passed a judiciary act by which the
judges were to hold during good behavior, and in spite of his instinictions
,
Governor Dobbs allowed this to become a law.^ Goverrjor Hardy arrived in New
Jersey late in 1761, and found all judicial proceedings stopped because of the
expiration of the judges* ooTiwiissions. He met his assembly In a short time,
and having been informed that it would grant no salaries to the judges if they
accepted their commissions other than dtiring good behavior, he renewed them
"in the same manner as they have hitherto been granted".^
In the meantime letters from the governors had reached the Board of Trade,
by which that body was fully informed of the situation in America. It real-
ized the importance of the question at issue and grasped the opportunity to
enforce its policy. November 23, 1761, in a long representation to the Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, it entered into a careful argument against allow-
ing judges commissions to be granted except for pleasure, "Late years have
produced too many examples of Governors having been obliged for want of such
an Establishment as might induce able persons to offer their service, to con-
fer the Office on those who have accepted it merely with a view to m-ake it
subservient to their own private Interests, and who added to their ignorance,
of the Law, have too frequently become the Partizeuis of a factious Assembly
upon whom they have been dependent for their support, and who have withheld
or enlarged that support according as the conduct of the Judges was more or
less favorable to their Interests.
1. The judges in the Carolinas had previously held only during
pleasure: Smith, S. C. as a Royal Prov.
, pp. 333-334.
2. Hardy to the Board of Trade, Jan. 20, 1762: K. J. Archiv., IX.,
p. 346.
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"That it is difficult to oonceive a State of Government more dangerous to
the Eights and Liberties of the Subject, but aggravated as the Evil would be
by making the Judges Comrissions during good Behavior rithout rendering them
at the same tine independent of the factious will and Caprice of an Assembly,
The said Lords Coitmiissioners cannot but consider the proposition as sub-
<'ersive of all true policy, destructive of the interests of Your Majesty's
Subjects, and tending to lessen that just Dependance which the Colonies ought
to have upon the Grovernment of the mother Country".^
Within ten days this representation was followed up by general instruc-
tions to all the governors in America. These recited the fact that several
p
colonies "had passed or attempted to pass laws" for commissioning judges
during good behavior, and that in several colonies the governors had issued
such commissions. "And whereas it does not appear to Us that in the present
situation and Circiaastances of Our said Colonies it would be either for the
interest or advantage of the said Colonies or of this Our Kingdom of Great
Britain that the Judges or other Chief Officers of Justice should hold their
Offices during good Behavior It is therefore our express Will and Pleasure
that you do not upon any pretense whatever upon pain of being removed from
your Government give your Assent to any Act by which the tenure of the Commis-
sions to be granted to the Chief Judges or other Justices of the several
Courts of Judicature shall be regulated or ascertained in any manner what-
ever And you are to take particular care in all Commissions to be by you
granted to the said Chief Judges or other Justices of the Courts of Judicature
that the said Commissions are granted during Pleasure only, agreeable to what
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 475.
2. N, C. Col. Records, VI., p. 591.
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has been the ancient Practioe and usage in Cur said Colonies and Plantations".
Before this order reached America Governor Hardy of New Jersey, as has
been noted, had broken through his instructions and renewed the cominissions
during good behavior. As soon as the news of his action reached England, the
Board demanded and obtained his irmediate removal from office. At the same
time it asked the attorney and solicitor-general for an opinion as to the
validity of the commissions thus issued in violation of the governor's in-
structions and as to the possibility of vacating them by legal process.^ It
was nine months before an opinion was returned, and then it was that of
Attorney-General Yorke alone. He considered the action of the governor as il-
legal, because he had committed an act which was not only unauthorized but
which wsis also positively forbidden; but as the judges had been de facto of-
ficers their acts should be corisidered valid. The only feasible method of re-
moving them from office, however, was by an appeal to the King in Council.''^
Fortunately such a remedy was not required, for Governor Hardy induced the
judges to resign their commissions and accept new ones to hold during pleasiire
only; but such action came too late to prevent his recall.
TSfhile Hardy was yieldin>; to the demands of the former judges, Governor
Colden was endeavoring to make terms with his assembly. Early in 1763 he
was forced to sign the appropriation bill, which granted salaries to the
judges only on condition that they accept commissions during good behavior.'*
1. N. J. A-Tchiv., IX., pp. 361-362.
2. Ibid., pp. 34?5-351.
3. "I am of opinion that the aripointment of Judges of the Supreme Court
during good behavior instead of during pleasure, contrary to the King's In-
structions, in Governments subsisting solely by his Majesty's authority, is il
legal and invalid. The letters Patent empower the Governor to constitiite
Judges, witho\it prescribing anything as to the Form or mode of constituting
them; but the Instructions, which are referred to by the Letters Patent, and
consequently roust be incorporated into them regulate the mode of the Con-
stitution": Ibid., pp. 380-381.
4. Letter of Governor Colden to the Board, Feb. 11, 1762: Colden Papers,
N. Y. Hist. Soo. Coll., IX., p. 159.
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In the mearitime the situation was further oomplloated by the arrival of
Benjamin Pratt with a warrant under the sign manual, directing the governor to
conunission him chief justice during pleasure.! He received his commission and
entered upon his duties, but received no salary. Naturedly he could not afford
to continuo to work without pay, and at the urgent request of Golden, the Board
of Trade secured a salary for hia to be paid out of the quit rents. ^ The
other judges refused to accept coranisi-^ions during pleasure, for in that case
they would receive no salaries; and the governor could not inaue commissions
in any other manner without danger of being immediately removed from office.
The consequence was, that Chief Justice Pratt acted alone for some tirie.^
Finally, however, the judges gave way and consented to accept their commis-
sions in accordance with the governor's instructions.
A similar struggle had occurred in some of the other colonies, but in all
cases the Board was successful, and from that time on judges were commissioned
only during pleasure. Two acts of North Carolina for regulating judicial
procedure were disallowed, largely because the judges were to be commissioned
during good behavior.^ These incidents settled the question of the position
of the judges tmtil it again became prominent on the eve of the Revolution.
1. Pratt had been appointed by the Board early in 1761 (N. Y. Col. Docs.,
VII., p. 464), and arrived inNew York in October of the same year: Ibid.,
p. 483.
2. "We entirely agree in opinion with the Lieutenant Governor that if
this gentleman be neglected under so singular a hardship, the consequences
will greatly affect your Majesty's authority in every part of Administration,
we cannot but adopt and humbly recommend Mr. Colden's proposition that your
Majesty would be graciously pleased to grant Mr. Pratt as Chief Justice of
New York a salary out of your Quit Rents in that Province": Representation
of the Board, Ibid., p. 506.
3. Golden to the Board, Feb. 11, 1762: N. Y. Kist. Soc. Coll., IX.,
p. 159.
4. The first act was that of 1760, which was disallowed on a representa-
tion of the Board of Dec. 1761: N. G. Col. Records, VI., p. 587-589. The
second act, passed in 1761,was a supplement to the first and had other objection-
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Froin the foregoing accoimt it is seen that the attitude of the Board of
Trade toward the judioiary was fairly consistent. As early as 1699, it had
proposed that the chief judicial officers should be paid by the home govern-
ment
, and at no tine did it countenance any movements which would render them
independent of the crown. The Board understood its instructions to the gov-
ernors to mean that judges' commissions should be for pleasure only, and for
years most of them appear to have been issued in that form.l The first pro-
blem was to make them secure from arbitrary removal by the govemors, and for
that reason judicial officers could be removed only for sufficient cause. The
irregular practice of commissioning them during good behavior grew up at a
time when the Board was most inefficient and the assemblies were making their
greatest encroachments upon the constitution.
After 1752 the Board recognized the dangers to the empire from the de-
pendence of all crown officers upon the assembly, and made the instructions
so clear that they could not be misunderstood. From that time on commissions
ooiild be granted legally only during pleasure. The attempt by the assemblies
to regulate commissions by colonial laws was inneliately opposed by the Board;
and when all commissions were vacated by the death of George II., it com-
pelled the governors to observe their instructions on this point.
As far ac this part of its policy is concerned, it must be admitted that
the Board scored a brilliant victory. The Declaration of Independence says
that George III. had really changed the position of the judges and the nature
able features which induced the Board to disallow it: Ibid., p. 701. The
agent of the colony, Couchet Jouvencal, entered a strong protest against this
action of the Board, in which he advanced the reasons for demanding that the
tenure of judges* commissions should be changed from pleasure to good be-
havior: Ibid., pp. 983-989.
1. The writer has found no clear cases of commissions which irero issued
during good behavior before those of Governor Clinton, who commenced his ad-
ministration in 1744. Certainly all commissions issued by the home govern-
ment were for pleasure only.
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of their oomEisBions, but the truth of ti'ie statement oannot be proved. As
has been shown, the early custom was to issue commissions during pleasure,
then for a time this custom was evaded, and for nearly ten years prior to the
accession of George III. the Board was trying to restore the earlier practice.
As far as this question is concerned, there was nothing new in the policy of
the new rei^n; the Board had only used an opportimity for which it had long
waited.
III.
Plans of Union.
When the Board of Trade was organized, the colonies were engaged in the
closing struggles of the first of the French wars, and the immediate adminis-
trative problems were those of defense. There were plenty of inhabitants in
the northern provinces to protect that region against all aggressions from
the French, if they could only be brought to act together. The great ob-
stacles to concerted action were the separation of the colonies, due to geo-
graphical situation, and the existence of indej/endent governments, over which
the crown had no direct control.
In trying to remove the latter difficulty, the Board had before it the
previous attempt of the British goverrinent to centralize the military power
of the northern provinces in the hands of governors of New York and Ivlassa-
ohusetts. Fletcher was governor of Pennsylvania, New York, the Jerseys and
in addition was given command of the militia of Connecticut. Phips was gov-
ernor of the enlarged province of Massachusetts and also commander of the
Rhode Island militia. Neither of these men, however, had succeeded in enforc-
ing his military authority over the charter colonies, because the latter in-
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sisted that their charters gave the eoimnand of the militia to their own of-
ficers.!
The Board, however, challenged this contention, and after a careful ex-
amination of the charters of Connecticut, Rhode Island, and the Jerseys it
reported that the crown had the power of appointing a captain general for all
these provinces. As this opinion was supported by the Board's legal advisers,
the first plan of union was made to hinge on this reserve power of the crown.
The Board proposed that an able nan should be sent over, commissioned as
captain general of all the forces, "and all the Militia of all the Provinces
Colonies and Plantations on the Continent of North America., with a power to
levy arms, muster, Comnand and employ them on all necessary occasions for
the defence of these Countries .... to appoint and Commission officers to
traine 5: exercise at convenient times such of the inhabitants as are fit to
bear eirms".^ In addition to this military power vested in him, the captain
general was to be given authority to supercede any royal governor in whose
province he happened to be.^
No action was taken at that time; but five months later the Board sub-
mitted another representation, in which it considered the various arguments
for and against the scheaie proposed in its former report, and again urged
the military union under one nan. "The distinct Proprieties, charters, and
different forms of Goverrunent in several of those neighboring Colonies, make
all other Union, except vT.d.er such a Military Head (in our opinion) at present
impracticable, aid what hath yet been done towards such a Military Union for
1. Greene, Provincial America, p. 117.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 223-229.
3. Ibid., p. 229.
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Common Defence (by the appointment of a Quota in the year 1694) hath been so
little ooinplied with, that it requires the exertion of a more vigorous power
than hath hitherto been praotioed, to make it produce the desired effect."^
The Board proposed, as a proper plan for effecting and supplementing the
military union, that some suitable person should be sent out as governor of
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and New York, with his residence in the latter
colony.*^ This recommendation was acted upon, and commissions granting the
suggested civil and military powers were issued to the Earl of Bellomont,^
who was thus corstituted military governor over all the colonies north and
east of Pennsylvania.
The war closed so soon after his commission was issued, that there was
no opportunity to test the efficiency of the arrangement. Connecticut and
Rhode Island, as they had done in the case of the Phips and Fletcher commis-
sion, protested vigorously against what they considered an infringement upon
their charters. In spite of these protests, however, the Board continued the
policy of giving the control of their military forces to the governors of
the other colonies. Under Bellomont 's coiranission this military power was
annexed to the governorship of Massachusetts. Upon his death. New York and
Massachusetts were again separated and the command of the Connecticut militia
attached to the governorship of New York,* v/hioh policy was continued during
the administrations of both Cornbury and Hunter.
The command of the PJiode Island militia was left in the hands of Governor
Dudley of Massachusetts, who had secured the appointment to that province
1. Representation of the Board, Feb. 25, 169'7: N. Y. Gol. Docs., IV.,
p. 260.
2. Ibid.
, p. 261.
3. Ibid., pp. 261, 263-273.
4. Representation of the Board on Cornbury's commission: N. Y, Col.
Docs. , IV. , p. 884.
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on the death of Bellomont, but he found some difficulty in exercising his
commission,^ Cornbury and Hunter experienced similar difficulties in Connect
i
out, as both colonies continued to deny the validity of the military oonanie-
sions of the governors of Massachusetts and New York.'^
The Board had recognized the impossibility of bringing about any effect-
ive union, unless the powers of government which had been granted to the
charter and proprietary colonies were restored to the crown. Tlfhile it aimed
to reduce these goverrjnents to the same form as the royal provinces, as a
ireans of securing administrative efficiency; it also attacked their indei>end-
ent position, because they neither defended themselves nor furnished suitable
assistance to the neighboring colonies in time of war.'^ If they could be de-
prived of their charter rights, the Board could see its way clear to put all
North America under a unifonn type of government.
It was one of the constant policies of the Board to oppose the charter
and proprietary governments and cxxrtail their privileges as much as possible.
The first opposition culminated in the attempt of 1701 to abolish the charters
by act of Parliament. This attempt failed, but it was renewed in 1706, and
again in 1715.^ In all of these atter.pts, the Board encountered so much op-
position from the colonial governments, as well as from vested interests in
England, that the desired legislation failed. Action by Quo Warranto was no
more successful as a direct means of attack;5but the constant opposition re-
sulted in voluntary surrenders of the proprietary rights in the Jerseys and
1. Palfrey, Hist, of New Eng., IV., p. 354.
2. See their letters to the Board complaining of the action of Connecti-
cut: N. Y. Col, Docs., IV,, v., passim.
3. Representations of the Board: N, C. Col. Records, I., pp. 537, 540,
630-633, 889; Kellogg, American Colonial Charter, Am, Hist. Ass, Report,
1903, I., pp. 284-321.
4. Cf. Miss Kellogg' 8 admirable treatment of this point, Ibid.
5. See t'ne Order in Coxmcil of June 26, 1706, which states that al-
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the Carolinas, and weakened the independence of the charter colonies. '•
The Board had abandoned, for the time, its scheme of consolidating the
various governments, except so far as it subsisted in appointing a single
governor for New Hampshire and Massachusetts and later for New Jersey and New
York. The plan had been brought forward as a war measxire, and was based upon
military rather than administrative needs. The next plan of union, however,
W6U5 proposed in time of peace and was intended to secure administrative im-
provement, as well as military efficiency.
This plan is a part of the representation made by the Board in 1721.
After describing the conditions existing in each colony, the report takes up
the question of measures which would improx'e the government in all the colon-
ies. The first great difficulty was the existence of the proprietary and
charter governments; "nor is it to be expected that either our Indians or
European neighbors should pay that respect to your Majesty's subjects, which
all those who have the happiness to be under Your Majesty's protection, might
otherwise reasonably hope for, until it shall appear, that all the British
Colonies in America hold imiviediately of one Lord ^. have but one joint interest
to pursue; for which reason & many others, we shall first hirnbly propose, that
all the proprietary governments should be reassumed to the Crown, either by
purchase, agreement, or otherwise, as conceiving this to be one of those es-
sential points, without which your Majesty's colonies can never be put upon
though the law officers had sufficient evidence for a successful prosecution
in the court of Queen's Bench, it was very doubtful if a i>eer of the realm,
such as the proprietor of North Carolina, could be proceeded against by ^uo
Warranto; N. C. Col. Records, I., p. 644.
1. Cf. The evident desire of Connecticut not to give any oaiise for
complaint: Talcott Papers, Conn, Hist, Soc. Coll., IV., V., passim; also the
urgent lettero of Calvert to Governor Sharpe to send over the laws so they
could be laid before the Board: Sharpens Correspondence, II., passim.
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a right footing".
^
After considering means of increasing the trade of the colonies, secur-
ing larger returns from the quit rents, and of protecting the woods, the report
takes up the question of union. "But the most effectual way to put in execu-
tion what we have already offered upon this subject to your Majesty's con-
sideration & to render the several provinces on the Continent of America, from
Nova Scotia to South Carolina, mutually subservient to each others support,
will be to put the whole under the Government of one Lord Lieutenant, or
Captain General, from whom all other Governors of particular provinces should
receive their orders, in all oases, for your Majesty's service, S: cease to
have any command respectively in such province, where the said Captain General
shall at any tine reside, as it is at present practised in the Leeward Is-
lands, where each island has a particular Governor, but one general over the
whole.
"The said Captain General should be constantly attended by two or mere
Councillors deputed from each plantation, he should have a fixed Salary, suffi-
cient to support the dignity of so important an employment independent of the
pleasiu'e of the Inhabitants; and, in our humble opinion, ought to be a person
of good fortune, distinction & experience.
"By this means, a general contribution of men or money may be raised upon
the several Colonies, in proportion to their respective abilities".^
These recommendations were seriously considered and the plan so far
1, N. Y. Col. Docs., v., pp. 627-628.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 630, It was in this connection that the Board proposed
that the president of the Board of Trade should be charged with the execution
of all orders concerning the colonies. That proposal would have made that of-
ficer a full fledged colonial minister. Cf. the similar proposal of Martin
Bladen in 1626: N. C. Col. Records, II., p. 634.
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matured that the Earl of Stair was offered the office of captain general; but
he refused,^ and the plan ^as abandoned. It is of interest chiefly as an
indication of the persistance of the plans -rhich led to the Bellomont com-
mission. The plan, however, shows some iraprovement over the earlier one. The
projjosed governor general would have ocouTiied a position, in the colonies as
a whole, similar to that of each governor in his respective goveminent. The
position of the councillors who were to be delegated from each colony is not
clear, Fe are not told who was to select them, what their powers should be,
nor whether they were to have power to bind the colonies ^hich they represent-
ed. Confessedly it was patterned after the government in the Leeward Islands,
where conditions were quite different from those in America,
Schem.es for the formation of som.e central govermrient for America were
being proposed by various persons interested in the welfare of the colonies.
One of these was sent from England to Governor Clark of New York, we are not
told by whom. He showed it to his successor. Governor Clinton, who felt under
the necessity of writing at once to Newcastle, in order to express his dis-
approval of the plan.*^ The scheme proposed the raising of a fund by means
of a general stamp tax in America, the proceeds of which should be used to de-
fray the expenses of a governor general and his establishment and to provide
for the general defense. The sohem.e is mentioned in this connection, only
because it is so similar to the one proposed by Martin Bladen in 1726 that
it may well be considered a paraphrase of his plan.
The Board made no further definite proposals for union, until the ap-
proach of the French and Indian Jar rendered some concerted action necessary.
1. Chalmers, Int. to the Revolt, II., p. 43.
2. Letter of Dec. 13, 1744: N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 268.
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In August, 1753, general instructions were sent to the governors, warning
their, of the danger froE the French enoroaohments and directing them to main-
tain regular oorrespondenoe with each other. In case one colony should be
attacked, the governors of the other colonies were directed to take prompt
measures for its relief.^ This was followed by instructions to the governor
of New York to call a conference at Albany for the purpose of making a treaty
with the Six Nations. Circular letters were also sent to the govemors of
Massachusetts, New Haicpshire, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia,
by which they were notified of the meeting and requested to have commissioners
sent to it. The purpose of this gathering was solely that of arranging a
treaty with the Indians, and the conmiissioners were not asked to consider plans
for a confederation.^ One clause of the instructions to Governor Osborn,
however, indicates that the Board no longer looked upon the colonies as iso-
lated governments independent of each other. He was "to take care that all
the Provinces be (if practicable) comprized in one general Treaty to be made
in his Majesty's name it appearing to us that the practice of each Province
making a separate Treaty for itself in its own name is very improper and may
be attended with great inconveniences to His Majesty's service."^
The meeting at Albany was held as directed, a treaty with the Six Nations
was negotiated, and the plan of lonion for which it has become famous was pro-
mulgated. Five days before the conference at Albany was opened. Secretary
Robinson requested the Board of Trade to prepare a "^Plan of General Concert
to be ent'red into by His Majesty's severed Colonies upon the conti-
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 794.
Letter of Sept. 18, 1753: N. Y. Col. Docs,, VI., p. 802; In a letter
to Governor De Lancey July 5, 1754, however, the Board expresses a hope that
the commissioners at Albany may agree upon some plan of xinion; Ibid., p. 846.
3. Ibid.
, p. 801.
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nent"^ for their mutual defense, in order "that tlie sane may be sent to the
several Governors of His Majesty's Colonies in North America".^ The Board
had its plan completed in a short time and submitted it to the king August 9,
1754. The scheme is of sufficient interest to merit careful consideration.
This plan of union was avowedly based upon military necessity, and the
only organs of central government it proposed to create were of a military
nature. The governors of each province were to be instructed to secure the
appointment by the council and assembly of a commissioner who should also be
acceptable to the governor.^ These commissioners were to meet at New York
to formulate details for the military establishment, such as the number of
forts necessary for the proper defense of the frontier, the probable garrison
required for each, and the cost of maintenance. To enable them to do this,
they were to be furnished with authentic copies of each colony's expenditure
for twenty years past. Having determined the regular establishment required
in time of peace, they vrere to apportion the cost in men and money upon the
various colonies in accordance with the abilitjr of each to bear the burden.*
The head of the new military establishment was a Commander in Chief and
Commissary General for Indian Affairs, who was to be appointed by the crown
and given a fixed salary which was to be charged upon the regular establish-
ment.'^ No central treasurer or taxing machinery was provided, but the com-
mander in chief was to be em.powered to draw upon the treasurer of each colony
for its quota of the regular ar-r.ual charges. These warrants were to be paid
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI,, p. 901.
2. Ibid.
, p. 844.
3. Ibid.
, p. 904.
4. Ibid,
fj. Ibid.
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by the treasurer upon whom they were drawn from any moneys in his hands. If
he should not have sufficient funds to pay the drafts , he was required to "bor-
row the amount at once on the credit of the colony. The commander in chief
was to submit annually to each colony an attested statement of his expendi-
tures, and also transmit a copy of the same to the exchequer in England.^
A curious provision was made for emergencies. In all cases of invasion
or other grave danger which should require a greater military force than the
regular establishment afforded, the colony attaolced should fximish an estimate
of the probable extra charges required for its defense. Copies of this
esim.ate were then to be sent to the governor of each colony, to be laid before
his council and assembly.*^ As soon as such copies were received by a colony,
a commissioner should be appointed, who should m.eet similar commissioners from
other colonies wherever the commander in chief should appoint. Representatives
from five colonies constituted a quorum, with power to revise the estimate
fumished by the colony in danger and apportion the charges upon each colony.
As soon as this was done, the commander in chief was empowered to draw upon
the several treasurers for the quotas, in which case his warrants had to be
honored just the same as those for the regular establishment,^
The plan was to be put into operation by action of the colonies them-
selves. The commissioners, as soon as they could agree upon the financial
details of the scheme, were to draw up a formal convention. This was then to
be transmitted to each colony "to be forthwith laid before the Governors
Councils and Assem.blies, who are to take the same into immediate consideration.
1.
2,
3.
N. Y, Col. Docs
Ibid.
Ibid.
VI.
, p. 905.
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and having mad© such alterations therein or additions thereto as they shall
think necessary, shall return them to the Coraraissioners within two months, and
when all the copies shall have been returned the Commissioners shall resume
their deliberations: and having finally settled the trhole, the Convention shai:
be fairly drawn up and signed by each Commissioner and transmitted hither in
order to be laid before His Majesty for his approbation".^
It should be noted that the final action by the colonies was to be taken
by their commissioners, upon whom the various amendments which each colony
might offer were not binding. Seven commissioners constituted a quorum and
were competent to make decisions which, when ratified by the crown, should
be binding upon the whole. Thus seven of the original thirteen colonies
could have adopted a form of tmion, which the other six would have been com-
pelled to accept.
Only as a last resort did tho Board contemplate establishing this mili-
tary governj'jent by action of Parliament. "If however it should be found upon
trial that this measure should be defeated by any of the Colonies either re-
fusing or neglecting to enter into a consideration of the points referred to
their deliberation; or, after they are settled, by refusing to raise such
supplies as are proposed by this plan to be the fund for the execution of it;
fe see no other method that can be taken, but that of an application for an
interposition of the Authority of Parliaonent".'^
This plan deviates from that of 1721 by omitting the coimcil for the
govemor general and by not giving him any control over civil matters. His
powers were limited to military affairs and questions of Indian relations.
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 905.
2. Ibid.
, p. 906.
3. Ibid., p. 902.
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The absence of a central legislative body is perhaps its strangest feature,
but the council of commissioners would supply its place. The is-hole scheme,
is very incomplete as a plan for establishing a general government for the
colonies, and in this respect, is in strong contrast with the plan of union
which was being dreifted at Albany.
Each plan suffered a similar fate; that of the Board was apparently never
submitted to the colonies for their consideration; and the Board of Trade
laid the Albany plan before the king with the remark, "the Commissioners hav-
ing agreed upon a plan of Union, which, as far as their sense and opinion of
it goes, is complete in itself, we shall not presiime to meike any observations
upon it, but transmit it simply for Your Majesty's consideration".^
From the foregoing account, it is seen that as far as devising a central
government for the colonies was concerned ,the Board showed very little fore-
sight or creative genius. Its plans were usually hastily drawn in the hour
of danger, and were really but little more than temporary makeshifts to meet
an emergency. The plan of 1721, alone, shows evidences of a desire to create an
effective central government, and the first provirsion of that contemplated
the reduction of all the colonies to the condition of the royal provinces.
If the Board of Trade had any continuous policy on the question of union, it
was that embraced in the Bellomont commission, but it is difficult to trace
even that in the plan of 1754,
As compared with its success in dealing with the judiciary, the plans of
the Board for securing a union of the colonies must be considered a failure.
Its policy in this partiorilar was too imperialistic, as the schemes which it
1. Representation on the proceedings at Albany, Oct. 29, 1754: N. Y.
Col. Docs., VI., p. 917; Cf. McDonald, Select Documents, I., pp. 252-263.
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proposed placed all control in the hands of the croim officers, and left so
little space for initiative on the part of the colonies that the latter Tirould
not accept them. Judging by its attitude toward the judiciary and a fixed
civil list, the Board would have preferred no central government at all to
one that night get out of hand and in that respect its policy was consistent.
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CHAPTER V.
COLONIAL LEGISLATION AND APPEALS TO THE KING IN COUNCIL.
Disallowance of Colonial Lms.
One of the most effective means the crown had of enforcing its authority
was the power of repealing colonial laws, which power was exercised by the
Board of Trade during the entire period covered by this paper. Its decisions
were not always final, for they were subject to revision in the Privy Council;
but if a law wa£ disallowed, it almost invariably was done on a representation
of the Bosu'd. Colonial laws were not repealed arbitrarily, but the Board
was guided by pretty well defined principles in such matters. These were in
part based upon considerations of what was the proper field for provincial
legislation, and in part upon a desire to protect the colonists from ill con-
sidered laws.^
The foremost reason for disallowance was, that the act encroached upon
the roycd prerogative, which was a very flexible reason and was made to cover
a multitude of objectionable laws. The New York triennial act is a good il-
lustration of laws which came within this category. It was a clear infringe-
ment of the power of the governor to summon, prorogue, and dissolve assemblies
when he saw fit; consequently it was disallowed, although Governor Clark
used his best efforts to have it confirmed.^ At alaost the same time the
1. See Greene, Provincial America, pp. 49-53 for a brief discussion of
the subject of disallowed colonial legislation. It is, however, the fullest
treatment extant,
2, "I beg leave to observe to your Lordships, that I think this Act a
very high infringement upon the prerogative of the Crown; for it takes away
that \mdoubted right, which the Crown has always exercised of calling and
continuing the Asseinbly of the Colony at such times and so long as it was
thought necessary for the public service"; Opinion of Francis Fane, July 20,
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bieinial act of North Carolina was disallowed for sinilar reasons, Other
acts which came under this general head were those regulating the duties of
a patent officer , changing his coramission,^ or which in any way limited the
appointing or the executive power of such officers.'
The Board insisted that colonial laws should not be inconsistent with
the laws of England, and edways submitted them to an attorney for his opinion
on this point. Any conflict between them and those laws of England which ex-
tended to America was considered sufficient ground for a repeal. Thus the
Board constantly submitted the provincial laws to a kind of constitutional
test, and in this way accustomed the colonists to a limitation upon their
local legislatures, similar to that which they afterward embodied in the Con-
stitution. A test of this kind had to be applied by the legal advisers of the
crown instead of the administrative officers, consequently the Board simply
took the advice of its counsel in such matters. If their opinion was adverse
to a law, the Board promptly asked for its repeal.
The legi8lat\).res of all the colonies were made to feel this check upon
their law-making powers. The judiciary act of Massaoliusetts was objected to
on the ground that it Infringed the right of the admiralty courts to try cases
without a jury, 4 and that of Virginia because it did not specifically re-
1738, Chalmers Opinions, p. 200; H. Y. Col, Docs.. VI., pp. 129-130.
1. N. C. Col. Records, IV,, p. 251,
2, North Carolina Judiciary Act: Ibid., VI., pp. 587-588.
3, Act of N. C. establishing vestries, passed 1741, disallowed in 1744:
Ibid.
, pp. 107, 112-113.
4. "The Act entitled An Act for establishing Courts providing amongst
other things, that all matters and issues in fact shall be tryed by a jury of
Twelve men, has, in that particular, been looked upon to be directly contrary
to the intention of the Act of Parliament ... by which it is provided that
all causes relating to the breach of the Acts of Trade may, at the pleasure
of the Officer or Informer, be tryed in the Court of Admiralty, etc.": Board
to Bellomont, Feb. 3, 1699, Mass. Acts and Resolves, I., p. 287.
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cognize the right of appeal to the King in Council.^ Pennsylvania and New
Jersey framed laws trhioh were not in accordance with the acts of Parliament
regulating affirnations , and many of them were disallowed for that reason.
The two great classes of laws, however, which were repealed because
they conflicted with the laws of England were those creating bills of credit
or regulating their value in coin, and those laws governing the descent of
property. The first class of laws violated the act of Parliament regulating
the value of foreign coins in the colonies. Nearly every colony had some of
its acts disallowed for this reason, because all were confronted with the
problem of securing some form of circulating meditnn. The second class is well
illustrated by Connecticut's intestate law and by that of North Carolina which
allowed illegitimate, as well as legitimate, children to inherit property.
Both laws were repealed, but the question wsis finally settled in favor of the
validity of the Connecticut law.^
It was in dealing with laws which were intended to regulate commerce, or
which laid duties upon imports^ that the Board exercised its greatest controll-
ing influence. While its attitude was greatly influenced by the prevailing
mercantile doctrines, its reasons for repeal in many cases are based upon ad-
m.inistrative , as well as commercial motives. The merchants in Ehgland were
extremely sensitive about any burdens whatever being laid upon their commerce
with the colonies, consequently they were always prepared to urge the repeal
of any provincial law which they found objectionable. Usually the Board was
1. Chalmers, Int. to the Revolt, I., p. 318,
2. See Pa. Archiv., First Series, I., pp. 155-lf>8.
3. See N. Y. Col. Docs., V., p. 67 and passim; Chalmers, Int. to the
Revolt, I., subject bills of credit.
4. Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll., IV., pp. 114-115, 143-150 and passim, V.,
pp. 74-87, 489-494, and passim; Trumbull, Hist, of Conn., II., ch. iv.
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very projnpt In taking action which the merchants demanded, but sometines it
refused. Let us consider the kinds of act? rhich were ob^iected to.
In 1700 the Board reported against a law of Massachusetts, which included
a clause establishing sea-ports, on the ground that it encroached upon the
power granted to the coimnissioners of customs "to appoint Ports in all His
Majestys Plantations for the lading and unlading of"^ enumerated goods. The
power to appoint ports was thus denied to the colony, because the exercise
of such a power might interfere with the enforcement of the acts of trade.
An act regulating the building of ships was repealed at the same tine as the
above act, on the ground that it might subject British merchants who had ships
built in the province to inconvenient regulations.*^
A Massachusetts revenue act of 1718 laid larger duties upon English goods
than uTjon those from any other country or province and also double duties
upon wines and other products not imported directly from the place of their
production,^ which provision was a clear discrimination against English com-
merce. The law also discriminated against English ships by requiring all such
vessels to pay the powder duty, while the ships of that and the neighboring
provinces were exempted from such tax.'^ Such a law not only laid a burden
upon English merchants, but it was clearly an attempt to regulate foreign
commerce. The Board lost no time in laying it before the king with the recom-
mendation that it be disallowed. "And forasmuch as this Act seems designed
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, I., p. 336 n.
2. Ibid.
, p. 353 n.
3. Sec. 1. English merchandise was taxed at the rate of twenty shil-
lings for every hundred poimds, cost value. Other goods were taxed but one
penny per poiind: Ibid., p. 103.
4. Sec. 2. The doxible duties had to be paid by all importers who were
not bona fide residents of Massachusetts: Ibid.
5. Act passed Jvine 28, 1718: Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., pp. 107-112.
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to be art axmiial one, Fe would propose that in case it shall have been reenact-
ed this Year before the said Governor receives Your Majesty's Orders on this
head, he may be enjoined forthwith to declare your Majesty's disapprobation
thereof 3: not to permit the said Act or any part of it to be put in execu-
tion".^ The rocoErr.endation was promptly approved by the King in Council and
orders issued in accordance therewith.
In the meantime other colonies had attecpted to pass sinilar laws, which
caused the Board to issue its first special instruction to the governors not
to enact any law which would "affect the navigation of the Kingdom".*^ The
New York revenue act of 1715 had laid a tariff duty on all European goods.
The Board examined the act and wrote Hunter that they considered that parti-
cular clause objectionable, and that if he could not secure its repeal, the
3law would be disallowed. Hunter obtained the desired amendment, but pro-
tested against a regulation which was opposed to foraor practice.'^ The act of
1730 again laid a two per cent, duty on European goods, but had a
clause suspending its operation until it had been confinried.^ In 1724 the
1. Representation of the Board of Trade, April 24, 1719: Ibid., p. 123.
2. Instriiotions sent to Governor Hunter, Sept, 27, 1717: N. Y. Col.
Docs. , V,
, p. 501,
3. "We have oonsidered the Revenue AvCt and have some objections to it
particularly that it affects the Navigation of this Kingdom as von will see
from the inclosed paper of observations, however we rcvild not lay it before
His Majesty to be repealed, the repealing it would ruin the Trade of the Pro-
vince; You must therefore move the Asse-Jibly to pass a new Act not liable to
the said objections, otherwise wa shall be obliged to lay this Act before His
Majesty for his disallowance, for no Acts are to be passed in ye Plantations
whereby the shipping and Navigation of this Kingdom are affected": Letter to
Hunter, Feb. 25, 1718, Ibid., pp. 500-502.
4. Ibid.
, pp. 517-519.
5. Chapter 397: N. Y. Col. Laws, II., p. 32.
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Board of Trad© recoimended that the act should be "passed into law", al-
though it objectyd to the principle of the tax. The commit tee of the Privy
Council, hoT^ever, overruled the Board and insisted upon the disallowance of
the aot.^
In order to prevent the enactment of similar laws for the future, instruc-
tions ;7ere at once sent to all the governors forbidding them to consent to any
law which laid any duty whatsoever on European goods imported in English
vessels.^ The Board did not order all laws which violated this instruction
to be repealed; but it refrained from doing so, only because of the confusion
which might result from the repeal of a revenue law after the taxes had been
j
collected and in some cases expended.^ In such cases, however, it demanded
4
that the law should be amended so as to remove the objectionable features.
The jealous care with which the Board of Trade excluded the asseiriblies
from all legislation which in any way regulated foreign oom^nerce is also
seen in its attitude toward laws, other than those imposing ordinary tariff
duties. A Massachusetts act of 1718 "for the better regulating of the culling
of fish" was objected to by certain m.erchant3 and recommended by the Board
for repeal, on the groiond that it imposed upon British traders undesirable
1. The Board of Trade reported in favor of confirming the law, July, 1722,
The report was opposed by the London merchants and the Committee did not take
final action on it for nearly two years. Finally, in 1724 it reported that it
had taken "the whole matter into consideration and heard counsell as well for
the tierohants against the said act as in support thereof And do agree htAmbly
to offer their opinion that the said Act is not fit for your Majesty's Royall
approbation": N. Y. Col. Docs., V,, p. 706. '
2. This instruction was issued at the demand of the Committee of the
Privy Council: Order in Council, Apr. 30, 1724, Ibid.
3. Representation of the Board of Trade on the New York revenue law,
Aug. 6, 1755: Ibid., VI., p. 33.
4. Ibid., pp. 33-36.
5. The tenri "foreign" is used in this discussion to cover all trade
which was not intercolonial. Strictly spestking, the trade with England carjiot
be called foreign.
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restriotions in purchasing fish.^ Pennsylvania passed a series of laws which
laid heavy burdens on the iinportation of convicted criminals, paupers, and
other indigent persons. Although Francis Fane reported that he had no ob-
jection to these acts "in point of law", the Board asked that certain of them
|
should be disallowed. The reasons given for this action were, that the duties
and the amount of security' required of the importer of indigent persons made '
the act a prohibitory one. The report itself indicates that the real objeotionl
to the act was the faot that it inposed duties in such a way as to regulate
foreign iimnigration, although the law specifically exempted from its operation
all persons who could legally be imported according to the acts of Parliament.
But as the exemption did not include the penalties inflicted upon masters of
ships for violating the act, "which will probably deter them from importing"
such persons, the Board concluded that the law was clearly reg\ilative arid
intended to evade the acts of Parliament.'^
The question of the slave trade early attracted attention. The colonies
attempted to regulate the importation of slaves, just as Pennsylvania did that
of criminals, by means of tariff duties. In doing this, the colonies were
actuated by different motives. The southern colonies usually desired nothing
more than revenue, but at times they attempted to regulate the quantity and
the quality of the slaves imported; the northern colonies more frequently in-
tended that their laws should be exclusive. In either case the laws could
be, and frequently were, regulative. The Board conceded that the assemblies
might lay a tax upon negroes for iDurposes of revenue; but it insisted that
such a tax should not be so laid as to amount to a regulation or impose a
1, Uass. Acts and Resolves, II., pp. 123-135.
2. Report of the Board on the Pennsylvania acts of 1742-43, Dec. 6, 1744:
Pa. Archiv., I., p. 721; ?a. Statutes at Large, IV., pp. 509-511,
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bvirden upon the Royal African Company.
The Bostrd's solution of the difficulty was formulated in 1735 as a result
of its consideration of the last five year revenue act of New York, rhich had
been passed in 17321 and which contained a clause laying a heavy duty on slaves
inported into that colony. The act had been in oijeration three years and had
been oowplained of so often by the merchant s2 that finally the Board sent the
governor the following instniotion: the law was to be amended at once so that
"no Duty be laid on any Slaves Imported payable by the Importer, and you are
also to signify o\xr Royal Intention to our Council and the Assembly of our
said Province that if they do not imediately comply with this our Instruction
we shall repeal the Act now complained of".'^ Similar instructions were issued
to other governors, and from that time on, colonial laws which imposed duties
4
on Negroes had to specify that the tax should not be paid by the importer.
The Board of Trade also took exception to acts of the colonial assemblies
which were intended to place restrictions upon intercolonial trade; but in
practice did not demand the repeal of very many laws for that reason. The
Massachusetts tariff act which laid retaliatory duties on the products of New
Hampshire was enacted in 1721. Mr. West, the attorney for the Board, gave an
opinion on this law in 1725, in the course of which he said, "If any Province
injures another by any undue tax on their trade, the remedy I think ought to
be by application to the Crown to prevent any such Acts from being pfiiss'd into
1. N. T. Col. Laws, II., pp. 768-787.
2. Representation in the Privy Council, Aug. 6, 1735; N. Y. Col. Docs.,
v., p. 33,
3. Additional instructions to Governor Cosby, Aug. 1735: N. Y. Col.
Docs., VI., pp. 33-34.
4. See the instructions to Francis Bernard, 1758, ch, 26-* N. J. Archiv.
,
IX., pp. 52-53; to Arthur Dobbs, 1754, ch. 36: N. C. Col. Records, V., p. 1118;
Cf. Du Bois, Suppression of the Slave Trade, chs. ii,-iv.
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Lav, and not "by way of Reprisalls enacted among themselves".^
The Board was evidently of the same opinion as Mr. ^est; for in 1731, when
the residents of Albemarle County, North Carolina, complained of Virginia's lay-
ing a heavy inport duty upon their tobacoo, it at onoe ordered the secretary to
prepare the draft of a representation for the repeal of the act. 2 Four years
later, when Massachusetts excluded New Hampshire bills of credit, the Board or-
dered the act to be laid before the king for his disallowance.-^ Other cases
could be cited in which the Board showed a sinilar attitude. Thus Governor
Dobbs complained of a South Carolina statute which taxed naval stores imported
from the northward. Tlie Board wrote him that it muat be in its consequence
destructive "to the Commerce of His Majesty's subjects in North Carolina and
have an improper effect thereupon and therefore we shall lose no time in en-
quiring into the matter and taking such measures as shall appear to us to be
proper"
The policy of the Board on the subject of intercolonial commerce is not as
clearly defined as it was on the question of external trade. The Board did,
however, serve as a clearing house for complaints and exert an influence to
check the exactment of much retaliatory legislation. Perhaps the memory of
this policy of the Board had some influence in causing the framers of the Con-
stitution to place the control of interstate trade in the hands of the centred
government.
Other large clascos of acts to which the Board very frequently objected
were those widch affected private property. A wide range of laws could be
included under this general head, the most common, however, can be grouped
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., p. 235.
2. N. C. Col. Records, III., pp. 196, 211.
3. No further action has been discovered in regard to this report: Mass.
Acts and Resolves, II., p. 747.
4. Lettftr nf Nov. 9/1757; N. C. Col. Reeords« V., pp. 786-7B7.
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into two general classes. The first and largest class included those laws
which in some way affected credit transactions, such as acts giving the olairas
of resident creditors precedence over those of non residents,^ various forms
of bankruptcy laws,^ legal tender aets,^ and stay laws.'^ The second class em-
braced those which affected land titles, such as cultivation laws^ and acts
regulating the method of recording deeds and proving titles, especially if such
acts were retroactive.
Any act which affected the material interests of the crown was almost
sure to be disallowed. This fact made it almost impossible for the assembly
of North Carolina to frame a quit rent law in such a way that the Board would
accept it. As there was little or no coin in the colony, a quit rent law
would have to provide some equitable rate at which such rents could be paid in
commodities. Such an arrangement was, however, open to two objections. It
infringed the act of Parliament regulating the value of foreign coins, and
placed a value on commodities which the Board considered too high. The conse-
quence was, that the Board disallowed every such law which was offered to it
by the legislatiire of that colony.^
1. See N. C. Col. Records, IV., p. 844; ?a. Arohiv. , First Series, I.,
p. 150.
2. "It is easy to foresee that such a Law can be beneficial to the very
small psu-t of the Creditors resident in the Colony only and that the nine
tenths of them who reside here would be exposed to frauds and difficulties
of every sort and might be greatly injured in their properties.
For these reasons we beg leave to lay the said Act before Your Lordships,
with o'lr humble opinion that it should forthwith receive His Majesty's Disal-
lowance": Report of the Bosird to the Privy Council, June 29, 1758, on the
Massachusetts bankruptcy law, passed Aug. 31, 1757, fsJass. Acts and Resolves,
IV.
, p. 44.
3. N. J. Arohiv., VIII., part II., pp. 101, 125 and passim; N. Y. Col.
Docs., v., VI., VII., passim.
4. Act for the sxispension of civil actions from Februsjry to Septem.ber
1748; Representation of the Board, July 21, 1749, N. J, Arohiv,, VII., pp.
307-308.
5. N. C. Col. Records, IV., pp. 422, 438.
6. Ibid,, pp, 434-435; Cf, N. Y. Col. Docs,, VII., p. 504, for the
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Ac the oolonies grew and the population flowed westward and filled irp
the back county, it became necessary to increase the original number of civil
divisions. In Massachusetts it had been the custom, when a new town was creat-
ed, to allow it to send delegates to the House of Representatives, the sam.e
as the older towns. In 174.3 the Board of Trade instructed the governor not
to give his assent to any similar law in the future, on the ground that, "this
practice of creating new Towns and vesting them with this privilege, having
fonserly by its frequency been found to produce many inconveniences and parti-
cularly that of continually increasing the number of Representatives".^
Although the lower house of the Massachusetts legislature objected to the
instruction as an illegal attempt to limit the privileges granted by the
charter, it observed the new order, in form at least, until 1757. In that
year Danvers was erected into a town with the privilege of sending representa-
tives to the House J but the act was disallowed at the request of the Board in
1759, becaiTse it was clearly in violation of the governor's instructions on
this point.
^
In the meantime the same question had arisen in North Carolina in a some-
what similar form. Prom tine to tine, new counties had been created with the
privilege of sending two delegates to the assembly. Some of the older counties
clained the right of sending five representatives, conseq^1ently there was dis-
satisfaction over the question of representation. In 1746 Governor Johnson,
action on a New York quit rent law.
1. Representation of the Board July 31, 1750: Mass. Acts and Resolves,
IV., p. 5. The above quotation is the Board's own reason for issuing the
instruction; Cf. The report of the Board on laws creating townships passed
in 1739-40: Ibid., II., pp. 1006-1007.
2. Mass. Acts and Ftesolves, IV,, pp. 5, 94. Notice of the disallowance
app£irently never reached Massachusetts, and Danvers continued to send re-
presentatives to the General Court.
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by some shrew'd parliamentary praotioe, secured the enactment of a law rear-
ranging the representation. This act was considered by the Board between the
years 1750-1754 and finally reooranended for disapproval, together with all the
previous acts creating counties. Governor Dobbs was then instructed to in-
corporate the counties by charters, issued with the consent of his council,
and at the same tine directed what representation he should perirat each county
to have in the assembly.^ This arrangement failed, and he was finally in-
structed to reenact the laws creating coimties, but such acts should not
confer upon them the right to elect members of the assembly.'^
It is possible that the Board had no real concerjtion of the growth of an
American commonwealth, else it would not have taken the hostile attitude it
did toward a growth of the representative body. Possibly the members were so
profoundly impressed with the evils of the rotten borough in England, that
they feared its introduction into the colonies. 7/hatever its motive may have
been, the Board had no difficulty in enforcing its policy through its power
to disallow all laws which contravened the governors' instructions. In the
case of Massachusetts, horever, the Board finally withdrew its refusal to al-
low new towns to be created with privileges of representation, and that colony
4
was allowed to regulate the matter in its own way.
In its attempt to eliminate irregularities in colonial legislation, the
Board of Trade made an attempt to introduce into the colonies a system of
private bill procedure similar to that in use In England. The first in-
1. Representation of the Board of Trade on the condition of North
Carolina, March 14, 1754: N. C. Col. Records, V., pp. 81-103.
2. Instructions to Arthur Dobbs, ch. 16: N. C. Col. Records, V., p. 1111.
3. Ibid., pp. 340-341.
4. Mass. Acts and Resolves, IV., pp. 94, 452.
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strxiction to the governors of Massachusetts on the subject was issued in 1715
to Governor Burgess, It provided that every private law should have a clause
saving the rights of the crown and all persons other than those mentioned in
the act.^ No further instructions appeared until 1723, when the governor was
directed to reqiiire all such laws to have a clause suspending their action un-
til they were approved by the crown. ^ In addition he was directed "not to
give your Assent to any private Act imtii Propf be made before you in Council
(and entered in the Council Books) that publiok Notification was made of the
Parties Intention to apply for such Act in the sev'l Parish Churches where
the Premises in Question lye for three Sundays at least Successively, before
any such Act shall be brou,s;ht into the Assembly; and that a Certificate under
Your Hand be transmitted with and annexed to every such Private Act signify-
ing that the same has pass'd thro' all the forms above mentioned".'^
The House of Representatives in Massachusetts refused to follow the
above instructions and no private acts were passed until 1742,'* when one was
attempted. As there was no evidence, however, that the instructions had been
observed it was disallowed.'*' Six more private acts were passed in the next
fifteen years, but as all were for the purpose of granting divorces and did
not especially effect property, no attention was paid to them.^ In 1757 an-
other attempt was made to evade the instructions, but the Board secured the
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, VI., p. v.
2. Ibid.
, p. iv.
3. Mass. Acts and Resolves, VI., pp. iv, v. The same instruction was
issued to all the governors in America. See that to Governor Lewis Morris,
oh. 21: N. J. Arohiv., VI,, p. 24; Cf. Todd, Parliamentary Government, private
bill procedure.
4. Mass. Acts and Resolves, VI., p. iv.
5. Private act No. 80, passed June 13, 1742, disallowed May 26, 1746:
Ibid,
,
p. 1«1.
G. Private acts Kos, 81, 82, 83, 34, 35, 36: Ibid,, pp. 163-177.
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disallowance of the one act of that year, as well as one which was passed the
following year.^ Between the years, 1760-1767, eight raore private bills were
pSLssed, of which three were repealed.^ Apparently, however, the forms of pro-
cedure required by the governor's Instructions were not followed; thus the
Board's policy was not very successful on this point.
In addition to the kinds of laws mentioned above, the Board of Trade
found reasons for deinanding the disallowance of memy others. Some of these
were of an ecclesiastical nature, such as laws regulating riotous sports,^
the pimishment of ministers,^ the action of vestries,'"' or the observance of
the Sabbath. Still other laws, such as those regulating judicial procedure
or which discriminated against certain classes of the inhabitants, were often
disallowed. Another very common reason for submitting laws for the royal veto
was that they repealed other laws which had previously been confirmed by the
o
crown.°
The foregoing account shows that the Board, through its power to secure
the repeal of colonial laws, was able to moixld and develop certain phases of
the provincial constitutions. The power to regulate external comineroe was
carefully retained in the hands of the home governir:ent , and restrictions
placed upon the powers of the colonies to regulate comr.erce of a purely
intercolonial nature. Trade was given a chance to expand by the Board's pre-
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, VI., pp. 178-"IS0.
2. Private acts Nos. 90, 94, 97: Mass. Acts and Resolves, VI., pp. 187,
197, 309
3. Pa. Archiv. , First Series, I., pp. 155, 158.
4. N. G. Col. Heoords, VI., p. 716.
5. Ibid.
, p. 720.
6. Pa. Archiv., First Series, I., p. 157.
7. Such as the case of the Quakers who were taxed to support Congrega-
tional ministers: Mass. Acts and Resolves, H., pp. 272-275.
8. Ibid. , IV.
, p. 449.
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\'enting the colonial legislatures from laying legal obstacles in the i^ray of
the ool lection of debts. Judicial procedure waa kept closely patterned after
that of England, and much was done to prevent the introduction of innovations
of uncertain value. ^ Under the threat of repeal if they refused to comply,
the assemblies were forced to consent to modifications of revenue measures
which the governor and council had been unable or unwilling to secure; and in
the case of the Pennsylvania law taxing the proprietary estates, the agents of
the province, in order to prevent its disallowance, entered Into bonds before
the Board to secure certain amendments.'^ Last but not least, the Board was
able to prevent the enactment or secure the repeal of unjust or discriminating
laws, which afforded the residents of the colonies some protection against the
action of an ignorant or partisan assembly.
Having examined the causes for repealing colonial legislation, let us now
consider the method of procedure by which a law was finally disallowed. The
laws were transmitted to Ehgland and could come before the Board of Trade in
any one of four ways. They could be delivered to one of the principal secre-
taries of state, who would either transmit them to the Board or lay them be-
fore the council. In the latter case they were referred to the Committee of
1. The Board insisted that private bill procedure should not be used in
any case in which relief could be obtained through the courts: N. Y. Arohiv.,
IX.
,
p. 443.
2, "li7e the undersigned Benjamin Franklin and Robert Charles, agents for
the province of Pennsylvania, do hereby consent , That in case an act passed in
the said province, in April 1759, entitled 'An Act for granting to His Majesty
the sum of one hundred thousand pounds and for striking the same in bills of
credit . . . and for providing a fund for sinking the said bills of credit by
a tax on all estattjs real and personal and taxables within this province'
shall not be repealed by His Majesty in council, we the said agents do under-
take that the assembly of Pennsylvania will prepare and pass and offer to the
governor of the said province of Pennsylvania, an act to amend the ai'oremen-
tioned act according to the amendi^ients proposed in the report made by the
Lords of the Committee of Coi^ncil this day . . . and will indemnify the pro-
prietaries from any damage that they may sustain by such act not being so pre-
pared and passed by the asseinbly and offered to the governor. Witness our
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Council, which in turn referred them to the Board. ^ As the croirn lawyers had
held that the time clause limiting repeals dated from the time the laws were
submitted to the Privy Council, it was to the interest of the colony to submit
them to the Cotmcil with the least possible delay. The most expeditious way
to do this was to deliver them to the clerk of the Privy Council. In such
cases the laws went by reference to the Com:nittee and thence to the Board,
which was the third nethod and the one mont frequently used by the Massachu-
setts agents. Lastly, the laws could be delivered directly to the Board of
Trade.
No natter how and to v/hat officers the laws were submitted in the first
instance, they were always ultimately referred to the Board of Trade for con-
sideration. The work of that bureau was pretty well organized. Tho first
point to be settled was whether a law conflicted with any act of Parliament.
The members of the Board did not presume to pass on questions of that kind,
but referred then to other persons. Whatever laws concerned customs were
transmitted to the Commissioners of Customs for their opinion. Thus in 1716,
when the Board took into consideration the Massachusetts act fixing the fees
in the customs office. Popple sent the law to the secretary to the corrais-
sioners of customs, Mr. Carkesse, for the opinion of that board. Popple
intimated that the Board of Trade wished a prompt reply, and within five days
Carkesse replied that "the Comm.issioners have no objection to the Act . . .
and they are further of opinion if fees v/ere settled for the officers of the
Customs in his Majesty's several Plantations by the Respective Assemblys it
hands this twenty eighth day of August 1760": Pa. Statutes at Large, V., pp.
656-657.
1. Before 1721 the reference would have been directly to the Board of
Trade.
2. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., pp. 67, 126.
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vould be of public advantage".'- Sinilar action was taken Tsrith acts whioh af-
fected the Admiralty.^
The records show that the Board had freqxient recotirse to the Bishop of
London for his opinion on laws which might affect his ecclesiastical juris-
diction or which inflicted penalties for iimnoral conduct. He was quite ready
to give his opinion and even insisted upon being heard. The Journal of the
Board frequently has entries like the following: "The Lord Bishop of London
desired the board when the acts of New York and of the Leeward Islands shall
come under consideration, that they would be mindful of his objections against
3
the particular acts mentioned in the minutes of June 13th last"; "The Lord
Bishop of London desired that an Act past in the Massachusetts Bay entitled
An Act more effectually providing for the support of Ministers . . , may not
be oonfirmed by His Majesty 'till he be heard thereupon";^ "Ordered that the
Bishop of London be notified that the Board wish to speak v/ith him, Tuesday
morning next".'^ Many other illustrations co\il.d be cited, but enough have been
given to show the general custom of the Board in the matter.^
If a law did not seem to affect any particular department of the home
govemm.ent , it was sent to some of the crown lawyers for an opinion "in point
of law". The commission creating the Board empowered it to call upon any of
1. Charles Carkersse to Alured Popple , Nov. 20, 1716: Mass. Acts and Re-
solves, II,, pp. 67, 126.
2. See the correspondence in regard to the Massachusetts act of 1716
fixing fees in the admiralty offices: Ibid., pp. 68-69.
3. Quoted from the Journal of Dec. 3, 1702: Pa. Stat, at Large, II.,
p. 461.
4. Journal of the Board, May 24, 1704: Mass. Acts and Resolves, I., p. 5.
5. Journal, Nov. 10, 1727: Ibid., II., p. 431.
6. Cross, The Anglican Episcopate and the American Colonies does not
discuss this important phase of the Bishop of London's work.
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the crowi attorneys, but usually it referred the laws to the attorney and
solicitor general or to the attorney especially assigned to the Board.
It was to the interest of each colony to secure a favorable report from
the attorney to whom the laws had been referred, and it was here that an active
agent began his campaign for their confirmation. By calling on the attorney
and explaining the pur-oose and the necessity of each law, he could frequently
secure a favorable report, which otherwise might have been adverse. Frequent-
ly the laws vrere allowed to lie in the hands of the attorney for considerable
periods of time, unless they were followed up by the agent or by the Board.
When the opinion of the lawyers had been received by the latter, it was ready
for the serious consideration of the act.
The whole method of procedure can best be seen, however, in a typical
case, Tlie various steps are well illustrated in the repeal of the Massachu-
setts act of 1722 which laid a tax on the Quaker towns of Dartmouth and
Tiverton for the support of Congregational ministers.'^ The assessors of the
two towns refused to assess the tax and were consequently thrown into prison.^
They at once prepared a petition to the king, which complained of the in-
justice of the act in question and asked that they be released from prison.
1, These were Richard T/est, Trancis Fane, and Matthew Lamb in succession.
See the notes to the acts of Massachusetts for illustrations of their work:
Aots and Resolves, I., II,, III,, IV.
,
passim,
2, "The Fate of the Act depends in a great measure on this Gentleman's
Report: & which Report must again entirely depend upon the Idea, & Information
he receives of the reasons, oirouaistances 3: views with which the Act was passed
in the provincial Asses-bly. Here is the heavy and useful part of the duty of
an Agent; to attend the Reporting Counsel, to explain circTimstanoes , & lead
his Opinion to a Report favorable to the wishes of the Province for which he
acts; as a person in the Reporting Coiinsel's sitxiation must be unacquainted
with a thousand things an Agent can explain, & consequently without the In-
formation be liable to many Mistakes": N. C, Col. Records, V., p, 747.
3. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., pp. 251-257.
4. Ibid.
, p. 272,
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The Lords Justices in Council referred the petition to the Comniittee of Coun-
cil, ^hich in turn referred it (Ootober 24, 1723) to the Board of Trade for
consideration.
1
In the reantine, the act in question had been reenacted, and this fact
was stated in the petition. The Board considered the matter on November 14,
and as the act of 1723 had not as yet been received, that of 1722 only was
gent to Mr. I7ost for his "opinion in point of law".^ On November 20 the
agents for the Quakers attended the Board, and were informed that the act vas
Tith Mr. Fast and that it would be considered as soon as his opinion should
be received.'^
Deceirber 10 Mr. West reported that ha had been attended by the agents for
the Quakers, as irell as that for the province, and thinking "the whole of the
complaint was not within the intention of your Lordshipps reference to me.
As no circumstance of what they alledged did in any manner appear upon the
face of the Act it selfe. And that therefore My duty in obedience to your
Lordshipps commands was only to cert ifye that upon consideration of the Act
as it stands sinply upon the Record I have no objeotion in point of law to its i
being confirmed".'* /
This report was received by the Board the sa:ne day, and two days later
the agents were notified that the act would be considered at the meeting one
week hence. The meeting was held on the appointed day and was attended by
Mr. Richardson and Mr. Partridge with their solicitor, Mr, Sharpe, in behalf
of the Quakers. The province also was rer^resented by its agents, Mr. Sandford,
1. Mass. Aots and Resolves, II., pp. 272-273.
2. Letter of Alured Popple to Richard 17est: Ibid,, p. 272.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., p. 273.
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and Mr. Sanderson, assisted by their solioitor, Mr. Bampfield. Eaoh attorney
presented proofs and argiiments in support of his side of the ease, and was
given a chanoe to reply to the proofs and argtOTents of his opponent. After
the formal hearing the agents' and their attorneys withdrew, and the secretary
was ordered to prepare the draft of a representation to the Lords J'asticeo for
the repeal of tlie act of 1722, This was agreed to and signed the following
day, and transmitted to the office of the Privy Council.
January 14, 1724, an Order in Co^incil referred this representation to
2
the Committee of the Privy Council to be considered and reported upon. As
that ooranittee delayed action, Mr. Partridge petitioned the Board that the
act of 1723 should also be sent up to the council, and in accordance with this
petition, a representation vms at once prepared for the repeal of the act.'^
This representation, like the previous one, v;as referred to the Committee of
Coiancil. That body then took the two representations into consideration and
recomEiended that the acts of both 1722 and 1723 should be disallowed and that
the taxes of the two towns should be remitted, which was promptly done by an
Order in Council.^
Xiat wa3 done in the above case is fairly typical of the action in other
instances, although the procedure varied with the amotont of opposition the in-
terested parties offered eaoh other. The contest over the above act might
well have been carried to the Committee of Council, where the hearing was by
counsel only. Motions before the Committee were regularly of three kinds,
to confirm a report of the Board, to oppose it, or to have it recommitted. If
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., pp. 273-276.
2. Ibid.
, p. 276.
3. Ibid.
, p. 277.
4. Ibid.
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tha latter motion should be successful, the Trhole question might be gone over
again before the Board, and the second report of that body would go through
the same forms as did the first. If on the other hand the motion to oppose T^as
successful, the ooncnittee made a report different from that of the Board, whiot
amounted to a reversal of the action of that body. Such ooc^irrenoes were not
frequent, although they did happen,-^
Such a method of repeal could not be called arbitrary, for it had thrown
around it at every point all the forms of legal procedure. No law oonld be
disallowed except after an opportunity had been given all parties concerned
to oppose such action. The Board really gave to every person concerned due
process of law; each party had his day in court, and after the Board had act-
ed it W€is always possible to carry the case up to the Committee, where a judi-
cial review of the action of the Board could be had. In fact it was ver)»
similar to a system of repeals by the action of a superior court. It is no
exaggeration to say that our own Supreme Court declares state laws uncon-
stitutional with even less ceremony than the Board used in disallowing
colonial acts.^
If one were to criticise the methods of repeal, it would have to be on
the ground of too much red tape. The almost numberless references x'rom one
board and from one officer to another and the possibility for delays and dila- '
tory motions makes the procedure seem cumbersome. Yet it may have been better'
that these delays should exist, for they gave the colonies a better opporttini-
1, An illustration of this has been given in the case of the report of
the Board on the New York revenue act of 1720. On the whole the Board was
very slow to disallow an act that would cause any great anovmt of incon-
venience in a colony. It preferred to warn the governor of the irregularity
of the law, and depend upon him to secure its modification. See the action
on the New York revenue acts: N, Y. Col. Docs., V., VI., passim; also the
action on the Massachusetts bankruptcy law: Mass. Acts and Resolves, 17.,
pp. 443-444.
2. '!7hat has been said of the method of disallowing colonial
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ty to justify their legislation. In case of urgent necessity, however, the
Board oould seoure prompt action; so that the red tape was not always a hind-
rance to efficiency.
When a law was disallowed, notice of the fact was sent to the governor
of the province, who saw that the fact was entered in the law books. It is
possible this was not always done, and no doubt the notice sometimes failed
to reach the colony,^ for Governor Golden in a letter to the Board in 1761 says,
"I am told that several Acts in Basket's Edition of the Acts of New York in
1718, are noted to be repeal 'd, of which repeal not the least evidence appears
any where in this Province. This may deserve your Lordships attention, as I
make no doubt the Judges continue to proceed upon them as of force".^ It does
not appear from the record whether Golden was correctly informed or not, but
it is not improbable that such things as he mentions could have happened.
II.
Appeals to the King in Council.
There is an obvious difference between repealing, or disallowing, a law
^d declaring it null and void. The latter action was not taken very frequent-
ly, the one great instance being that of the action of the Privy Council in
the case of Tinthrop vs. Leohmere. The charter of Connecticut did not reserve ,
to the crown the right of a royal veto on the laws passed by the colonial
legislature, and the colony steadily resisted any attempt by the home govem-
laws applies equally well to their confirmation. There was no difference
whatever in the procedure.
1. Cf. the disallowance of the Massachusetts act of 1757 creating the
town of Danvers: Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., p. 94.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., pp. 454-455; Mass., III., p. 55.
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ment to exercise avioh authority. The charter did, however, require all ool-
onial laws not to be contrary to the laws of England. When the intestates law
cane before the Privy Council, in the case mentioned above, it was declared
null and void beoaiise it was opposed to the coimnon law of England. This action
amounted to more than a disallowance of the law, for all settlements previous-
ly made under color of the act were invalidated.
The Board of Trade was not even consulted in the abo^e transaction, but
the entire proceedings were conducted before the Committee of the Privy Coun-
cil. As the decision was afterwards reversed in the case of Clark vs. Tousey,
several explanations for the first decision have been offered. Ferdinand
John Paris, who was present at the time, offers an explanation quite iifferent
j
from those usually given. He lays no stress whatever upon the question of
confirmation or lack of oonfinration, aus according to the Connecticut charter,
that question should have made no legal difference. He ascribes the whole
success of U'inthrop to the fact that the attorney for Lechmere was grossly in-
competent.
In the course of the hearing before the Comirittee, the attorneys for
ISrinthrop, "boldly put it upon Mr. Lecimere's Co^-'- to shew that that distri-
butory Act had even, once, been followed or carried into Execution in Connecti-
cut; & they were so very poorly instructed that they did not in Return offer
to shew that it had".^ The attorneys for 7inthrop on this occasion were
Attorney General Yorke, and Solicitor General Talbot. Yorke afterwards be-
oajiie Lord Chancellor Hardwicke and as such gave the decision in the case of
Phillips vs. Savage, which was in form a reversal of the case he had won for
his client, "^inthrop. Paris says that in giving his opinion in this case he
1. Letter of Paris to Jeremiali Allen, July 26, 1738; Conn. Hist. Soc.
Coll., v., p. 76.
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said, "That he had been of Council for Mr. UTinthrop in his Case formerly.
That as his Co^, he had at suoh tino offer 'd all that he cou'd for his Clyent
to get the Connecticut Act repealed and ye Ordrs. reverst. That tho , he had
prevailed therein for his Clyent, Yet with very great Deference to those Lords
who judged in that Case, he was not satisfied in his own private Opinion, with
that determination in wTinthrop's Case".-^
It thus appears that Lechmere's counsel allowed hinself to be bluffed and
so lost the case for his client, and that even the attorneys who won the case
considered the decision as not in accordance with soiind legal principles. Be-
sides this irregularity, there was another innovation in the decision. Hin-
throp's petition only asked for general relief; but on the failure of Lech-
mere's counsel to show that the law had even been carried into execution, it
was declared void, "At Once, with^ any Ref 'nee to the Board of Trade" a thing
p
that "was never done in any one Case, before or since, to my Knowledge".
This case illustrates the close connection between the Board of Trade and
the Committee of Council, which passed upon appeals from the colonies. If an
appeal involved a purely judiciaJ. question, suoh, for instance, as a claim that
the colonial co'orts had erred in giving a decision, it was settled by the
Committee without a reference to the Bosu:d, but if the appeal turned upon a
colonial law or the official action of an officer, it was regularly referred
to that body for consideration. Suoh, for instance, was the case In the appeal
of the Quakers of Dartmouth and Tiverton cited above, which could not be de-
cided without passing upon the law under which they had been convicted. The
consideration of the law and the expediency of repealing it was the legitimate
1. Conn. nist. Soc. Coll., IV., p. 81.
3. Paris to Allen, July 36, 1738: Conn. Kist. Soc. Coll., V., p. 73.
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work of the Board, and the final decision of the whole matter rested upon the
report of that Ijody.
As Paris points out, the action on finthrop's appeal should have followed
the re^ilar lines of procedure in similar cases. The attorney for LechiTiere
should have petitioned, in case the legal question was decided against his
client, that he be heard in favor of the law. Such a motion would have
separated the purely judicial question from the question of policy involved
in the repeal or disallowance of a colonial statute. The second question
would have gone to the Board for consideration, and the effects of the actual
operation of the law would then have been brought out. This action was taken
in the case of Phillips vs. Savage, and the petition was granted; but as the
decision of the Committee was contrary to the contention of Phillips, it was
not necessary to enter into any particular defense of the law itself.
It is thus seen that Miss Kellogg's statement, "Tlnat the judicial func-
tions of the council in hearing appeals from the colonial courts and taking
action thereon were never transferred to the new administrative body, thus the
privy council remained throughout the entire period of American colonial
history, what it still is for the British imperial system, the final and
supreme court for colonial appeals", is true for purely legal questions only.
If an appeal from a colonial coiirt involved, as many did, the validity of a
colonial law or some m.isconduct on the part of a royal officer, the Board of
Trade considered that portion of it which involved a question of administra-
tion.*^ In some cases it was difficult to separate these two points, vhich
1. Tlie American Colonial Charter, Am. Hist. Ass. Report, 1903, I.,
p. 209.
2. Cf. Hazeltine, Appeals from Colonial Courts, Am. Hist. Ass. Report,
1894, p. 350.
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aceourits for such decisions as that of T7inthrop vs. Lechmere. The distinction '
is one of considerable importance, for a question trhioh came before the Board
was decided upon its merits. The Committee, however, in considering an appeal,
did not pass upon the merits of the case but only upon the reg-alarity of the
procedure in the lo^7e^ courts.
The aboT^e point becomes clearer if one considers the kind of appeals
which the Board instructed the governors to permit. "It appears upon a retro-
spective view .... that from the first Institution of goverrjnent \inder Com-
mission and Instructions from King James the Second, dovrn to the year 1753,
the liberty of appealing to the Governor & Council from the judgments of the
Inferior Courts of Common Law was expressly confined, first by a clause in
the Commission, and in later times by an article in the Governor's Instruc-
tions, to oaises of error only".^ This article was revised in 1753, and the
clause confining appeals to oases of error only was omitted. Although the in-
structions on this point were the same to all the governors, no question arose
as to their meaning until 1764. In that year Governor Golden of New York ad-
mitted an appeal from a judgment of an inferior court, which was founded upon
the verdict of a jury. Tliis was an extension of the right of appeal which
neither the judges of the sujjreme court of Ne?/ York nor the members of Colden's
council were willing to admit; consequently they protested to the Board of
Trade.
^
That body compared the clause in Colden's instructions with the earlier
article on the subject, and rendered the following decision: "we do conceive
that the alteration was solely intended to avoid an ambiguity in the expression
1, Report of the Board of Trade on appeals from the New York courts,
Sept. 24, 1765: N. Y. Col. Docs., VIZ., p. 762.
2. Letter of Colden to the Board, Nov. 7, 1764: Ibid., pp. 676-677.
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that might have atoitted a doubt whether liberty of appeal did not extend to
crininal cases, though it was apparently intended to be confined to civil
causes; and we conceive that the confining such Appeals to cases of error only,
was upon the principles of law a rule so absolute of itself and so well es-
tablished by the usage and constitution of this Kingdom, that it was thoTight
unnecessary to point it out by express words in the Instructions".^
The instructions to Governor Moore were made so clear that they could not
be misunderstood. He was to allow appeals to himself in coujicii, from any of
the comnon law courts, in oases of error only, and when the sum in dispute
exceeded three hundred pounds. An appeal could then be taken to the King in
Council, if the sum in dispute exceeded five hundred pounds, and the appeal
were taken within fourteen days after sentence had been pronounced. In both
cases the appellant was required to give security for the payment of all
charges that might be assessed against hin, in case the decision of the lower
co\irt should be affirmed.^ There was but one exception to the above regula-
tions. If the matter in question related "to the talcing or demanding any duty
payable to us or to any fee of Office or annual rent or other such matter or
thing where the rights in futuro may be bound", an appeal was to be allowed,
even though the sum in controversy should be less than five hundred pounds.
III.
Conplaints.
The question of complaints was very closely connected with that of ap-
1. N. Y, Col. Docs., VII., p. ?63.
2. Instmet ions to Sir Henry Moore, oh, 32: Ibid., pp, 764-765.
3. Ibid,
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psals, as they were begun in the same way by a petition to the King in Coun-
oil. After being read there, they vrere referred to the Committee of Counoil and
thence to the Board of Trade. As these oonplaints? were always foimded upon
souie breach of the constitution of the colonies, the operation of sone unjust
law, or the arbitrary or illegal procedure of some official, it was no easy
task for any body of men to give a fair opinion upon them. In some cases it
was even difficult to distinguish between an appeal and a complaint, which ac-
ooimts for the Bo8u*d's being called upon for an opinion in some cases of ap-
peals.
Although the slowness of coTamuni cat ions made it inpossible to avoid
frequent and annoying delays before an opinion could be given, the Board tried
to furnish justice to all parties concerned. Its method of procedure was as
follows. The complaints having been lodged in its office, the party against
whom they were made was notified of the fact. If he was in America, copies
of the complaints were either sent to hin or delivered to his agent." If he
was present in London, as was Fletcher for instance, he appeared in person be-
fore the Board, examined the charges and the proofs against hin and was fur-
nished copies of the same. All charges, and complaints had to be supported
by written proofs, which were usually authenticated by the seal of the colony
from which they ceime.
Having received copies of the charges against him and the proofs in sup-
port of the same, the person against whom they v/ere m.ade was given whatever
time he needed to prepare a defense,^ and was furnished with full means for
securing proofs from the colonies in the preparation of his case. Governors
1. See the letter of Popple to Secretary Burchett: N. C. Col. Records,
III., p. 349.
3. See the complaints against (rovernor Fletcher and the prosecution of
them: N. Y. Col. Does., IV., pp. 178, 443, 479.
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sere not penrltted to refuse access to official records, and a governor might
even be ordered to have damaging evidence against himself authenticated with
the seal of the colony.^ The ooixnter case, ^hen it was prepared, was filed
with the Board and copies furnished to the plaintiff. The latter might then
ask time for the presentation of further proofs in support of his case.
After the charges, counter charges, ajid proofs were filed, the case was
given a formal hearing at the Board, Each party was present in person or was
represented by his agent, unless he chose to let the case go by default, and
frequently each party was also assisted by legal counsel. The procedure, in
fact, wsis almost identical with that followed when a colonial law was being
considered. In the course of time the Board submitted its findings in the
case to the Privy Council with recommendations. It was possible for either
party to oppose the report before the Privy Council or its Coaimittee; but the
hearing before that body was almost like an appeal to a superior court on a
writ of error. No additional proofs could be presented but only arguments by
attorneys for or against the report of the Board. The Committee reported its
findings to the King in Coimoil, which report might or might not be in ac-
cordance with the report of the Board, but usually the latter was sustained.
The final decision was annovmoed by an Order in Co^incil, which, after the
Committee had reported, was a mere legal formality.
The methods of the Board of Trade in dealing with complaints were too
slow and complicated and allowed of too many delays. The whole procedure il-
lustrates the Englisiirnan 's sense of judicial fairness; no man should be con-
demned without a fair hearing, but the very fairness to one party often moaiit
absolute injustice to the opposing party. Especially was this true in pro-
1. N. C. Col. Records, II., p. 162.
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aeouting complaints against a governor. It seldom happened "that suoh op-
pressions can be fully proved without Depositions of V/itnesses, and as there
is no Law by which witnesses can be compelled to depose in such extrajudicial
cases, or any power in the plantations, except the Governors themselves to
take their Depositions and return their, aiithentioally to Brittain, if they were
willing to be examined, for this reason it often happens that the greatest
wrongs done there cannot be proved in Brittain.
"And where the persons oppressed can prevail with Witnesses to co:ne
over from the Plantations, they raust bear the expense of it, and likewise
pay them for their trouble, hazard, and loss of time, which with their own
charges in the prosecution may amount to above a thousand pounds. That is
what few of the Planters can bear, and several have been ruined by it".-'-
1. Prom a scheme for the improvement of colonial administration sub-
mitted to the Board by Secretary Stanliope in 1715: N. C. Col. Records, III.,
p. 162.
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CHAP7ER VI.
BOimDARIES, TRADS, DEFENSE AND INDIAN AFFAIRS.
Besides the duties discussed in the preceding chapters, the Board of Trade
had important duties to perform in dealing isrith questions which especially con-
concerned the external relations of the colonies. As the representative of
the English government the Board had charge of boundary disputes, Indian re-
lations, and defense; it also assisted in the administration of the laws of
trade and supervised the schemes for fostering certain industries in the
colonies.
I.
Boundary Disputes.
In 1700 not one of the colonies had its limits so veil defined that it
was free from boundary disputes, and as time went on these questions of bound-
ary had to be settled. Naturally it was difficult for the interested parties
to arrive at a satisfactory agreement without recourse to some outside party;
consequently the Board of Trade was the body to which, as a last resort, all
these controversies were referred.
A bovindary dispute was nearly always complicated by the question of
private interests, as the titles to land along the disputed line rested upon
grants from one or the other of the claimants to the region. 7fhen the line
was finally determined, property owners who had grants from one colony might
find themselves occupying land which had legally been granted to other parties.
The crown also had interests to be considered in all disputes between a royal
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and a proprietary province; since in one case the quit rents belonged to the
crown, and in the other to the proprietary. Consequently any change in the
boundary line meant an increase or a loss of royal revenue. As all settle-
ments of a boundary controversy were, of necessity, ratified by laws passed by
the colonial legislature, any such settlement could be invalidated by the
action of the Board of Trade, If private individuals were in,'5ured in their
property interests, they had just grounds for a complaint to the king, and
such a complaint T7ould involve the boundary dispute and its settlenent. If,
on the other hand, the interests of the crow-n were at stake, it had to be made
a party to the settlejnent or it would refuse to recognize its validity. Thus
in either case the question would come before the crown for ratification.
The part which the Board of Trade played in a boundary controversy is well
illustrated by the settlement of the boiondary dispute between New York and
Connecticut, which dated back to the time of Charles II, In 1664 a commission
appointed by the king had heard both parties and agreed upon a settlement,
which was concurred in by the representatives of both New York and Connecti-
cut.^ It was afterwards discovered that the distances stated in the report
were not accurate and that the towns of Rye and Bedford, which wpre intended
to be included in New York, were actually located in Connecticut," Finally,
in November, 1783, Governor Dongan for New York and Governor Treat, assisted
by three commissioners, for the colony of Connect icttt , went over the division
line and settled it from place to place. 3- By this action the towns of Hye
and Bedford were again included in New York, but in 1697 they revolted from
1. N. Y. Col. Does., IV,, p. 625.
2. Ibid.
3. "In prosecution of this last agreement an exact survey was made, and
the Bounds or Mears accordingly fixed and distinguished by certain Land-Marks"
:
Representation of the Board of Trade, March 13, 1700, Ibid.
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that oolony to avoid the payment of taxes, and insisted upon being annexed to
Conneotiout The latter colony supported their contentions and the question
finally came before the Board, where the whole question was reviewed.
The sigents for Connecticut attacked the validity of the settlement of
1683 on two grounds: in the first place, the commission had exceeded its powers
by changing the boundary when it was only authorized to survey a line previous-
ly agreed upon; and in the second place, the agreeiient was to have been sub-
mitted to the king for his confirmation, which was never done.^ The Board de-
cided that the commission of 1683 was fully authorized by both colonies, es-
pecially as both had acquiesced in its decision for fourteen years, and re-
commended that the crown at once confirm the agreement which the commission
had made, which was done by an Order in Council, March 38, 1700.
In this action the Board was not deciding the question of boundary, it
was only pas.dng upon the validity of a settlement already mutually agreed
upon by the two contending parties. It should also be noticed, that the line
had formerly been determined by a royal commission created for that pui'pose.
This was the method which the Board always insisted should be followed, unless
the two parties could agree upon a line without recourse to a commission.
Even in that case, if either of the colonies was a royal province, the agree-
ment would have to be confirmed by the crown to make it binding.
The regular method of procedure in settling a dispute was to secure the
appointment of a royal commission. All the important boundary controversies,
such as those between North Carolina and Virginia,^ North and South Caro-
1. Letter of Governor Fletcher to the Board; N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p.
276.
2. Report of the Board of Trade: Ibid., p. 626.
3. Ibid.
, pp. 626-627.
4. The coimnissions for settling this boundary were joint tribunals, ap-
pointed partly by the crown and pstrtly by the proprietaries: N. C. Col. Rec-
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lina,^ New York and Massaojiusetts and the latter province and New Hampshire
and Rhode Island,^ were settled in this way. These ooiranissions vrere ap-
pointed by the Board of Trade upon the authority of an Order in Coimcil, were
composed of men selected from the neighboring colonies, and were usually paid
by the two parties to the controversy. This method of payment required the
consent of both parties, but it seldom happened that a colony refused to bear
its share of the charges. In some cases the Board secured authority to pay
the expenses of such comnissions from the quit rents of the provinces con-
cerned. This was done in settling the southern boundary of Virginia in 1711
and again in 1739.^
In 1743 New Jersey attempted to settle the line between herself and New
7
York by the authority of an act of her own legislature. The boundary had been
in dispute for many years. In 1719 Crovemor Hunter, acting under color of a
New York law which had been concurred in by New Jersey, issued a commission
ords, I., pp. 703, 716, 735, 750, 779, 839, III., pp. 12, 17.
1. N. C. Col. Records, IV., p. 28.
2. Proposed but not carried into execution: Pratt, Boundaries of New
York, II.
, pp. 88-225.
3. Commission of 1737: N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., pp. 823, 953.
4. The commissioners in this case were Cadwallader Golden, Abraham Van-
horn, Phillip Livingston, Archibald Kennedy, and James De Lancey of New York;
John Hamilton, John 7/ells, John Reading, Cornelius Vanhorn and William Pro-
vost of New Jersey; and Williain Skeene, William Shirreft, Henry Cope, Erasmus
James Phillips, and Otho Haymilton of Nova Scotia: Board of Trade to Governor
Clinton, Ibid., pp. 167-168.
5. In regard to a comjnission for settling the boundary between
Massachusetts and Rhode Island the Board says, the "charges of which and the
execution thereof the Agents for the Massachusetts Bay and Rhode Island have
agreed are reasonable equally to be bourne by both Provinces": Letter to
Clinton, Aug. 1, 1740, Ibid., p. 167.
6. N. C. Col. Records, III., pp. 13, 17, IV., p. 28.
7. Pratt, Boundaries of New York, II., p. 645.
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to survey the line. Disputes sirose, however, and the commission never com-
pleted its -orkjl consequently the question remained unsettled until New Jersey
passed the act mentioned above. Governor Belcher instructed his agent, Mr.
Partridge, to secure its confirnation as soon as possible,^ and that gentleman
laid the act before the Board the same day he received it.'^ Tlie New York
agent opposed the confirmation of the act, delays ensued, and it was not re-
ported upon until 1753, when the Board asked that it be disallo-wed.'*^
The reasons for recommending this action are illustrative of the attitude
of the Board, at all times, on such questions. "The Province of New Jersey in
its distinct and separate Capacity can neither maJce nor Establish Boundaries;
it can as little form Reg-ulations for deciding Differences between itself and
other Parties ooncemed in Interest.
. , . The legal method of proceeding le
conceive must be derived from the imnediate authority of the Crown itself, and
be signified by a oomnission from His Majesty under the Great seal".'^ The
agents for New Jersey contended that the case was similar to that of the New
York and Connecticut boundary line, and that all that was necessary was a con-
fimiation by the crown. To this the Board replied: "it appears to Us that i
Governor Hunter ought not to have issued his Commission for running the Line !
above mentioned without having previously received the Royal direction and In-
struction for that purpose; and that a Commission issued without such authori-
ty can be considered; with respect to the Interests of the CroTm, in no other
light than a mere nullity". 6 The Mew Jersey agents urged that the crown had
1. N. C. Col. Records, II., pp. 605-643.
2. As the act had a suspending clause it had to be confirmed before it
was valid: Pratt, Boundaries of N. Y.
,
II., p. 045.
3. Letter of F. J. Paris to James Alexander, Nov. 4, 1748: N. J. Arohiv.,
VII., p. 168.
4. Representation of the Board, July 18, 1753: Ibid., VIII., p. 144.
5. Ibid., pp. 129, 145.
6. Report of the Board of Trade: Ibid., VII., p. 146.
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oonfirmed the New York aot of 1717, and thus had beoome a party to the trans-
action; but the Board looked upon that act as a necessary revenue measure
which had been accepted without any consideration of the dispute involved.^
In December, 1754, New York passed a law by which the whole question in
dispute was to be left to the determination of the crown, but the following
June the Board reooiTCended that this act also should be disallowed for the fol-
lowing reasons: "it is improper as the method of determination which it pro-
poses is unusual and contrary to the constant practice in cases of like nature:
questions of disputed boundary, whereby jjrivate property may be affected, hav-
ing never been determined by the Crown in the first instance but always by a
Commission from His Maje^Y with liberty to all parties which shall think their-
aelves aggrieved by the Judgement of the Commiss 'rs to appeal to His Maj^^
from their decision",'^- In order to bring the controversy to a close, the
Board proposed that the governor of New York should be instriicted "to recommend
it to the Assembly of that province to make provision ^or defraying one half
the expence of obtaining and executing such Commission, as aforesaid, when-
ever his Maj^y shall be graciously pleased to issue it".^ The report was ap-
proved and the instructions issued in accordance with it. The proprietaries
were ready to bear their half of the expenses of the proposed commission; but
1. N. J. Arohiv., VII., pp. 148-149; The aot in question is a very long
one, entitled "An Aot for Paying and Discharging Several Debts due from this
Colony to the Persons therein named, and for Raising and Putting into the hands
of the Treasurer of this Collony Several quantities of Plate to be apply 'd to
the Publiok and necessary uses of this Colony and to make Bills of Creditt fo
the value of fforty One Thousand ffive huiidred and Seaventeene Ounces and a
half of Plate for that purpose". Only two clauses concerned the boundary, and
these could easily have been overlooked by the I'.oard: N. Y. Col. Laws, I.,
pp. 939-991; Pratt, Boimdaries of New York, II., p. 605.
2. N. Y. Col. Laws, III., pp. 1036-1038.
3. Report of the Board, June 13, 1755: N. J. Archiv., VIII., part II.,
p. 109.
4. Ibid., p. 110.
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on cujoount of its heavy military expenditures, the New York assembly refused
to bear the added charges of running the line,^ In 1764, however, it gave
its consent, the coijmission was issued in 1767, and the boundary finally
settled.^
The work of the Board in settling the line between New York and Massachu-
setts offers a seeming exception to its policy announced in the above case.
That boiindary had long been in dispute and the tv;o colonies had failed in all
their attempts to arrive at an agreement. Finally, in 1756-1757, the question
oaaie before the Board of Trade. After a careful exainination of the records in
its office, it gave its opinion, "that a line to be drawn Northerly from a
point on the South boundary-line of the Massachusetts Bay, twenty miles dis-
tant due East from Hudson's River, to another point 20, miles distant due East
from the said river, on that line which divides the Province of New Hampshire
and the Massachusetts Bay, would be a just and equitable line of division be-
tween Your Maj'ty's provinces of New York and the Massachusetts Bay". The
agents of the two colonies were given copies of this decision and both accept-
ed it.^ The Board then reported its decision to the king and asked that the
proposed boundary should be established by an Order in Council,'*^
This looks on its face like an aotusd settlement of a boundary by the
Board, but that was not the case; all that the Board did was to determine the
meaning of certain graiits. After its decision the boundary was still m-
sottled; and a commission had to be appointed to survey and mark out the line
1. Pratt, Boundaries of N. Y.
,
II., p. 734.
2. Ibid., pp. 750-801.
3. Report of the Board, May 25, 1757: N. Y. Col. Does., VII., p. 224.
4. They were given two months to consider the decision of the Board be-
fore the latter embodied it in a representation to the king: Pratt Boundaries
of N. Y.
,
II., pp. 147-148.
5. Ibid., pp. 148-150.
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according to the datemination of the Board, New York provided for the ex-
penses of suoh a comission in 1764; but as the two colonies could not agree
upon the way the line should "be surveyed, the question remained unsettled un-
til after the Revolution, and the final determination of the question was made
in 1787 under the authority of Congress,^
Not only a colony but even an Indian tribe could have recourse to the
Board of Trade for the settlement of disputed lands. The best illustration is
|
the controversy between Connecticut and the Mohegan Indians, to settle which a
\
commission had been appointed in 1704. It heard all parties and made a deci-
sion the next year; but Corineoticut considered its findings unfair, and ap-
pealed to the King in Council.^ After hearing the agents for Connecticut, the ;
Bo8Lrd proposed that a comrdssion should be appointed to review the work of the
former commission. An order was issued for its appointment, but for some
reason it was never carried into effect. At the instigation of Msison, the
order was revived in 1737 and a comriission appointed to review the decision
of 1705.3 There was a slight irregularity in its report, and on the petition i
of Mason, acting in behalf of the Indians, another commission of review was
issued in 1740.'*
It is thus seen that the Board of Trade acted as a high court of arbitra-
tion for disptites as to territory or jurisdiction. It did not settle disputes:
on its own authority, but it provided a way by which suoh questions could be
determined by special commissions. These were in reality special courts of
arbitration, which had power to settle the questions at issue, but from which
1. Pratt, Bovindaries of N. Y.
,
II., pp. 149-218.
2. Conn. Hist. Soo, Coll., V., p. 21; Palfrey, Hist, of New Eng., IV.,
pp. 364-365.
3. Conn. Hist. Soc. Coll., V., p. 21.
4. Ibid., pp. 263-65, 274-80.
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an cTppeal would lie to the Board,- Ix either party were dissatisfied ?dth
the decision of suoh a oonmission, ho oould prosecute a complaint in the usual
manner; and if its work should appear irreguleir,, another ooncnission was issued
to rehear the case. In all this there was a clear attempt to do justice to all
parties concerned. In some oases it was a slow and extremely tedious method
of procedure, but it never deprived a colony of its territory without first
securing its consent to the transaction. The clause in the Constitution re-
garding changes in state boundaries is but a recognition of the constant
practice of the Board of Trade in settling disputes of this character.
II.
Trade Relations.
The Board of Trade was only indirectly concerned with the enforcement of
the laws of trade and navigation, as the real work of executing those laws be-
longed to the officers of the customs and the admiralty. As has been pointed
out in another connection, however, the Board aided these officers by instruct-
ing the governors to lend them every possible assistance; and it furnished the
admiralty and custom offices all the information it received which could be
useful to them. In the time of Halifax, it is pretty certain that the Board
also was considering some positive means of preventing smuggling. It has
also been pointed out how the Board of Trade consulted with the officers of
other departments when colonial laws •jsrere being considered.
The great work of the Board in promoting the interests of British com-
merce was to furnish information concerning the trade situation and to reoon-
1, In form it was an appeal to the king, but as all such complaints and
appeals were heard by the Board of Trade, it war? in reality an appeal to that
body.
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mend measures for promoting Ov^InTne^oial interests. Each of the governors wets
expected to furnish annual reports of the population, the manufactures, the
trade, and the finances of his province.^ From these returns the Board com-
piled reports on the condition of the provinces, somewhat similar to those
which are published in the "blue books" at the present time. The well known
p
report of 1721 is a good illustration of what these reports contained. * In
addition to these regular reports, the Board had to be ready to furnish Parlia-
nent Tith information on a variety of subjects when called upon. The informa-
tion it secured was much like that supplied by our own consular service, and
the merchants of England looked upon the Board in much the same light that
our manufacturers do the United States consular officers. Any measures or con-'
ditions which in any way affected their trade with the colonies were promptly
reported, or rather complained of, to the Board.
^
The plantation office was thus subjected to constant pressure from, the
merchants; consequently it was extremely sensitive about encouraging any col-
onial industry which might compete with a similar industry in England. The
Board was always fearful that the colonists v/ould engage in manufacturing; and
when the Palatines were sent to New York to engage in the production of naval
stores. Governor Hunter was instructed to grant them lands only on condition
that they agree not to practice their trade of wool manufacture. If they
should violate this agreement, their grants were to become void.* Upon reports
i
I
that wool manufacture vas developing in the colonies, the governors were in-
structed by the Board to do all they could to discourage the indus-
1. See the circular letters sent to the governors: N. Y, Col. Docs.; N.J.
Archiv. ; Charpe's Correspondence; Pa. Archiv.; N. C. Col. Records.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., pp. 591-630.
3. See extracts from the Journal in N. C. Col. Records; and Pa. Stat, at
Large, appendices.
4. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., pp. 83, 118.

,
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try.^ The attack upon the iron industry in Amerioa is another good illustra-
tion of an attempt to prevent the growth of competition.
An examination of the journal of the House of Commons indicates that these
efforts to prevent the development of industries in America were forced upon
the Board by the manufacturers of England. The hat bill,^ the iron bill,* and
the effort to restrain wool manufactures^ are good illustrations, and in each
case the House of Commons was roused to action by petitions which nere sent in
from various sections of England,
The Board of Trade was too well informed of actual conditions in the
colonies not to realize the short-sightedness of a purely selfish commercial
policy. It saw that the colonists could not buy from England unless they had
som.ething to sell. Thus a large part of the energies of the Board were direct-
ed toward developing those industries in the colonies which would not com-
pete directly with similar ones in England. Especially was it interested in
encouraging the production of such rav/ materials as ware being supplied by
other countries. Its pet scheme was to engage the colonists in the prepara-
tion of naval stores and even in ship building, and its attempts to foster in-
dustries of this character extend over a period of more than fifty years; but
as the work of the Board in this field is well summarized by Eleanor L. Lord
in her monograph on Industrial Experiments in the British Colonies of North
America , it will not be necessary to go into the question in detail in this
paper. Besides naval stores the Board did what it could to foster other in-
1. Board to Governor Hunter, Jxme 22, 1715: N. Y. Col. Docs., V., p^,
413-414.
2. Ibid., VI., pp. 89, 604, 605, VII., pp. 335, 336, 341.
3. Journal of H. C.
,
XIX., pp. 245, 249-50, 252, 254, XXI., pp. 802, 824.
4. Ibid., XXII., pp. 772, 773, 776, 777, 780, 783, 791, 793, 810, 828,
|
850.
5. Ibid.
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duotries. such, as the production of rice,^ silk,^ indigo,^ and potash.'*
One of the plans sugj^sted by the Board for the encouragement of desir-
able industries was the relaxation of the tariff and trade laws. In the re-
port of 1721 in proposing means for developing the rice industry of South Caro-i!
lina it said; "We would therefore humbly submit to Your Majesty, whether it
might not be for the advantage of the plantations, & of Great Britain like-
wise, to allow, that rice might be carried from Carolina directly to Portugal,
,
or any other part of Europe, to the Southward of Cape Finisterre, upon giving
secTirity, that every vessel so freighted, shall touch in Great Britain, before '
she returns to the West Indies".^ In speaking of Massachusetts the report
shows that the people had been driven to manufacturing from necessity, and
"the most effectual method of curing this evil would be to allow them all
proper encouragement for the importation of Naval Stores, 3: minerals of all
j
kinds'',^ And in discussing the supply of iron in New York and Pennsylvania,
I
the Board said: "we have good reasons to believe, that, if proper encourage-
j
ment was given in Great Britain, to take off that, ^ their timber, the people j!
would thereby be diverted from the thoughts of setting up any manufactures of !
their own, ?i consequently the consumption of Great Britain considerably i
advanced."'''
1. N, Y. Col. Docs., V,, p. 610; N. C. Col. Records, II., p. 425.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 788, V., p. 610.
3. N. C. Col. Records, IV., 870.
4. See the letter of Secretary Popple to Secretary Lotmdes of the
treasury board, asking that John Keble be given financial aid in his potash
enterprise in West Jersey: N. J, Archiv., III., pp. 347-349.
5. N. Y. Col. Docs., v., p. 613.
6. Ibid.
, p. 598.
7. Ibid.
, p. 604.
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The kind of encouragement the Board had to offer is best seen in its re-
port to the House of Lords in 1738 on the importation of iron from America.
"A bill did formerly paso the House of Commons wherein the Encouragement pro-
posed for importing Iron in Piggs and Soiirs from America, was, the taking off
the Duty payable upon it at importation, which amoimts to 3 s. 9 l/2 d per Ton
and this encouragement would, in our Opinion, engage the Planters to furnish
us with such Quantities of Iron in Pigs and Sows, as might be sufficient for
the Use of our Manufactures.
"Fe import annually into this Kingdom, about 20,000 Ton of this Comm.odity,
the greatest Part of which is brought from Sweden, and paid for with ready
Money; so that, in our humble Opinion nothing could be more prudent, or indeed
more necessary, for the ITelfare of Great Britain, than to give such Encourage-
ment to the Importation of Iron from our Plantations, which abound with Ore,
and Wood for the Use of Furnaces as might render us independent of our
Northern Neighbors",!
Such a doctrine, if carried to its logical conclusion, would have meant
the adoption of a system of preferential tariffs for the colonies, which were
adopted to a certain extent; but the recomnendations of the Board in its re-
port of 1733 were not carried out until 1750. In that year the duty on pig
and bar iron from the colonies was removed,^ as was also that on raw silk.^
To prevent the colonists from, converting their iron into steel, the same act
which removed the import duties on the crude product prohibited the erection
in the colonies of mills for slitting or rolling iron.'^ From that year on,
1. Journal of H. of C, XXII., p. 851.
2. 23 Geo. II., cap. 20: Pickering, Statutes at Large, XX., p. 30.
3. 23 Geo. II., cap, 29: Ibid., p. 97.
4. The law provided penalties for the erection of such prohibited
furnaces or mills; made those already erected common nuisances; and required
the governors to enforce the law for their destruction and the prosecution of
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the Board regularly asked the goveniors for infonaation concerning the viola- '
tion of the latter portion of this law; but aside from giving instructions to
the governors, it oould do little to enforce such measures.
Aside from the danger of competitive industries, the most pressing com-
mercial question before the Board of Trade was that of the colonial bills of
credit, which had been issued in several of the colonies after 1690, the
practice having been started by Massachusetts in that year.^ Other colonies
adopted the plan either of issuing bills of credit or of lowering the value of
j
o^irrent coin and in a few years the merchants began to complain. The Board
consulted the law officers and decided that the evil could be remedied by a
royal proclamation fixing the value of foreign coins in America, which was is-
,|
sued in 1704, ^ but proved entirely inadequate fo7' the purpose. In New York
j
it was suspended for a time, and in almost no colony was it C8j-efully observ-
ed; consequently an act of Parliament was passed in 1708, which aimed to do
what the proclamation had failed to accomplish.
The Board of Trade sought to enforce this act by instructions to the gov-
,
ernora and by disallowing such colonial laws aB contravened it, but the
j
evil continued to grow, Grovernor H\nter of New York consented to the striking ;
of bills of credit, as a means of getting a revenue settled for five years.
^
The assembly passed another paper money act in 1717,^ v/hich went into effect
their oTimers, under penalty of a fine of five hundred pounds for neglecting
to do so:
1. K. Y. Col. Docs., YI., p. 605, VII., pp. 335, 336, 341.
2. Palfrey, Hist, of New Eng., IV., p. 28.
3. N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., p. 1131.
4. 6 Anne, cap. 30: Pickering, Statutes at Large, XI., p. 412.
5. N. Y. Col. Laws, I., p. 847.
6. Ibid., p. 938, This is the law which figures in the boimdary con-
troversy with New Jersey.
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before the Board of Trade considered it. The Board disapproved of the act,
but as the bills had come into the hands of third parties, a disallo^rance
would have produced a great deal of confusion; consequently, in 1720, the
Bpard recononended that it be confirned but that no sinilar laws should be pass
ed in the future. Circular letters rere accordingly prepared and sent to all
the governors, by which they vrere strictly enjoined not to consent to any act
creating additional bills of credit, except it have a suspending clause, or be
a law establishing a permanent revenue.^ Thus the Board evidently considered
the advantages of a fixed civil list more important than the evils of a paper
cijirrency.
The exception clauses furnished a loop-hole sufficiently large to enable
the assemblies to evade the limitation. New Jersey, in 1723, passed an act
which established the revenue for ten years, but did it only aa a device for
creating a larger airoiait of bills of credit. ^ Other colonies adopted the same
expedient, although few of them found it necessary to establish the revenue
for a longer period than had been customary before that tine. The Board, how-
ever, objected to the new acts; and in 1726 Secretary Popple wrote to the gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania the following sentiments in regard to acts of that pro-
vince for issuing paper money: "Their Lordships have found by Experience that
Bills of Credit have been of very ill Consequence in other Places where they
have been issued, particrilarly in Carolina, where not only the Province but
the Merch'''^ have sustained great Losses thereby". Were it not for the dis-
orders and inconveniences of such action, the acts would be repealed, "and
if any further Acts are pass'd for creating more Bills of Credit than those
1. Order in Council, May 19, 1720: N. Y. Col. Docs., Y.
, p. 539.
2. Letter of Burnet to the Board, Dec. 16, 1723: Ibid., p. 700.
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already issued, their Lords^® rill certainly think themselves oblig'd to lay
them before Kis Majesty for His Pisallowanoe".-^
The Board insisted more and rrore than provision should be made for sink-
ing the bills of credit within a reasonable time. An aet of New Jersey which
made current 40,000 poimds in bills of credit had a provision for loaning
these bills on good security at five per cent, interest, which was to be set
aside as a fund for sinking the bills; but as the interest continued to ac-
cumulate in the treasury, the assembly decided it would be better to use it
for current expenses. Governor Burnet gave his consent to the appropriation
act, although forbidden to do so by instructions.^ His successor, Montgom-
erie, had special directions to secure the repeal of the appropriation act,
but the assembly refused to concur with the wishes of the Board; whereupon
the latter had the act disallowed.
Massachusetts always refused to add a suspending clause to an actj and
in spite of the governor's instnxctions on that point, the assembly (1733-
1734) passed laws creating bills of credit in excess of the sum allowed for
annual expenses, which laws were considered by the Board in 1735 and permitted
to expire without being disallowed.^ The Board, however, instructed the
Governor as follows: "T7e do hereby strictly enjoin & reqixire you upon pain of
our highest displeasure & of being immediately recalled from that our Govern-
ment not to give your assent x'or the future to any Act whatever for issuing
new bills of credit except only 30,000 potmds for annual support of the
Governm* Or any Act for re-issuing old Bills or that shall continue any Bills
1. Pa. Archiv,, First Series, I., pp. 186-187.
2. Letter of Burnet to the Board, Dec. 20, 172G: N. Y. Col. Docs., Y.
,
p. 810.
3. Letter of the Board to Montgomerie, July 21, 1731: N. J. Archiv.,
v., p. 302.
4. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II-, p. 701.
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eurrent beyond the time limited by the Acts for emitting them, 'without insert-
ing in every such case a Clause for susjjending the execution of every such Act
until o\ir pleasure shall be declared thereupon".^
The war from 1744 to 1748 still Airther increased the amount of the out-
standing issues. In the meantime, the Board had concentrated its attention on
another phase of the paper money question. Most of the colonies had endotred
their paper currency with legal tender qualities, to which the Board was es-
pecially opposed; and soon after Halifax became head of the Board, it was de-
cided to ask Parliament to abolish all paper m.oney in the colonies. The at-
tempt was made in 1749; the House of Comnons gave leave to bring in a bill,
and a comrittee of nine, five of whom were members of the Board, was appointed
to draw up the measure.^ The bill passed its first reading, was considered
in the committee of the whole, of which Fane was chairman,^ but failed to pass.
The House, however, ordered the Board to present, at the beginning of the
next session, a full report of the extent of bills of credit in the colonies,
which it did; and in 1751 an act was passed prohibiting such bills in the New
4England colonies.
The Board sought to secure its object in the other colonies by perem.ptory
orders to the governors; but the French and Indian Far compelled the governors
to disregard their instructions, and even forced theiri to permit the new is-
sues to be given legal tender qualities,^ Tlie assemblies did, however, provide
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, II., p. 745.
2. Journal of H. of C.
,
XXV., p. 746. The bill was strongly opposed by
the colonial agents, who presented petitions in behalf of their constituents
and were heard before the House by counsel.
3. Ibid.
, p. 804.
4. 24 Geo. II., cap. 53, Pickering, Statutes at Leu-ge, XX., p. 306.
5. Bernard in a letter to the Board, in irhioh he discusses the necessity
of issuing more bills of credit and the consequent change in his instrtictions
,
says: "And it will be absolutely necessary that this power shotild be free from
the exception to making the bills a legal Tender; for I am satisfied the As-
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for the sinking of their new emissions within a reasonable time. Seeing that
it must either change the instrixotions or tacitly acquiesce in their viola-
tion, the Board instructed the governors to consent to the issue of bills of
credit until the close of the war,^ then the old instruction was renewed.*^
|
In 1764 the aid of Parliament was again asked; and the act of that year, which
was also prepared by the Board of Trade, included all the colonies."
It is thus seen that the Board constantly o^jposed bills of credit in the
interest of commerce, but that its opposition was not very successful. The
slowness of com.ir.unication and the still slower methods of the Board made it
difficult to disallow the acts creating paper money before third parties had
acquired the bills, after which a disallowance was not expedient. Parliament
was successfiilly applied to; but the legislation, acting as it did upon gov-
ernors, was not satisfactory. It irritated the asseiifblies, but did not re-
strain them from issuing more bills when they saw fit to do so. It is strange ij
that the Board did not take active measures to remove the primary cause of
the paper money issues by providing some adequate form of circulating medium, i
Some such measure as the establishment of a mint for America, or a bank, or
both, would have gone far toward solving the vexed question.
III.
Defense
.
In 1696 the most pressing colonial question was that of defense; and as
sembly will not pass a bill with that exception"; Bernard to the Board, Aug.
31, 1758: N. J. Archiv,
,
IX., p. 133.
1. Representation of the Board, Dec. 7, 1748; K, J. Archiv.
^
IX., p. 137.
2. Instructions to Francis Bernard, May 6, 1761: Ibid., p. 274.
3. The chairman and two of the other five members of the committee to
bring in the bill were members of the Board: Jounral of H. of C, XXIX., p.
1027; 4 Geo. III., cap. 34, Pickering, Statutes at Large, XXVI., p. 103.
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soon as the Board was organized, it began to consider the most effectual means i
for the protection of Neisr York. Its first report on the subject, which ap-
peared in September, 1696, stated the quotas which had been assigned to each
of the colonies, and their failure to observe the royal order on that point.
The report adds: that "it is alrost incredible that his Majesty's Governor of
New York in the middle of above forty thousand English that he has in his
neighbourhood should say as he does, that he has btit the four Companies his
Majesty sent, and are in his Majesty's pay, .... to rely on for the defense
of that frontier, in case of any attempt from the French".
The Board gave as its opinion that there was force enough In America for
purposes of defense and that the colonists should protect themselves; and as
the power of the English was of little avail as long as it tras divided, the
whole military power of the northern prox'-inoes should be mited under one
m.ilitary officer. The recommendation took the form of the Bellomont commis-
sion, which was discussed in another connection. In the meantime, however.
Governor Fletcher, who had been asking for supplies, for presents for the
Indians and for recruits,^ was not left unsupported; but the Board recommended
3that his requisitions should be honored without delay, and in a few months
notified him that the supplies had been forwarded.^
The abo^^'e incident illustrates the position of the Board in providing
for the defense of the colonies. Full accounts rere kept in its office of the
j
1, Representation on the condition of the northern provinces: N. Y.
Col. Docs., I?., p. 227.
2. See the letters of Governor Fletcher during the year 1696: Ibid.,
passim.
3. Representation of the Board, Oct. 14, 1696: Ibid., p. 230.
4, Board to Fletcher, Feb. 1, 1697: Ibid., p. 265.
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military situation in the plantations, and the governors were constantly oall- !
ed upon for reports which would keep the records nj? to date, ^en a governor
found that he must have military supplies in addition to those ^7hioh his as-
seiTJbly was able to furnish, he sent a request to the Board or to one of the
peincipal secretaries of state. No matter to whom the requisition was forward-
j
ed in the first instance, it was referred to the Board for consideration, since
that bureau alone had the necessary information to pass upon the request.
Upon the report of the Board, the treasury or the ordnance department furnish-
ed the supplies asked for, which might be guns, ammunition, clothing, in-
trenching tools, or even money. ^ These were then forwarded to the governor of
the province by the Board of Trade directly, or turned over by that body to
his agent, who looked after their transportation.
The Board also secured troops for the colonies, some of which were regu-
lars sent from England and some recruits which were secured in America. It
also sent over competent engineers to superintend the erection of foi*tifioa-
tions on the frontiers and about the harbors, of whom Colonel Romer is the
best knoTO, and the one upon whose reports the Board secured an appropriation
of five hundred pounds for the erection of a fort in the Onondaga coiuitry.^
Additional sums were afterward sent over from England for the forts at Albany
and Schenectady,^ although the colonies usvially bore the charge of whatever
fortifications they deemed essential to their safety.
The colonies, however, could not erect fmd maintain permanent fortifica-
1. See the requests of Bellonont, Combury and Hunter for supplies:
H, Y. Col. Does., IV,, v., passim.
2. See the lists of supplies which were sent to the governors: Ibid.,
pp. 256, 704 and passim.
3. Ibid., IV.
, pp. 305, 326, 334, 339, 487, 609, 676, and passim,
4. Ibid., pp. 487, 701, 706,
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tions, nor did the Board expect them to do so, No-k' York was the most import-
ant of the frontier colonies as far as the French were concerned; and it was
necessary to maintain fortified posts in that colony, not merely for its own
protection, but also for that of the other northern provinces. The Board de-
termined 7/hich posts should be made permanent and provided for the expense of
erecting the proper defenses by appropriations from England, by sums given by |i
the assembly of New York, and by contributions which it attempted to secure
from, the neighboring colonies;^ but this last measure was not very success-
ful. In 1700 the Board proposed to secure five thousand pounds from that
source, but the colonies replied that they could not afford the additioned
charge after the heavy expenses of the last war.^ The request for troops to
m.an the defenses met with a similar rebuff, and the Board was never able to
get the colonies to assist each other except in time of actual war.
jj
The process of securing permanent defenses for a port is well illustrated
in the attempt to secure a fortified harbor at Cape Lookout. In 1755 Governor
Dobbs wrote the Board of Trade a most glowing description of the harbor;
for a small sum it could be made a Gibraltar of defense and would furnish
I
o
ample room for all the British navy in American waters. The secretary of
the Board of Trade answered his letter quite promiptly and asked him to have a
[
careful survey made of the harbor and plans drawn for the necessary fortifica-
tions,^ which, together with an estimate of the cost of the projected work, ^
were to be sent to the Board, which would then be in a position to decide on
1. See the representation of the Board, Oct., 1700, for a detailed
'
estimate of the charges for the forts at Albany and Schenectady which should
be borne by the various colonies: N. Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 705-706.
2. Ibid.
, pp. 921-922.
3. K. C, Col. Records, V., pp. 344-347.
4. Ibid., p. 444.
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the merits of the proposed defenses. The Board was thus very careful not to
ask the government to pay for the erection of any forts until it was convinced
that they were necessary and that they could be secured in no other way.
Even the forts which v/ere erected by the colonies were frequently supplied
with ordnance and stores at the request of the Board. In 1753 Governor Cobbs
asked that such supplies should be furnished for the forts which the province
of North Carolina had erected on the Cape Fear river. A final answer was not
given to this request for two years, then the Board reported, "That although
we are sensible that the frequent applications of this nature which have of
late been made by the Colonies in America bring a very heavy expense on this
Coimtry nevertheless as the ordnance and stores prayed for in the said Memorial
are represented to us to be absolutely necessary for the security and defence
of the Province of North America and as Kis Majesty has been graciously plesus-
ei to indulge other of his Colonies in the like request T7e are hvimbly of
opinion that His Majesty may be graciously pleased that siich ordnance and
stores as from the plan of the said Fort and Mr. Dobbs ' account of it shall
appear to be absolutely necessary may be sent thither".
A part of the Board's plans for defense turned upon the Indian alliances
which will be discussed in another place. It has already been indicated, that
the plans for mion and the attacks upon the charter and proprietary colonies
were actuated by a desire to provide better defense for the colonies and to
secure m.ore effectual enforcement of the trade laws. From an imperialistic
point of view the first of these was the more important, but the second
afforded the more tangible argument for influencing comm.eroial England.
.
1, Representation of the Board, Apr. 24, 1755: N. C. Col, Records,
V.
, p. 400.
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In the period of peace which followed the close of Queen Anne's war, the
Board had little work to do in caring for the defenses of the plantations.
The inevitable struggle with the French was kept in mind, however, and on the
failure to secure a settlement of the boundary between the colonial possessions
of the two nations, the Board instructed Burnet "to extend with caution the
English settlements as far as possible".-'- Bumet followed this instruction
and erected a fort at Oswego, to which the French objected and in turn ad-
vanced their own outposts, which caused the Board to notify the ministers of
the dangers from French aggression.^ The Board had no authority to attempt to
drive the French out of the disputed region, but it did what it could to oc-
cupy and hold as much of it as possible.
During the ascendency of Newcastle the Board of Trade played a very minor
part in colonial affairs. The war from 1744 to 1748 came at a time when the
Board was at the very lowest point to which it ever sank, but soon after the
appointment of Halifax it was called upon to adjust the complicated accounts,
which the northern colonies had presented as a result of the attempted in-
vasion of Canada.^ This was work which properly belonged to the treasury
department, but the necessary information for an equitable settlement of the
claims was in the plantation office. In the French and Indian TH'ar the Board
was frequently called upon to distribute subsidies which had already been
granted, and to prepare estimates for fixture subsidies.'^
1. Instructions sent to Governor Bumet by the Board in 1722: Chalmers,
Int. to the Revolt, II., p. 52.
2. Representation of the Board, Apr. 6, 1732: N. Y. Col. Docs., V.,
p. 932.
3. See the detailed report on these claims which was made Feb. 28, 1750:
N. J. Archiv., VH.
, pp. 333-400.
4. See the correspondence between the Board and the secreteiries of state:
N. C. Col. Records, V., p. 305; Sharpe's Correspondence, I., pp. 119, 220,
359; M. J., VIII., part II., p. 205.
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It is during the administration of Halifax that the Board shows its
greatest activity in questions of defense. The governor of each provinoe
was called upon for accoimts of the ainr.s and munitions of war which he had on
hand, the strength and efficiency of the militia, and the troops and the moneys
which were furnished for previous campaigns.^ In September, 1753, the Board
sent urgent orders to the governors to summon their assemblies without delay
and prevail upon them to appropriate funds to buy presents for the Six
Nations.^ The attempts of the Board to effect some form of union during the
year 1754 have already been mentioned. As a temporary measure, horever, Hali-
fax secured a commission for Governor Sharpe of Maryland, by which he was made
commander of all the forces to be raised in America.
In the meantime the Board had been busily engaged supplying ordnance and
military stores for such of the colonies as were in urgent need of them.^ The
question of providing for the safety of the frontiers was a pressing one, and
when Braddock was sent over rrith a small army, the Board proposed that he
should prepare a general scheme for defense. In order that he might have all
1. N. C. Col, Records, V., p. 738; Sharpe's Correspondence, I., pp. 119,
352, 359, 435; N. J. Archiv.
,
II., Part II., p. 217.
2. Sharpe's Correspondence, I., p. 31.
3. Letter of Sharpe to Halifax acknowledging the receipt of his commis-
sion: Ibid,
, p. 119.
4. N. C. Col. Records, V,, pp, 399-400.
5. "lye submit to you w}iether it may not be proper that General Braddock
should be directed forthwith to consider and report his opinion in what
manner the Frontiers may be best defended; what number of forts it will be
necessary to erect; of what size and strength; where those forts should be
situated; what number of regular troops it will be necessary to have con-
stantly kept up in American for garrisoning them and for the other necessary
services; how these troops should be distributed and where stationed"; N. Y,
Col, Docs., VI.) pp. 960-961.
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the information possible, the Board called upon each governor to state what
forces he would need for his own protection and what fortifications should be
erected on the frontiers of his province.-^ As the war went on thf? Board se-
cured the information and prepared many of the estimates for the operations of
each succeeding year. It also passed upon the claims of the various colonies
for pecuniary aid^ and did all it possibly could to urge the colonies to exert
their utmost efforts to make the war a success.
The irost cherished administrative plans of the Board were sacrificed in
the interests of the war; the plans for a fixed civil list were abandoned, and
the colonies were permitted to issue bills of credit in practically their own
way. Possible disputes between the governors and the assemblies were kept in j;
abeyance, and the governors were instructed to do all they could to avoid
suit agonizing the lower house of the legislature. The settlement of boundary
disputes was postponed and attempts made to secure a temporary agreeirent which
j|
should continue till the war was over. In a word, the Board exerted itself
to the utmost to secure concerted action on the part of the colonies. The
quotas of men which each province should furnish for the oocmon defense were
arranged by common agreement in America, or by the Board after consulting with
the military officers. n,Tien these quotas had been decided upon, they were
forwarded to the governors and usually complied with by the assemblies.
Even as important a meeisure as an embargo was laid by a circular letter
sent oTit by the Board in October, 1756, which directed the governors to stop
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 981.
2. January 3, 1757, Pitt referred a number of memorials from Virginia
and the Carolinas to the Board, and asked that body to advise him whether
or not he should ask Parliament to appropriate money to repay them and to
encourage them for the future: Extract from, the Board of Trade Journal, N. C,
Col. Records, V., pp. 805-806,
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all vessels laden with provisions, unless they wore boiind for some port in
tho British colonies, in which case, the masters had to give bond that they
would not take their cargoes into a French port and sell the provisions to the
enemy. A few months later this order was modified by directions from Secre-
tary Holdemess not to apply the eKbarso to provision ships boimd for
England.^ The above incident, however, illustrates the important part which
the Board of Trade took in the actual execution of measures for colonial de-
fense.
r/.
Indian Relations.
The problems presented by the presence of strong Indian tribes on the
frontiers were closely connected with any plans for defense. The Board in-
herited its Indian policy from the old committee of the Privy Council, and
for many years it shows very slight changes. In its general outline the
policy of the Board embraced three objects; to preserve the alliance with the
Six Nations as a protection against the French, to pit oue grovip of Indians
against the other, and to preserve ea\6. develop the fur trade.
The methods used to secure the first of these were to give the Indians
presents from tine to time, and the Board sent over large quantities of goods
for this purpose. The Indians expected these presents regularly, but they
were not given on a large scale except in case of war, the arrival of a new
governor, or the accession of a sovereign. On these occasions the Indians
received presents amounting to hundreds of pounds, and the Board looked upon
1. Circular letter from the Board: IK Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 162,
2. Circular letter from. Holderness: N. C, Col. Records, V., p. 750.
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the outlay as one of the legitinate charges upon the orown.-'- The assemblies
adopted the same policy and added to the sums sent over from England for the
purchase of goods.
The Board also had plans for uniting the Six Nations more permanently to
the British interest by erecting forts among them and by supplying their; with
missionaries. The latter plan was not carried out with sufficient energy
to make it successful, as the work of supplying and paying these missionaries
was left to the Society for the Propogation of the Gospel, and consequently
the ministers were not sufficiently well supported to induce able men to
enter the field. «^ Another great obstacle to the success of the plan was the
language difficulty, which few ministers were able to surmount. The supply-
ing the Indians with blacksmiths and other artificers was a more practical
measure and became of growing importance in the later measures proposed by
the Board.
The colonies were left pretty much to themselves in directing their re-
lations with the Indians, except so far as they might be influenced by the
letters which were written to the governors. Robert Livingston had been sent
over as Indian commissioner, but his duties were so poorly defined that he
never exerted a directing influence over the affairs of the Six Nations.^
The Board, however, was careful not to pennit any action which might alienate
the Indians. This attitude is seen in its treatment of the claims
of the Mohegan Indians and its refusal to grant a tract of land in the Mohawk
1. N, Y. Col. Docs., IV., pp. 704, 977, V., p. 43(3.
2. See the numerous references to this custom in the letters of the
governors to the Board of Trade: Ibid., IV,, V., VI., VII., passim.
3. Ibid., IV., pp. 531, 755, 1038, 1074, 1077, V., pp. 271, 278, 297,
and passim.
4. Ibid., IV.. pp. 203-204.
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oountry until it knew whether the Indians were seated on any part of it.^
The whole treatment of Indian affairs was without any clearly defined
general plan and was dictated by the exigencies of the moment mtil the ad-
ministration of Halifax. During the war from 1744 to 1748 William Johnson had
been appointed colonel of the Six Nations and supplied with large sums of money
to be expended upon them. Consequently he acquired a great reputation among
the Indians; and when the war closed and he was no longer paid a salary and
furnished with money to be spent on them, they began to complain. The Board
realized the importance of the alliance with the Indians in the coming striig-
gle with France and in 1753 took steps to redress their grievances. The con-
ference at Albany has been mentioned in another connection, but it should
be remembered that the purpose of the congress was to concert affairs with the
2Six Nations.
The instructions which were sent to Governor Osborn in September, 1753,
show the Indian policy which the Board of Trade was beginning to adopt; he was
to summon the asserribly at once and urge them to appropriate money for presents
to the Six Nations. Similar letters were sent to the governors of the other
colonies and presents were also sent from England. So far the policy is that
which had been followed for years, except that it was a little m.ore elaborate. I
The instruction regarding future purchases of lands, however, was new. He
was to permit no more purchases of lands by private individuals, "But when
the Indians are disposed to sell any of their Lands the Purchase ought to be
made in his Majesty's Name and at the Publick Charge".^ This doctrine was
1. Letter of Popple to Governor Cosby in regard to the grant asked for
by Livingston and Stork: N. Y. Col. Docs., VI., p. 4S.
3. Ibid., p. 800; N. J. Arohiv.
,
VIII., p. 156.
3. Pa, Col. Records, V., p. 711; N. J. Archiv.
,
VIII., p. 156.
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not unknown in America and was one of the reasnres proposed at the Albany-
Congress for t}:e better regulation of Indian affairs.^
General Braddock had reappointed Sir Tfilliam Johnson as sole superintend-
ent of the Six Nations, with uiilimited credit for siich expenditures as he need-
ed;^ but in a few months Johnson and General Shirley clashed, said the former
threatened to resign unless he was made independent of the latter 's control.
In the meantime the Board had decided to give Johnson a commission from the
crown, "with such salary and allowance to be paid by the Commander in Chief
of His Maj^'^'" forces in America to His Maj*^ shall appear most just and
reasonable".'^ From this time (1756) on Jolinson retained his position, and the
Board regularly consulted him on all questions of Indian policy. At the same
time that Johnson was appointed agent for the northern colonies, Edmund Atkin-
son was appointed for the southern colonies^, and the Board thus adopted the
plan of regulating Indian affairs by commissioners appointed by itself and
paid by the crown.
A part of the policy of the Board was to remove all just grounds for com-
plaint by the Indians, and early in 1756 Governor Hardy of New York and Chief
Justice De Lancey were instructed to secure a law breaking the exorbitant
grants of lands in the Mohawk country.^ The fact that De Lancey was appealed
to shows that the Board recognized the difficulty which vould be experienced
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., YI., p. 808; Pa. Col. Records, VI., p. 59.
Ibid., p. 961.
3, Representation of the Board, Feb. 17, 1756. A letter of the same
date to Governor Hardy annoiJinces that the appointment had been made: N. Y. Col.
Docs., VII., pp. 35, 37.
4, Ibid.
, pp. 208-210.
5. The salary of Johnson was 600 pounds per year: Ibid., p. 76.
6. Letter from the Board: Ibid,, pp. 78-70.
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in securing the desired law. The difficulties were even greater than the
Board realizsed; but as Johnson insisted that the chief complaint of the
Indians was against the encroachments of the whites,^ it continued to insist
that the law should be passed. The assembly refused to comply, and in 1764
the Board sent a positive order to Governor Golden again to lay the demand be-
fore that body, and if the law were not passed, it threatened to apply to
Parliament.^
Sir Mlliam Johnson and the Board were trying to find some permanent sol-
ution of the Indian question. The former suggested that the whole matter
should be regulated by tho crown through some form of a commission, that the
task was too large for one man.^ He also proposed that carefully trained in-
terpreters should be provided, and tliat the Indian trade should be properly
regulated. Nattirally the Board was much influenced by what he wrote.
The success of the English in the war had aroused, some apprehension on
the part of the Indians that their lands were to be taken from them. These
fears were increased by the grants in the Mohawk country and many new grants
which were being made in the Ohio country. The Board early saw that these
grants would alienate the Indians and might bring on a general uprising
against the frontier settlements; consequently early in 1761, it advised the
king that, "in this situation the granting Lands hitherto unsettled and es-
tablishing Colonies upon the Frontiers before the Claims of the Indians are
ascertained appears to be a measure of the most dangerous tendency, and is
more particularly so In the present case, as these settlements now proposed
1. Letter from Johnson to the Board, May 17, 1759: N. T. Col. Docs.,
VII.
,
p. 377.
2. Ibid., pp. 633, 673-674.
3. Ibid.
, p. 377.
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to be made, especially those upon the Mohawk River are in that part of the
Country of the Possession of which the Indians are the most jealous having at
different times expressed, in the strongest terms their Resolution to oppose
all settlements thereon as a manifest violation of their rights".^
As a result of this representation, the Board was ordered to prepare ad-
ditional instructions to the governors on the question of new land grants,
which were sent out "before the close of the year. These instructions forbade
each governor "upon any pretence whatever upon pain of Our highest Dis-
pleasure and of being forthwith removed from his office" issiiing "any Grant or
Grants to any persons whatever of any lands within or adjacent to the Terri-
tories possessed or occupied by the said Indians or the Property Possession of
which has at any time been reserved to or claimed by them".^ Here was a dis-
tinct annoijncement of a policy to recog"nize certain tracts as Indian reserva-
j
tions which should be protected from the encroachments of settlers. The
!
!j
governors were also instructed to issiie a proclamation at once in the king's
name "strictly enjoining and requiring all persons whatever who may either
wilfully or inadvertently have seated themselves on any Lands so reserved to or
claimed by the said Indians .... forthwith to remove therefrom*". They
were also to prosecute all persons who should have secured any titles to such
lands by fraud, and future purchases of Indian lands were to be made only by
persons who had secured licenses for that purpose,^
The conoliision of the treaty of Paris placed the affairs of all the
Indians of the greater portion of the continent of America in the hands of
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 473.
2. Instructions to the governors of Nova Scotia, New Hampshire, New York,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia: Ibid., p. 478.
3. Ibid.
4. Cf. The royal proclamation concerning America. Several of its pro-
visions are identical with the instruction of 1761: Annual Register (1763),
pp. 208-213. ll
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the Board of Trade, and that body began to realize the task which was before
it. In Avigust, 1763, it instnicted Johnson, who had been retained as one of
the Indian superintendents, that in future he should direct all his cor-
respondence to the Board of Trade. ^ "his was a change quite similar to that
which had been made in the directions to the governors, for Johnson had former-
ly corresponded with both the Board and the secretary of state. He was also
j
directed to submit his ideas on the best plan for regulating the trade with
the Indians and the true cause of the apparent discontents among them.. John-
son obeyed his instructions, and his letters are filled with information re-
garding the Indians in his department and the complaints of the Mohawks of the
Queensborough and other large grants.
The Board, in the meantime, was at work on a permanent plan for the gen-
eral control of Indian affairs. Johnson and other officers m America ad-
vocated the adoption of a boiindary line between the colonies and the Indians
on the west and the allowing of no settlements beyond that line,^ consequent-
ly the Board was led to believe that such a measure was desirable. The plan
which it was formulating was prepared in the latter part of 1763 and would have
been submitted to Parliiroent in the session of 1783-1764 in the form of a bill,;
had it not been for the cost of the establishment which it proposed;^ conse-
quently the measure was reserved till the next session, in the hopes that by
that time the necessary funds could be secured. In the interval between the
sessions, however, the plan was submitted to the judgment of Johnson, Governor
1. Letter of the Board to Johnson: N. Y, Col. Does., VII., p. 555.
2. See the letter of Johjnson to the Board, Sept. 25, 1763: Ibid., p. 560.
3. Letter of the Board to Johnson, Sept. 29, 1753: Ibid., p. 567.
4. Letter of Johnson to the Board, Nov. 13, 1763: Ibid., p. 577; Col.
George Coghaii to the Board: Ibid., p. 604.
5. Letter of the Board to Johnson, July 10, 1764: Ibid., p. 634.
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Colden, and other persons in America who were supposed to be competent to pasa
upon the measure.^
The proposed plan was so far in advance of any previous arrangement that
it merits careful consideration. It was, as the Board said, a plan for "the
regulation of Indian Affairs both coinr;.eroial and political throughout all
North America Tipon one general system under the direction of Officers appoint-
ed by the Crown, so as to sett aside all local interfering of particular Pro-
vinces". The continent was to be divided into two departments, each of which
should be under the control of a superintendent, or agent. The Ohio river
was selected as the boiindary between the two, but because some tribes under
Johnson's control lived south of that lino, the Board decided to arrange the
jurisdiction by tribes and asked the agents in America for suggestions on that
point.
^
All provincial laws for the regulation of Indian affairs were to be re-
pealed and all control centered in the superintendents appointed by the crown,
who were to have charge of all questions of a political nature, such as peace
and war, purchase of lands, making of treaties, and all other matters which
required general meetings with the Indians.^ Each superintendent was to con-
sult with the several governors in his department and v/as to be appointed an
extraordinary member of the coiancil of each province. The Indian agents, how-
ever, were to be independent of all local control, and no military officer
could interfere with the trade of any tribe withoxit the consent of the head of
1. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., pp. 634, 661, 669,
2. Letter of the Board to Johnson, July 10, 1764: Ibid., p. 634.
3. Ibid.
4. Plan for the management of Indian affairs, clau-ses 1-11: Ibid,,
p. 637.
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the department in which it was located.^ The superintendents were to "be as- i
sisted by deputies, two for the southern district and three for the northern,
and in each of the tribes of the southern district the crown was to appoint a
conmissary, an interpreter, and a smith, all of whom should be subject to the
control of the agent. The religious life of the Indians was not to be neglect-j
i
ed, but the Society for the Propogation of the Gospel was to appoint four mis-
j
sionaries for each district, who were to reside at such points as the superin-
tendents should direct,^
Indian trade was to be carefully regulated and under the inspection and
supervision of the superintendents. Any person who wished to engage in the
trade could do so by applying for a license to the governor of the province
from which he came, the fee for which was only two shillings. The license was
I
good for one year and specified the region in which the holder was entitled
to trade, and to insure the observance of the laws regulating such trade, each
person who engaged in it was placed under bond. The traders were not allowed
|
to charge exorbitant prices for their goods, but the value of each article
was to be agreed upon in advance hj the commissary, the representative of the
Indians, and the agent. In the northern district all trade had to be carried
on at regular posts, which were to be fortified and properly garrisoned, and 1
in both districts the traders were forbidden to sell rum or rifled guns to the i
Indians. To protect the Indians against the evils of debts, no trader was
permitted to give credit for a larger amount than fifty shillings, and debts
greater than that could not be collected by law.'*'
1. Clauses 12, 13, N. Y. Gol. Docs., VII.
2. Clauses 6, 7, 8.
3. Clauses ?.^~3?..
4. Clause 33,
5. Clauses 34-30.
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The intercourse of traders with the Indians required some well regulated
arrangements for the administration of prompt justice. For this purpose the
agents and the couinussaries at each post were empowered to act as justices of
the peace in both criminal and oivii cases ^ and the testimony of the Indiajis
was put on the same footing as that of the whites in the courts of all the col-
onies. In civil oases involving sums not exceeding ten povinds, an appeal
oould be taken from the commissary to the agent for the department, whose de-
cision was final. Civil cases which involved laj'-ger suras and the more im-
portant criminal cases were decided in the regularly established colonial
courts.-^
As the worst abuses of which the Indians complained had arisen from, the
sale of their lands, no private person or corporation was to be allowed to
purchase any lands from the Indians, except where such lands were within the
bounds of some colony; and even in that case, the purchase oould be made only
at a general meeting presided over by the agent and attended by the chiefs of
each tribe claiming the land. Purchases of lands for the use of the crown
were to be made in the same way, carefully surveyed in the presence of the
Indians, and maps of the tracts so purchased were to be kept on deposit at the
office of the agent. The agents were also directed to use their best efforts
to secure a detennination of the western boiindary, so that the above regula-
tions could be made effective.'^
An attempt was made to regulate the election customs among the Indians.
In the so^ithern district the members of each village of a tribe were to select,
under the supervision of the commissary, a chief man. The chief men so chosen
1, Clauses 15-18.
Clauses 41-42.

T7ere then to meet with the coniaiasary and select a chief for the tribe, who
was to reside with the oomnissarjr. As far as possible, the saire plan was to
b© extended to the northern dej^artment . Some such eurrangement seemed neces-
sary, as a means of knowing in al 1 oases, who was the legally ohosen chief
of each tribe, otherwise a tribe might reftise to be bound by action of the in-
dividual who styled himself chief.
The Board estimated that the cost of the establishment required by the
proposed plan would amount to about 20,000 pounds annually. This sum it pro-
posed to raise by means of a tax upon the Indian trade, collected either in
the form of an export duty on furs or as an excise tax payable by each trader
at the varioiis posts. The final determination of the method of collection was
to rest upon the advice of the Indian agents as to which plan woxild prove the
p
leeist burdensome upon the traders. "
This plan met with the approval of Johnson and Governor Golden, although
they suggested a modification of the regulation forbidding the sale of rum to
the Indians, Their arguments were based upon the known desires of the Indiar.s
for liquor, its value as an article of trade, and the additional revenue
which could be realized from its sale.'^ The Board endeavored for the next
four years to get this plan instituted by act of Parliament but never succeed-
ed. Various reasons could be given for its failure on this point, but pro-
bably the most potent ones were opposition in the colonies and the lack of
ftmds to finance the scheme. Finally in April, 1768, a circular letter to the
governors announced that the whole plan had been abandoned."*
1. Clauses 18-19.
2. N. Y. Col. Docs., VII., p. 641.
3. Letters of Johnson and Golden: Ibid., pp. 661-666, 667-670.
4. Pa. Col. Records, IX., p. 552.
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Froin the foregoing accoxxnt it is seen that the Board of Trade, during its
first fifty years, followed the policy of bribing the Indians to keep their
alliances, but that it inade no attempt to take the entire control of such mat-
ters from the separate colonies. From 1752 on, however, the Board was working
on some plan of a more permanent nature, sent over paid Indian agents, and
finally evolved a scheme which included several features which the United
States adopted many years later. It had gradually arrived at the conclusion
that the Indian was properly the ward of the state and that it was the duty
of the central government to protect him and, as far as possible, to regulate
his affairs in accordance with civilized customs.
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CONCLUSION.
The foregoing pages attempt to describe the work of the Board of Trade
during a period of about seventy years, within which tine it performed a multi-
tude of duties and experienced many vicissitudes of fortune. Originally creat-
ed as a committee of the Privy Council in order to keep the control of it with-
in the hands of the croism, it came to be a committee of the two houses of
Parliament and as responsible to the House of Commons as was ai^y other admin-
istrative board. Its members were always adherents of the party in power and
were changed with changes of ministry.
The activity of the Board varied with its personnel and with the
character of the secretary for the southern departr.ent , of which it was a
bureau. The early period from 1696 to 1715 was the period of the Board's great-
est activity along commercial lines; from 1715 to 1748 is the so called de-
cadent period; and that from 1748 to 1765 is itc golden age, the period of Hal-
ifax and the gradual assmption of complete control over the colonies, even to
the appointment of colonial officers, the period when the Board was honored by
a minister's portfolio. But the Board was not idle even during its most im-
potent period; it was gathering inforraation, hearing complaints, preparing inr-
structions, compiling reports, settling boundary disputes, considering colonial
laws, and even appointing minor officers. In its more active periods the
Board was also enforcing the trade laws, suppressing piracy, concerting plans
for defense, fostering industrial enterprises, appointing the more important
officials, and attempting to carry out definite lines of policy.
The Board of Trade was always imperialistic in its tendencies and had
plans for securing a permanent civil list in each of the colonies, so as to
render the governors independent of local control. It attempted to suppress
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all charters and to reduce the colonies to one uniform type of government and
then to unite them into a larger government with a strong executive and a weak
legislative body at its head. It proposed to exclude the colonies from all
control over Indian affairs, to tske charge of such questions itself, to ex-
clude the colonists from the Indian lands, and to place the Indian establish-
ment upon a permanent paying basis by act of Parliainent . And when the assem-
blies attempted to make all judges' comcissions read during good behavior, the
Board forced them to give way and compelled the judges to accept their com-
missions during the pleasure of the crown.
In attempting to execute the above policies the Board was handicapped by
the slowness and the uncertainties of comnunioation, and by the rising power
of the colonial assemblies. It met the first difficulty by securing the es-
tablisl-unent of a regular mail packet -line from New York to England; but all of
its attempts to prevent the gradual subversion of the constitution by the usur-
pations of the assembly failed, because the existence of war compelled the
governors to accept money bills on any terns they could get them. Even the
attempts to check this movement by an appeal to Parliament failed because the
ministry was either timid or indifferent or there was not enough money avail-
able to execute the proposed reforms. The Board's well digested scheme for
the regulation of Indian affairs failed for similar reasons.
The Board maintained intiwate relations with the other departments of
government, supplying them with infonnation, accepting their suggestions, and
transmitting their orders. Above all it was closely connected with the Privy
Council and its Committee, through which all its representations, recommenda-
tions and orders had to pass; but the Committee was no less a body than the
cabinet and was responsible to the nation for the colonial policy of the gov-
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©rracent
.
Last but not least, the Board had control of colonial legislation, and it
was upon its representations that the royal veto was exercised. This power
was a irost important one, since it was capable of being so exercised as to
mould the legislative and legal policies of the colonies, and was used by the
Board to exclude the colonies from the control of external and interstate
conmieroe. In the exercise of this power of disallowance, however, the Board
never acted arbitrarily but gave to every party concerned all the advantages
of judicial procedure, with the privilege of appeal from its decisions to
the CoiGTi^ittee of Coiancil. Thus the Board of Trade perforred functions for
the colonies somewhat similar to those performed by our own suprnirie court,
plus the work of a great national arbitration tribunal.
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